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CHAPTBB I 

mmQMGTZQM 

"®MI reputation of any person at any given moment 1® 

the sua total, Measured in quality and quantity, of all 

the opinions held about M m by all living parsons who have 

any ©pinion about M m at all. It follow® that any esti-

mate of any reputation can be little more than a guess.wl 

Only one book dealing exclusively with Browning' a 

literary reputation has been written! T. !» Lounsbury's 

3 M iiSiX 14-terary Career of Robert Browning. wMch 

appeared in 1911. Lounsbury has since been criticized by 

Kaurice Cramer, who in the early l W s published three 

articles whose purpose was to show that in effect liouasbuxy 

bad been guilty of grossly misleading guesswork. DeVane, 

in turn, has taken issue with Cramer| and Mcllderry has 

printed M s special quarrels with BeTane. In short, as 

there was during Browsing's lifetime great difference of 

opinion concerning the worth of M s poetic endeavors, 

since M s death there has been much disagreement in 

studies of what was thought about M m during M s lifetime. 

C. Somervell, "The Beputation of lobert 
Browning," Essaysand Studies b£ Heabers of the English 
Association, tv Cl̂ flf). 122. 



$he purpose of this thesis is to present English 

opinion of Browning, contemporary with him, from the 

anonymous publication in 1853 of his first poem, Pauline« 

through the appearance in 1868-69 of what is agreed to he 

M ® masterpiece, £feg ling; and the Boole, Somervell most 

correctly observes that Ma study of a reputation, t© he of 

much value, would have to he exceedingly exhaustive•w2 

fhis study makes no pretense to such exhaustiveness. In 

the first place, had it been confined to the ©pinions 

expressed by reviewers, the understandable deficiency of 

available material In that area would have precluded any 

thoroughly conclusive statement* Bven so, such a state-

ment would be misleading; as Somervell further points out, 

"It would be a mistake to suppose that a man*s real repu-

tation is to be found only In what Is said about him in 

print."* 

Again, BeYane and others have gathered from widely 

scattered printed sources various comments on Browning's 

work by contemporaries other than critics} but it is 

scarcely conceivable that more than a fraction of what was 

thus said about Browning could have been recorded. More-

over, a definitive study of Browning's reputation would 

seem to require a correlated investigation of the turbu-

lent Victorian era in order to ascertain how the general 

2Ibld.. p. 124. 3Ibid., p. 123. 



attitude of tli® tia®» which seemingly changed with each 

decade, would reflect the predisposition of Browning * 0 

public toward him. Such an investigation, invaluable as 

it would be* is obviously outside the scope of this study, 

Even the differing canons by which various reviewers 

formed their opinions are relevant* inasmuch as these very 

laws of criticism--classical or otherwise—determined the 

critics* notions, necessarily preconceived, of how a 

writer should write and of what he should write about. 

In spite of these hindrances, however, in this thesis 

an attempt has been made to derive from the available Vic-

torian Judgment ©f Browning a reasonably clear picture of 

the chronological progress of his acceptance, fhe bib-

liography of Browning compiled by Broughton and others has 

proved to be indispensable, furnishing as it does by 

chronological arrangement and frequent quotation from 

locally unavailable ?ictorian periodicals Ma rough but 

suggestive temperature chart of Browning's reputation,** 

fhe various arguments of those scholars who have concerned 

themselves with Browning's reputation have been introduced 

where helpful in trying to synthesize as accurate an over-

all estimate as possible. 

this study will consider the acceptance of each of 

Browning's publications, in chronological order of their 

appearance, fhe chapter divisions have been made at what 



see® to be crucial points la Bronraiing1 s career. Baginning 

with the appearance of Pauline (18?3)» th© second chapter 

concludes with a discussion of Bordello (1840), the pern 

which may be said to have effectively dampened Initial 

enthusiasm for Browning. The third chapter end® with 

Browning's departure for Italy in 1846 after he had 

attempted to regain th® confidence of critics and public 

by giving them numerous immortal poems. Dealing with the 

years in Italy, th® fourth chapter goes through th® publi-

cation of f|eg and Women (1855) • la which Browning offered 

such ransom for his popularity a® "Andrea del Sarto,w 

thought by one critic to be as "perfect as anything of 

that painter's, who was called the 'Faultless.*The 

fifth chapter discusses the progress of Browning's reputa-

tion through the appearance of Dramatis Personae in 1864; 

the sixth, the response to fhe Rims and the Book in 1869. 

Sorth British Review. XXXIV (Kay, 1861), 370. 



JSWWfc Jfc* *|« 

1833-18*© 

Exalted with youth and ambition a® he returned home 

from a performance of Richard III is October, 1832, 

twenty-year-old Robert Browning conceived a grandiose 

plan which, as he reported a year later, "occupied me 

mightily for a time, and which had for its object the 

ennabling me to assume and realize I know not how many 

different characters." His intention was to write and 

publish pseudonymously works such as poems, operas, and 

novels whose "respective authors'* were not to be guessed 

by the world to be "no other than one and the same indi-

vidual. M Accordingly, he set to work on Pauline» "the 

first work of the poet of the batch," and by January, 
1 

1833» had completed its 1031 lines of blank verse. 

Some years later, Joseph Araould, one of Browning's 

friends, spoke of Pauline as Ha strange, wild (in parts 

singularly magnificent) poet-biography; his own early life 

as it presented itself to his own soul viewed poetically? 

in fact, psychologically speaking, his 'Sartor Besartus* 

written and published , . » when Shelley was his 
» • • 

^William Clyde Befane, A Browning Handbook* 2nd ed. 
(lew lork, 1955), p. #1. 
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God.w fhe significance of Arnould1 a words la apparent 

upon recalling that at the age of fourteen the precocious 

and self-centered Browning had managed to obtain the 

almost unheard-of works of Shelley, under whose influence 

he rapidly developed atheistic tendencies and began to 

wage against parents, ohureh, and society a personal 

rebellion in which he was unable to admit defeat before 

reaching his late teens. Pauline purported to be merely 

an account from sua unidentified young man of twenty to his 

love, Pauline, of his victorious struggle with the forces 

of doubt, social restlessness, and self-centerednessi how-

ever, since Browning had also taken from She1ley the 

belief that the proper subject of poetry is the soul ©f 

the poet himself, the poem say be said to be autobiograph-

ical in the sense that in Pauline it was actually Browning 

himself who confessed his gradual release from skepticism 

and his repentant return to faith and love.^ 

After Browning had completed Pauline« his father's 

customary indulgence was for once restrainedt he refused 

to stand the expense of the publication of the poem, feel-

ing possibly that the time was not favorable to poetry, an 

overproduction of verse in recent years apparently having 
tired the public, who now seemed to be refusing to read or 

p 
Frederic G» lenyon, editor* Robert Browning and 

Alfred Domett (London, 1906), p. IWT. 

^Defane, pp. 42-44. 



to buy.41" levertheless, in March, 1853* Pauline was pub-

lished anonymously by a London firm at the expense of 

Browning's aunt; and Browning waited anxiously for the 

world to declare it® appreciation.^ 

It was undoubtedly with a great sense of disappoint-

ment that he read the first of the reviews of the poem, 

which appeared in the Literary Gasette for Maroh 23, 1833» 

and noted disdainfully: "Bornewhat mystical, somewhat 

poetical, somewhat sensual, and not a little unintelli-

gible,—this is a dreamy volume, without an object, and 

unfit for publication." 

But there was yet hopes Browning had paved the way 

for at least one favorable review by sending a copy to 

William J. Fox, the editor of the Monthly Repository, a 

Unitarian periodical. When Browning was twelve he had 

been introduced to fox by his young ward XLisa flower, 

with whom the Browning family was associated in non-

conformist society# Miss flower had shown to Fox some of 

Browning*s earliest poetical efforts, from the 

volume Incondita, "which verses he praised not a little, 

*T. S. Lounsbury, fhe Early Literary Career of Robert 
Browning (Hew York, 1911)• p. 6. 

V Sail Griffin and Harry Christopher Minchin, fhe 
Life of Bobert Browning, 3rd ed. (London, 1910), p. 57• 

^Literary Gazette, March 23, 1833 • P* 183. 
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which, praise comforted me not a little," as Browning 

remembered years later? and now the anonymous letter 

accompanying the copy of Pauline sent to Fox alluded t© 

their earlier meeting and expressed hope that the poem 

should not "he found too insignificant for cutting up. 

$h® letter produced the desired effect? in his review 

of Pauline in the Monthly Repository for April, 1833* *ox 

declared? "Whoever the anonymous author may he, he is a 

poet. . . . We felt certain ©f fennyson * . * t we are not 

less certain of the author of Pauline." After reading 

what he called "the annals of a poet's mind" in a descrip-

tion of the "fiercest conflicts, the brightest triumphs," 

fox concluded that Pauline "has truth and life in it, 

which gave us a thrill, and laid hold of us with the 

power, the sensation of which has never yet failed us as 

a test of genius." And though admitting that the work was 

"evidently a hasty and imperfect sketch," he assured his 

readers: 

In recognising a poet we cannot stand upon trifles, 
nor fret ourselves about such matters, lime enough 
for that afterwards, when larger works come before 
us. Archimedes in the bath had many particulars to 
settle about specific gravities and Hiero's crown, 
but he first gave a glorious leap and shouted 
Sureka i8 

^Lounsbury, p. 10. 

^Monthly Repository. Hew Series, VII (April, 1833)* 
252-262. 



Filled with "inexpressible delight," Browning prom-

ised fox that "he should never writ® a line without 

thinking of th© source of his first praise.n A M more 

than fifty years later h© teamed fox1® review "the most 

timely piece of kindness in the way of literary help that 

ever befell me,"^ 

fox was not alone, however, in giving hearty welcome 

to Brownings in the Athenaeum for April 6, 1853, Allen 

Cunningham observed; 

There is not a little true poetry in this very little 
booki her© and there we have a touch of the myste-
rious, which we cannot admire? and now and then a 
want of true melody, which we ©an forgive? with per-
haps more abruptness than is necessaryf all that, 
however, is as a grain of sand in a cup of pure 
water, compared to the nature, and passion, and fancy 
of th© poem.10 

And on April 14-, the Atlas, though recognising 

"mechanical difficulties'1 which hindered the Adaptation of 

style to thought," saw "many passages in the piece of con-

siderable beauty, and a few of such positive excellence 

that we augur very favorably of the genius that produced 

them." The reviewer went on to say that "the poem has 

created in us Just so much interest as will induce us to 

look with some curiosity at the author*s next essay."** 

^Griffin and Kinchin, p. 58* 

*°Leslie Nathan Broughton and others, compilers and 
editors, Egbert Browning:^A Bibliography. 1850-1950 

X1Xbid., p. $3, 0 1. 
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la spit® of this favorable reception, however, not 
IP 

one copy of Paulina was sold?* apparently the skepticism 

of Browning's father had not been unfounded, Browning * s 

enthusiasm was further dampened when in August falt*8 

Edinburgh Magazine referred t© Pauline as "a piece of pure 

bewilderment"j ̂  and in October Browning himself spoke of 

the poem as an ttabortion" and realised that th.e grandiose 
14 

plan of the preceding October had been "foolish," 

lis disheartened frame of mind was caused not so much 

by the bales of unbound sheets that had been sent home 

from the publisher as by a circumstance of primary 

Importance insofar as it totally redirected his approach, 

to the writing of poetry. John Stuart Mill, to idiom fox 

had given a copy of the poem in order that he might review 

it, was convinced that the speaker in Pauline, idiom he 

shrewdly guessed to be the anonymous author himself, had 

not recovered from the state of dissatisfaction described} 

and this conviction Hill indicated in the margin of his 

copy, where he began with these words? "With considerable 

poetic powers, the writer seems to me possessed with a 

more intense and morbid self-consciousness than I ever 

^Griffin and Kinchin, p. 60. 

^Broughton and others, p, 84, 0 6. 

^Griffin and Hinchin, p. 56. 
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knew in any sane human being.n*^ fills review was not pub-

lished | but when Fox returned Mill's copy to Browning in 

October, 1833* Browning realised, after reading Hill's 

marginal notes, that he had exposed his callow soul to 

public gaze; and he resolved that henceforward his poetry 

would be objective and dramatics the utterances of created 

characters* not of himself5 and the chronicles of the 
16 

souls of other®, preferably historical persons. 

It is curious that Browning should have remarked 

years later that Rill's review would have "rendered him 

most powerful help, exactly at the time when it was aost 

needed," It had not been published because it had been 

forestalled by the wflippantw notice of another reviewer 

in the August issue of fait's* for which Hill also wrote* 

but Browning must have realised that Mill1® severe stric-

tures could have been of no help whatsoever,*^ for he 

himself had concluded his own note in the copy Mill had 

used by observing, "Only this crab remains of the shapely 
IS 

free of Life in this Fool's paradise of aiae.w 

"^Defane, p» 46. 

16Ibld., p. 11. 

^l, F. Haines, "Mill and Pauline* fhe Beview that 
•Setarded1 Browningfs fane,® Modern Language Hotes* M X 
(June, 1944), 410-412. 

*®Griffin and Kinchin, p. 37* 
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In the fall of 1854 Browning began M s second poem. 

In which, til® soul to.® had chosen to expose was that of a 

German chemist and physician of the Henaisaance—'Paracel-

sus, whose aspiration was to become the master of all 

knowledge.1^ That the foim of the poem was somewhat dra-

matic was ©wing largely to Will's criticism of Paulinei 

hut although persons, acts, places, and times were given, 

Browning carefully pointed out in the preface that the 
20 

work was intended to toe a poem and not a play. 

After Paracelsus had been completed in March, 1835* 

Browning obtained through Fox an introduction to Hoxon, 

who had recently published Uennyson's latest volume as 

well as Henry faylor's Philip van Artevelde, considered by 

critics to be the literary event of the day. Moxon, how-

ever, refused to publish Paracelsus, even though the 

expenses of publication were to be borne by Browning's 

father, because he had lately become convinced that there 

was no money to be made from poetry. In spite of favor-

able reviews and a second edition within six months, 

faylor's Artevelde had not paid expenses? and after two 

and a half years only three hundred copies of fennyson's 

volume had been sold. As Taylor later recalled in his 

autobiography, "It was a flat timej publishers would have 

nothing to say to poets, regarding them as unprofitable 

19DeVane, p. 12. 20Ibid., p. 50. 
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people." Saunders and Otley, the publishers of Pauline, 

regarded that poem so dismal a failure on the market that 

would not toe considered at all, Eventually, 

however. Fox was successful in persuading IffIngham Wilson 

to bring out Paracelsus, and on August 15, 1835, the poss, 

the first to hear Browning*a name as author, made it® 

21 
appearance, * 

First of the critics to speak was the one writing for 

the Spectator, • As his review also appeared on August 15 

and there is no report that he had seen1 an advance copy of 
Paracelsus» his opinion could have been formed only by 

means of a glance at the poems 

Evidences of mental power, perhaps of poetical 
talent, are visible throughout, but there is m© nice 
conception and development of ©haraoter, nothing 
peculiar or striking in the thoughts, whilst the 
language in which they are clothed gives them am air 
of mystical or dreamy vagueness.22 

Although the Athenaeum had devoted one hundred lines 

to Pauline in 1835» Paracelsus was dismissed with less 

than a hundred words: 

fhere is talent in this dramatic poem, (in which is 
attempted a picture of the mind of this celebrated 
character,> but it is dreamy and obscure, Writers 
would do well to remember, (by way of example,) that 
though it is not difficult to imitate the aysticisa 
and vagueness of Shelley, we love him and have taken 

21Griffin and Kinchin, p. 72. 

&fcBroughton and others, p. 84, C 12. 
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M m to our hearts as a poet, not because of these 
characteristics—but in spit® of them.^2 

This brief warning so incensed Browning that he 

reminded Elisabeth Barrett of it ten year® later, calling 

it "a most flattering sample of what the *craft* had in 
24 

store for me." At that time Miss Barrett expressed her 

indignation that Paracelsus had been termed "an imitation 

of Shelley, when if Paracelsus was anything, it was the 

expression of a new mind, as all might see, as I saw*1,25 

fhat others were beginning to see in 1855 i* evident 

from the three-column notice which appeared in the 

Examiner on September 6, ffohn Forster, the critic, beganj 

"Since the publication of Philip van ArteveId®, we have 

met with no such evidence® of poetical genius, and of 

general intellectual power, as are contained in this 

volume.® He admitted that there were •"tedious passages" 

in this "philosophic view of the mind of Paracelsus, its 

workings and miswording®, its tendencies and effort® and 

results, worked out through the pure medium of poetry"j 

but he assured the reader that he would find "enough of 

beauty to compensate him for the tedious passages," as "a 

rich vein of internal sentiment, a deep knowledge of 

^Athenaeum. August 2, 1855, P* 640. 
2\>rimn and Hlnohin, p. 73. 

25Ibld., p. 66. 
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humanity, an intellect subtle and inquisitive, will soon 

fix M s interest, aad call forth his warmest admiration." 

After giving an analysis of the poem and pointing out 

scenes of "power* and "tenderness,® forster concluded that 

Wwe may safely predict for ita author a brilliant career, 

if he continues to th® present promise of hi© genius. He 
pg 

possesses all the elements of a fine poet." 

In November, Fox, ever faithful, gave the "fullest 

expression of his admiration" in the Monthly Repository: 
fhis poem is what few modern publications either are, 
or affect to be; it is a work. It is the result of 
thought, skill, and toll. Defects and irregularities 
there may be, but they are those of a building which 
the architect has erected for posterity . . . . 

Apparently resenting the somewhat contemptuous notices 

which had appeared in the Spectator and the Athenaeum* he 

added a reminders "Paracelsus was not written, nor is it 

to be read, « tempore. fhis circumstance has sorely 

pu&sled the critics, especially the Weeklies.*2^ 

Writing a "favorable review throughout" in the London 

Journal for lovember 21, 1855* I*eigh lust declared that no 

questions could be raised "as to the high poetic power 

displayed" in Paracelsus, and classed the poem with 

Wordsworth's Prelude. Sounding the first defense of 

Browning's style, he went on record as stating: 

^Examiner. September 6, 1855t pp. 5S3-565-

^Broughton and others, p. 84, G 10. 
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We do not . . . object his long and often somewhat 
intricately involved sentences, or to forms of 
phraseology and construction, of occasional occur-
rence , which are apt for a aoment to perplex or 
startle on the first reading, or t© aay other defla-
tions of a similar kind from ordinary usage or the 
beaten highway prescribed by our books of authority 
in grammar, rhetoric, and prosody, in so far as such 
unusual forms are the natural and unaffected product 
of the writer's genius, working its purpose# in its 

own way. 

At fox's ho»e on November 27, Browning was introduced 

to the famous actor Hacready; ten days later, Macready, 

then reading Paracelsus "with ecstasy,M recorded in his 

diary that Browning "can scarcely fall to be a leading 

spirit of his time.tt fhe friendship between Browning and 

Macready ripened quickly; and Browning spent lew Tear*® 

Sve at the actor*s home, where he met John Forster, whose 

greeting was, "Did you see a little notice of you I wrote 

in the Examiner?"2*^ 

But forster had not yet finished praising Paracelsusi 

following hard on the heels of the reviewer for fraser's 

Magazine« who in March, 1836, hailed Browning as Ma sian 

after our own heart,Forster penned in the saae month 

an article for Colbura* s Mew Monthly Magazine entitled 

"Evidences of a lew Genius for Dramatic Poetry," Leaving 

Henry Taylor and his Artevelde out of the question, he was 

28Ibid,, p. 84, 0 11, 

^Griffin and Minebin, p. 75* 

^Broughton and others, p« 85* 0 15* 
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now convinced that Browning had opened "a deeper vein of 

thought, of feeling, and of passion, than any poet has 

attempted for years*; and though aware that hi# opinion 

would "possibly startle may persons,M he let dona all 

critical reserve; "Without the slightest hesitation we 

nam® Mr. Browning at once with Shelley, Coleridge, and 

Wordsworth, He ha® entitled himself to a place among the 

acknowledged poets of the age. 

from the same review it is learned that even after 

six months Paracelsus had been only "scantily-noticed" by 

the reading public# According to Gosse, "the public 

refused to have anything to say to s© strange a poem tin 

which one of the characters, more than once, expresses 

himself in upward of three hundred lines of unbroken 

solilo<|uy3| very few copies were sold."^2 However, the 

financial failure of the poem was nothing exceptional for 

the time| and as Louasbury reports, "In every other 

respect, save that of sale, Paracelsus was the most 

unqualified of successes. 

^Colbura's Sew Monthly Magazine and Literary 
JQ\IPI13>1 § XfiVl \*MJPQZLf t I&I39* 

-^Edmund Gosse, lobert Brownie Personalia (Boston 
and lew York, 1890), 57*377 

^Lounsbury, p. 29. 
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X® 

Moreover, its publication opened to Browning a com-

pletely new social world. Haeready and Porster had 

enthusiastically provided M m with an entree into literary 

society; accordingly. Browning was present at the famous 

"Ion" supper given on May 26, 1836, fey Sergeant falfourd, 

who was then enjoying enormous but transitory fame due to 

the success of his play. Ion, in which Haeready was 

appearing at Covent Garden.^ falfourd*s home was 

thronged with lawyers, artists, actors, and authors; at 

one table, Browning sat opposite Haeready, who was flanked 

toy Wordsworth and Lander, the "crowning event ©f 

Browning's early literary fame" came when falfourd, who 

had proposed a toast to the "Poets of England,M nominated, 

among others, the author of Paracelsus* Browning found 

himself seated while the other guests rose; and Willis* 

Wordsworth leaned across the table and said, "I an proud 

to drink to your health, Mr. Browningi* 

In DeVane's words, wfo make [Browning* s] cup run over 

on that memorable evening, as the party was breaking up 

Haeready spoke to the young poet and said, *Will you not 

write ae a tragedy, and save me from going to America?1 

^Maurice B. Cramer, "Browning's Friendships and fame 
before Marriage (1833-1846)," JPHU. LY (1940), 218. 

35t 'BeVane, p, 13. 
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Apparently Maeready was not confident that Ion would, con-

tinue to be w#ll received; at any rat®, he was deeply 

concerned with the present condition of the drama in 

jtegland, and more than a little as it related to his per-

gonal welfare. In April he had loft Brary Lane following 

a quarrel with the manager, who had forbidden hia to pre-

sent Biohard |Ii and in January he had recorded la hi» 

journal: 

Browning said that I had bit hia by ay performance of 
Othello» and I told him 1 hoped I should mate the 
blood com#. It would, indeed, be some recompense for 
the miseries, th® humiliations, the heart-sickening 
disgusts which I have endured in my profession, if, 
by Its exercise, I had awakened a spirit of poetry 
whose influence would elevate, ennoble, and adorn our 
degraded drama. Hay it bel*b 

In 1836 the Inglish stage was, according to one eon-

temporary critic, "a byword of contempt." Drury Lane, 

Covent Garden, and the Haymarket monopolised exclusively 

the representation of the "regular" drama? yet the manag-

er®, attempting to avoid bankruptcy, were pandering to 

public taste for melodrama, spectacular displays, and even 

circus performances and wild beast shows. One of th# 

chief attractions at Covent Garden in 18J6 was a spec-

tacular in which a game of dominoes was played by the 

characters, dressed as dominoes, "in a most remarkable 

way." It is reported to have made "a remarkable hitj 

36Sosse, p. 40. 
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nearly all tlit aristocracy cam® to see it,w Its creator 

was Pitsball, a salaried dramatist retained fey Covent 

Garden, who believed that "everything dramatic that is 

moral, interesting, and amusing to the public. is th® 

legitimate drama, whether it be illuminated with blue 

fire, or in one act or in twenty. 

But to Joan Forster, Paracelsus seemed to point 

toward th® redemption of the dramas in March his article, 

"Evidences of a lew Genius for Dramatic Poetry," had 

expressed this conviction in reference to Brownings 

Dramatic genius—perfectly new, born of our own age, 
the offspring of original thinking and original 
expression . . . is now actually amongst us, and 
waits only the proper opportunity . . . to redeem 
the drama, and to elevate th# literary repute, of 
Sngland.3® 

On the night of the "Ion* supper the "proper oppor-

tunity" had been presented by Macready, who hopefully 

shared Forster's enthusiasm for Browning; and in November 

the actor was reading Strafford, Browning*s first play, 

which deals with that period ©f English history when 

Parliament was at war with the first Stuarts. Macready*s 

first impression, however, was not favorable; on 

Jfovember 23 he recorded in his diary that he had found 

more grounds for exception than he had anticipated, and 

^Griffin and Kinchin» pp. 104-106. 

^Colburn's lew Monthly Magazine, XLYX (March, 1836), 
308. 
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referred to "the meanness of plot, and occasional obscu-

rity. " Having laid Strafford aside for a few months, lie 

took it up again in March, 183?, when fee began to fear 

that the play was "too historical." nevertheless, the 

manager of Covent Garden, anticipating "instant and con-

tinuous popularity," "caught at it with aridity, agreed 

to produce it without delay on M s part, and to give 

Browning twelve pounds per night for twenty-fire nights, 

and ten pounds per night for ten nights b e y o n d . B u t 

Macrea&y'© fears were growing, Se and forster attempted a 

revision of the play, to which Browning angrily objected, 

and the alteration® made by Browning were, in Maeready's 

estimation, "fttite bad* and "very unworthy of Browning.M 

three day® before the opening performance he poured his 

desperation into hi® diarys 

. . . In Browning*s play, we have a long scene of 
passion—upon what? A plan destroyed, by whom or 
for what we know not, and a parliament dissolved, 
which aerely seems to Inconvenience Strafford In 
his arrangements. . , . Mould it were overI It 
wist fail . * , 

Lounsbury states that practically all contemporary 

41 
accounts report the failure of Strafford> yet on 

the evening of its first performance on May 1, 183?, 

5%e?ane, p. 60. 

*°Ibid., p. 61. 

^I<ounsbury, p. 54. 
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Oovent Garden, the largest theatre In London, was 

"thronged at a very early hour," and on the following 

morning the Constituteonal reported that "at iwry con-

cluding act the house rang with plaudits#w fh@ reviewer 

observed: "Such a reception as was given to this play 

last night gives the lie to any twaddling assertion that 

there is no taste or no patronage left in England for the 

real drama.w Confessing that it would be wa vain task at 

so short a notice to attempt an analysis of the play or 

its beauties," the reviewer contented himself with testi-

fying to "its signal and deserved success" and concluded: 

Some very keen critics have predicted for Mr. Browning 
that he is to rise to such an eminence as a dramatic 
poet as has not been attained by any in our time, We 
have not had the opportunity to study the book before 
us to pronounce so confidently upon his merits, but 
certainly, if success be a criterion of desert, there 
are few poets who can rank more highly.^2 

fhis critic, probably Douglas Jerrold, whose support 

of Browning remained virtually consistent, could indeed 

have had "little opportunity to study the book," sinoe it 

had been published only the day before? yet the reviewer 

for the Sun of May 2 reported that Strafford "acts even 

better than it reads»M He felt that action had been "sub-

stituted for description, and mere poetry [that encumbers 

dialogue, and bids action halt] made subservient to the 

sterner business of the drama." However, he found 

^Griffin and Kinchin, pp. 109-110. 
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Strafford to be obscure, in fact "almost unintelligible to 

those who are not well acquainted with the stirring period 

of which it treats"| and though in general favorably dis-

posed to th® play* he thought it Mby no means the highest 

effort of which Mr. Browning is capable," Bat remembering 

the crowded and enthusiastic house, he ordered Browning t»o 

"set to work again, for if any one can revive the half-

extinct taste for the drama, he can."^ 

According to the playbill, for three more nights 

Strafford continued "to be received with the same marks of 
M 

approbation a® attended its first representation"? load 

John f©rater spoke of the "fervid applausen with which its 

fourth performance, on May 9* was "received by an admi-

rably filled house * fhe performance scheduled for May 11 

had to be cancelled, however, because th® actor who played 

fjm had deserted. Although a substitute was found, 11 the 

financial condition of the theatre, in spit# of th# undi-

minished popularity of the play, put an end to its 

representation," and the fines reported that a "tissue 

of absurdities" by Htaball took the place of Strafford 

^Broughton and others, p. 86, C 30. 

^Griffin and Minchin, p. 110. 

^Examiner, Hay 14, 1837* p* 310. 

^Qrosse, p. 46. 
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and wa© "rapturously applauded. It would seem that the 

theatre-goers were sot particularly discriminating; and if 

the worth of Browning's play Is to toe measured with the 

yardstick of subsequent contesporary literary opinion, 

there is reason to call it less than a success» since many 

of the reviewers began to discover faults with which to 

temper their praise. 

The Literary Gazette for Hay 6, recalling the high 

expectation aroused by Paraceleua. declared that Browning 

had "BO successfully" performed as a tragic dramatist that 

he had not "disappointed the hopes his first work [thought 

to be Paracelsus] led ma to entertain." But the reviewer 

objected to the dialogue, which he thought to be "very 

abrupt and interrupted . . . to a degree that often 

affects the sense,M and reported that his interest in the 

play had waned after the third act, when Strafford was 
jyj 

overthrown. 

Writing in the Sxaainer for May 7* -John Porater 

recanted to a certain degree the opinions expressed in hia 

March articlei "This is the work of a writer who is 

eapable of achieving the highest objects and triumph® of 

^Griffin and Minchia* p. 110. 

^Literary Gazette and Journal of Belles 
May 6, 
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dramatic literature, fhey are not achieved her®, "but here 

they lie, *in tlx® rough, * before every reader." 

forster admitted that the first performance had "all 

the evidences of a decided success f
 w but he believed that 

a "more massive handling of the subject . . . would have 

taken deeper and more lasting hold upon the audience of a 

theatre than it is possible to hop® for in the present 

instance." He discovered "the error" of the play to be in 

Browning*® having yielded too much to the "impulse® of 

pure poetical treatment in delineating the character of 

Strafford," and went on to explain the "sudden transitions 

and elliptical expressions" of speech as having been 

caused by the presentation of Strafford as a "victim of an 

extreme and somewhat effeminate sensibility." Forsster 

found that "a king without a single claim to rescue hia 

from contempt, and a minister whose overruling passion is 

that of devotion to such a king . , , gives us no strong 

sympathy or interest** He felt, however, that Browning** 

"marking of character" was "beyond praise" and "reminis-

cent of Shakespeare*" Pointing to the "masterly" sketches 

of the leaders of the independent party, he said, "The 

very faces of the men are before us as we read." forster 

expressed general opinion when he regretted that the play 

had been "most infamously got up* and reported that, with 
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the exception of Macready and Helen Faucitt, the "rest of 

th® performers . , * were a bam 1 s wonder to look at, 

Although the Morning Herald had called Strafford* 

after its second performance, rtby far the best tragedy 

that has keen produced • , . for many years,the 

reported on May 6 its conviction that the play 

did not have "interest enough about it# either of plot or 

dialogue, to give it more than a temporary existence. 

In July the oracular Edinburgh Beview gave what Lounsbury 

©alls a favorable criticism, of which the deep signifi-

cance is understood by realising that the Edinburgh would 

notice nothing it thought unworthy, such as the poems of 

Tennyson.-*2 The review spoke of the "considerable share 

of success" Browning had achieved with the play, and 

called his enterprise "one of no ordinary boldness. * 

After scolding Browning for his "fashion of breaking up 

his language into fragments! conveying a meaning, as it 

were, by starts and 4erics* rarely finishing a sentence at 

all; and when he does, cutting it short, with disagreeable 

abruptness," the Edinburgh advised him to sacrifice less 

49Bxaiainer, Hay ?, 1837 • PP» 294-295. 

^°DeYane, p. 69. 

^Broughton and others, p, 85* 0 17. 

**2Lounsbury, p. 57* 
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to the "seductions of theatrical clap-trap" la order that 

he might secure "more solid triumphs."55 

Such, then, was the mixed reception accorded to 

Strafford. DeVane refers to Its "ill-sucoeas"!5* Griffin 

and Minchin note, "Strafford, as ©veil Browning * s friends 

allowed, was not a popular playj its success had really 

been the smeeess of Hacready the aotor, and not of 

Browning the inexperienced dramatist.And Lounsbury 

goes so far as to say that Strafford amounted, to a retro-

gression, rather than an advance, in Browning*s 

popularity. In the light of the anticipation aroused by 

Paracelsus, however, the general contemporary critical 

estimate seems to indicate that the impression left by 

Browning's play was one of sustained promise, at least. 

Jfevertheless, it was as great a financial failure as 

Parac^lgus had been, for as 0©sse reports, "At that time 

the public absolutely refused to buy Mr, Browning's 

books . . . ,w Browning, however, was "in no wise dis-

heartened or detracted from his purpose by this 

Indifference of the public."57 U n t i l 1 8 4 0 h @ w a s t o 

^Edinburgh Heview, LXV (July, 183?}, 150. 

^DeYane, p„ 15. 

Griffin and Hinchin, p, 114. 

^Lounsbury, p# 74. 

5%©sse, p. 46, 
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remain ellent while preparing Bordello, with wbioh 

Hacready hoped he would "efface" the memory of Strafford* 

that "grand escape,"^8 

Published by Hoxon in March, 1840, at the expense of 

Browning's father» Bordello represented the result of 

seven years of fitful and interrupted labor. Writing to 

fox even before the publication of Paracelsus; in 1835* 

Browning had made ironic reference to Sordello, then in 

the finishing stages, as *another affair on hand, rather 

of a more popular nature";5^ before 1840, however, he was 

to make several drastic changes in hie conception of the 

development of the aoul of Sordello, a troubadour who 

became a lover and a warrior. Of these alterations, one 

was necessitated, |m»t as he was ready to have hi® poem 

printed, by the appearance in July, 

poea by a Hrs* Busk, who had used 11 

ground in presenting the ^popular" treatment of 

Sordello.60 Forced to delay publication in order to dif-

ferentiate hi® versiton froa Hrs» Bust's, Browning accented 

the historical element by introducing a profusion of his* 

torlcal detail®, fhjis, he said in 1863, when insisting 

that his stress had lain entirely upon the incidents in 

1837t of a lengthy 

ttle historical back-

5%e?ane, p. 61. 

%bld., p. 73. 

^Griffin and Minchin, p. 93. 
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the development of Bordellofs soul, was "of no more 
61 

Importance than a background requires"; in the final 

version of the poem, however, Bordello the man was 8© 

thoroughly obscured fey the tangle of events in the back-

ground—the fends between the Guelphs and the Ghlbellines 

in early thirteenth-century Italy—that only a special 

student eould have been expected to find meaning in the 

62 

fhe anticipation with whieh Sordello was taken up 

soon turned to bewilderment. Host of the reviewer# must 

have been perplexed, for they remained silent, fh® 

Spectator was the only Important weekly to give the poem 

immediate attention (on March 14), and the attitude ©f the 

critic may fee assumed to have been the one generally 

prevalent. Insisting that "we cannot read it," he 

declared! 

Whatever may fee the poetical spirit of Mr, Browning, 
it is so overlaid in Sordello by digression, affecta-
tion, obscurity# and all ike faults that spring, it 
would seem, from orudity of plan and a self-opinion 
which will neither cull thoughts nor revise composi-
tion, that the reader—at least a reader of our 
stamp—turns away.^3 

to March 28, the reviewer for the Atlas* who had been 

an ardent admirer of Paracelsus but had been disappointed 

in Strafford, found Sordello "worse than Strafford" and 

^BeVane, p. 84. 62Lounsbury, p. 05. 

^Broughten and others, p» 87* 0 37-
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regretted that It exhlbit@d all of Browning's faults la 

Intensified form and gave evidence of none of M s 

virtues.^ 

la May, the Monthly Chronicle put into circulation 

its lament: 

Me opened Bordello . , . with the most pleasurable 
anticipations* and closed it with the most painful 
disappointment. . • « Mr, Browning seems t© hare 
forgotten that the medium of art must ever be the 
beautiful. *>5 

On May 30, the critic for the Athenaeum offered his 

opinion, possibly the only contemporary estimate, among 

those of all the reviewers, formed after a serious and 
&& 

honest effort to penetrate to the meaning of Bordello. 

Be begant 

If it were Mr. Browning's desire to withdraw himself 
from the inquest of criticism, he could scarcely have 
effected that purpose better than by the Impenetrable 
veil, both of manner and language, in which he has 
contrived to wrap up whatever truths or beauties this 
volume may contain. 

Objecting to "peculiarities of language,n "quarrels with 

prepositions," "puerilities," and "affectations," the 

reviewer recommended "accepted grammatical forms," since 

the reader's attention had to be directed toward mastering 

"novelties of mere construction" and acquiring "familiarity 

64 

Lounsbury, p. 82. 

^Brought on and others, p. 87, C 35» 

^Athenaeum, Hay 30, 1840, pp. 431-432, 
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with tlie author*s manner." "Like any system of short-

hand ," he admitted, "the author*s scheme of syntax may, 

with so®® trouble, be acquired. * . . Occasional outbreaks 

©f light . . . win the reader onward,—tempted, as he is, 

again and again, to throw down the hook in despair.n 

"Conedentiously w unwilling to sand hit readers to 

Bordello itself, yet tiling "botuad to afford thea 8©m 

evidence of the art with which the author has concealed 

his treasures," the reviewer quoted a passage which h© 

challenged the readers to work out, and added, "If the 

above specimen be within the compass of the reader's 

faculties, then h# say refer to the volume, whieh abounds 

in tush," 

fhe critic insisted that, even after learning the 

"shorthand," an attempt to get at the meaning, hidden in 

"fold upon aisty fold," carried the reader too far into 

the regions of transcendentalism* In fact, a Hystericus 

"air of philosophic pretension about the work * . . leads 

to the Inference that it must contain something," but the 

"pearls'1 found in the "muddy waters" proved to© often to 

be merely "commonplace truths'* expressed in "provokingly 

oracular language." feeling that Browning*a purpose 

apparently had' been to show that "dreams of perfectibility" 

lead to "disappointment,n the critic added: "But if this 
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la the meaning, it 1® wrapped up in a very needless and 

absurd profusion of words.M 

Although the reviewer advised Browsing that it might 

be worth his while "to use the language of ordinary men, 

and to condescend to being intelligible," he granted, 

nevertheless, some "pregnant thought" and "significant 

illustration" here and there? and after the description of 

Caryatides by sunset had been quoted and praised, as 

"poetry not overlaid by quaint style and extravagant 

originality," he concluded rather cordially: 

laving placed the author in thin favorable and intel-
ligible point of view before the public, w@ will 
leave him there, with a final word of advice. . # . 
If his wm@ would be appreciated by understandings ©f 
this earth, she must keep somewhere or other on this 
side of the clouds, 

Although many of the reports smack suspiciously of 

facetious exaggeration, various comments of literary con-

temporaries other than reviewers reveal that even they 

found Bordello to be so unusually difficult that they con-

sidered it practically incomprehensible. In December, 

1837, finding himself forced to choose between the role of 

historian and that of poet, Browning' had told Hiss Harriett 

Hartineau that he had almost decided to omit both preface 

and notes to Sordello. Unaware of the nature of 

Browning's project, her dangerous advice had been to do 

so, thereby letting the poem "tell its own tale." Bat 

Hiss Hartineau, whom Paracelsus had favorably impressed t© 
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the point of insomnia, was so unable to understand 

Sordello that she thought herself ill.®? Douglas Jerrold, 

who possibly had penned an unsigned though favorable 

review ©f Strafford, was convinced after reading Sordello 

that he had lost his mind; hi® wife reassured his, how-

ever, by confessing that ©he herself had been at quite a 
fill 

loss With it. Mrs. Garlyle is said to have read the 

poem through without being able to determine whether 

Sordello was a man, a city, or a book.69 And Tennyson is 

reported to have observed that there were only two lines 

in Sordello that he could understand: the first and the 

last, neither of which was true, fhey were? "Who will, 

may hear Sordello*® story told" and "Who would, has heard 

Sordello*® story told,*?® 

A more indulgent opinion was expressed by Slizabeth 

Barrett, who, though convinced that bordello required deep 

study, felt that there were "many fine things" in the poea 

worthy of studious effort.?1 And V. S. Landor, while 

expressing irritation, held steadfast nonetheless to his 

conviction of Browning's great potential» "I only wish he 

would atticize a little. Few of the Athenians had such a 

®?Ii©unsbury» p. 78. 

6%e?ane, p. 85. 69Ibid, 

?%o»ervell, p. 12%. 

?1X.ounsbury, p. SO. 
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quarry on their property# but they constructed better 

roads for the conveyance of the material. 

Apparently having found nothing favorable to say of 

Sordello immediately after its publication, John Forster 

had consequently not spoken at the time in the 

Bat in 1841 he offered this somewhat apologetic defense 

of the poem; 

When a greater curiosity about the writer shall here-
after disentomb Sordello. it will not be admired for 
its faults| but, In spite of them, its power and 
beauty will be perceived* It had a magnificent aim, 
and a great many passages in which justice was done 
to that, and to the genius of the designer»?* 

For many years, however, there was to be no need to 

"disentomb" Sordello1 it remained very much alive in the 

memory of those to whoa Browning1s name was of even the 

vaguest significance* By acme few indulgent souls it wa® 

to be forgiven; but for many others it was to continue for 

year8 to serve as a rigid standard of utter unlatelllgi-

bility by which Browning's subsequent endeavors would be 

Judged, often without even the dubious benefit of a read-

ing. Gosae reported in 1881 that for forty years Sordello 

had been Ban eminent stumbling block, not merely in the 

path of fools, but in that of very sensible and cultivated 

?2W. H. Griffin, "Browning and Domett," Contemporary 
Review. M U f l l (January, 1905), 110. 

73*sr*«*4October 2, 1841, p. 628. 
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people. Many of those who tried to read the poem per-

mitted the failure of their attempt to prejudice them 

thereafter against Browning; and most of those who had not 

come into direct contact with it were so impressed by 

unfavorable reports that they were not willing to grant a 

hearing to his later work. Mlmm states flatly that the 

publication of Sordello ruined a promising reputation.?'* 

Lounsbury calls the poem an "almost insurmountable 

obstacle" in the way of the works that were to follow in 

the immediately ensuing years, "With the appearance of 

Sordello»" he declares, "began the eclipse of Browning's 

reputation which even after the lapse of acre than a third 

of a century had not passed away."?® 

Moreover, Lounsbury feels that the poem was particu-

larly resented because it seemed to "give evidence of a 

determined disposition not to pay heed to the legitimate 

requirements of the reader."^ fhe Athenaeum (May 30, 

1840) referring to it as a "book which the author seems to 

have taken pains to Mystify," warned Browning that "the 

author who chooses deliberately to put 'Ms light under a 

bushel' of affectations, must not be surprised if men 

refuse the labour of searching it out, and leave him to 

the peaceable enjoyment of that obscurity which he has 

^Gosse, p# 48. ^BeVane, p. 86. 

^Lounsbury, p. 93. ^Ibid. 
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courted,"78 The Atlas (March 28, 1840) felt that the tins 

of Browning*s verse were "premeditated" and "wilful"! la 

Lounsbury's opinion, thee© words assuredly expressed the 

sentiment of all these who wad, or tried to read, 

Sordello.^ 

On the other hand, Browning himself was convinced 

that more than half the difficulty lay with the reading 

public; ©a occasion he is known to have referred sar-

castically to the poem as "the entirely unintelligible 

Sordello1"®° 

Although 0©see was perhaps prejudiced in Browning's 

favor, he offered in retrospect a defease of the attitude 

of the readers in relation to the state of poetry at the 

time of the appearance of Sordello: 

la 183® the condition of Ingllsh poetry was singu-
larly tame and namby-pamby, fennyson*® voice was 
heard only by a few. The many delighted in poor 
wJ#,S»L#f® whose sentimental "golden violets" and 
gushing improvyigatores had found a tragic close at 
Gape Coast Castle. "Among living poets, the most 
popular were good old James Montgomery, droning on 
at his hopeless insipidities and graceful "good-
nesses,'* the Ion. Mrs. Jforton, a sort of soda-water 
Byron, and poor, rambling f. I. lervey* the plague 
of annuals and books of beauty was on the land, with 
its accompanying flood of verses by Alaric A, Watts 
and "Delta* Hoir. fhese virtuous and, now almost for-
gotten poetasters had brought the art of poetry into 
such dlsesteem, with their puerilities and their 
thin, diluted sentiment, that verse was beginning to 

78 » May 30, 1840, p. 431. 

^Lounsbury, p« 9^* ®%e?ane, p. 86. 
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be considered unworthy of exercis© by a serious or 
original thinker. Into this ocean of thin soup 
Mr. Browning threw M s small square of solid pem-
iiiean,—a little mass which could have supplied ideas 
and images to a dozen *»* without losing much 
of its consistence. Of course, to a generation 1 m & 
fed on such a thin diet, the new contribution seeael 
much more like a atone than anything edible. ,,,&•*> 

A slightly different viewpoint is presented by Amy 

Cruse,82 from whoa it Is learned that in the early days of 

Victoria's rel©&, poetry was by no »®ans in a state of 

neglect so far as that segment of the ln§lish public who 

cared to read it was concerned. Although the Byron fever 

had abated, it had not definitely died outs a new genera-

tion of worshippers had succeeded to the old. In spite of 

the existence of an anti-Wordsworth group, Wordsworth's 

admirers were as numerous and a® enthusiastic as those of 

Byron} and there were aany "real poetry lovers»" not dis-

tinctive of their age, however, "who read eagerly the 

works ©f all the great poets, old and new." 

Cruse proposes that in spite of the great heritage 

from the past, the early Victorians wanted a poet of their 

own. w$hey felt that their age had many things to say 

that had not been said before, and they wanted these 

things said clearly and beautifully, as only a poet could 

say them." She feels that this desire was quite strong, 

81©osse, p. 50. 
g2 
Asty Gruse, The Victorians and Their Books (London, 

1955), pp. 177-179: 
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though partly unconscious, and that in eagerness to 

satisfy it, SOB® people w®istooJc the tinsel for the gold, 

and acclaimed as the poet of the age some minor versi-

fier," fhis f&et explains the great acclaim which met 

Felicia Hemans, who, through the early years of Victoria's 

reign, was "read, praised, almost reverenced," aad learned 

by heart "in every schoolroom." In 1858 the "amazing 

popularity" of the "unpoetical and platitudinous" 

Proverbial Philosophy of Martin farquhar fupper indicated 

the "measure of the eagerness with which the general pub-

lic awaited an authentic voice from its own times," 

tapper*® words were thought to contain ttthe essence of 

moral and spiritual wisdom,n and hi® works sold in the 

tens of thousands. In 1839 Philip Barnes Bailey's festus, 

which had "thought and learning hut no real peetry»M sold 

twelve large editions. 

But of Bordello only 15? copies were sold, fifteen 

year® after its publication Moxon reported that of the 

balance of the original edition of 500 copies, eighty-six 

had been given away and the rest were on hand.8^ In the 

late 1850*s Browning was described as being "full of ambi-

tion, eager for success, eager for fame, and, what's more, 

determined to conquer fame and to achieve success,' 

®^DeVane, p. 86. 

^Ibid,, p. 15* 
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He was not defeated by gordello; but in August, 1840, he 

was undoubtedly disappointed and embittered when he set 

out to "break new ground" and ear®astisally expressed the 

hope that his next attempt would d© hia hut "half the good 

Sordello has done—he praised by the unite* ouraed by the 

tens, and um&eddled with by the hundreds!tt8^ 

85Ibid.. p. 85. 
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1841-1846 

from 1841 until Browing * s marriage and departure for 

Italy la 1846, all of Ids work was published periodically 

in a series of eight numbers collectively called Bells and 

Pomegranates. To reduce expenses, still boras by 

Browning * s father, the Bells were brought out at the sug-

gestion of Moxon in "cheap little yellow, paper-covered, 

double-columned volumes" which were "printed in painfully 

small type, on inferior paper.w?" there was one advantage, 

however: the inexpensive mode publication permitted a 

retail price of only one shilling, on the average, for 

each of the Bells, fhis price ̂ as much lower than that of 

any of Browning*s previous works; Sordello. for instance, 

had been marked at six shillings sixpence.2 

Apparently Browning was now attempting to rebuild his 

literary reputation after the storm of Sordello; as Defane 

notes, "It is significant that ̂ 11 the pamphlets of the 

M r i " o f S £ i i £ s a a *«• w • * 

lobert Browning, Author of Paracelsus.'And in the 

1Sriffin and Kinchin, pp. 124, 155. 

^Befane, p. 88. %bld.« p. 90* 
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preface to Pippa Passes, with which in April, 1841, the 

series began, Browning made a modest, though unequivocal, 

hid for renewed popularity! 

fwo or three years ago 1 wrote a Play, about whieh 
the chief matter I much ©are to recollect at present 
is, that a Pitfull of goodnatured people applauded 
its—ever since, I hare been desirous of doing some-
thing in the same way that should better reward their 
attention. What follows 1 steam for the first of a 
series of Dramatical Pieces, to come out at inter-
vals, and I arose myself by fancying that the ©heap 
mode in which they appear will for once help me to a 
sort of Pit-audience again.4 

Pippa Passes is a series of four unrelated dramatic 

scenes, tenuously connected by Pippa * s passing within 

hearing range of each scene so that her song might have 

its effect on the various characters, this technique 

immediately confused the critics. w3© far as we have yet 

the means of judgment,m reported the reviewer for the 

Spectator.,who assumed that Browning had written a play, 

"Pippa Passes Is not a drama, but scenes in dialogue, 

without coherence or action."'* The Atlas reached the con-

clusion that the poem was not an independent whole, but 

was the first part of a larger work, and that Pippa's 

sinister passing would be explained in a se<ju®l* Clari-

fying matters for those who were confused, the 

4Ibid., p. 92. 

^Broughton and others, p. 87, C 43. 

SeTane, p. 95. 
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explained that the poem had no unity of action, but was 

"held together fey the single unity of its moral" and was 

dramatic only because it was "written in dialogue fora,*^ 

Though blind to the beauty of Browning * s daring 

experiment in form, the reviewer for the Spectator was 

quick to see the danger of the M»oral tone,° which he felt 

was of a kind not "likely to be tolerated on the stage, or 

approved ©f anywhere." "In one scene," he grumbled, "a 

young wife and her paramour discuss the murder of the 'old 

husband* needlessly, openly, wantonly, tediously, and 

without a touch of compunction, sentiment, or true pas-
8 

sion." Bat John torster praised this scene between 

Ottiaa and Sebald as one of "intensity" and "sensual 

extravagance,w whieh, he felt, "issue rightly from such a 

drunken deed of passion and of b l o o d . f h e Athenaeum 

stated that the scene "is written with such power of pas-

sion and of painting (with a voluptuousness of colour and 

ineident, however, whieh Mr# Browning may find it con-

venient to subdue, for an Sngllsh public) as aarks a 

10 
©aster hand." 

^Athenaeum4 Beoeaber 11, 1841, p. 952. 
O 
Broughton and others, p. 87, 0 43. 

^Examiner. October 2, 1041, p. 629. 

^Leslie A. Karchand. The Athenaeums A Mirror of 
Victorian Culture (Ohapel ifIX, W D , p. m i 
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la fact, though various complaints were registered, 

the reviewers found much to praise in Pippa Passes. Bvea 

the qoamiioM critic for the Spectator granted that the 

work was "not devoid of good thoughts poetically 

expressed"| he simply found these thoughts "perfectly 

ineffective froia feeing in a wrong place."11 fhe Morning 

lerald called Pippa a publication "which promises to be 

one of the most remarkable of the day** and thought that 

the scenes were "highly dramatic, glowing with strong and 

original conception, and combining the darker and more 

gentle passions in vigorous contrast." Although the 

reviewer felt that the poem was "marked throughout with a 

certain waywardness of tone, which occasionally tends t© 

obscurity,n he found "abundant compensating contributions 
12 

of genuine poetry." 

John Forster prefaced his criticism of Pippa with a 

reminder that he had given to Paracelsus "its first and 

heartiest acknowledgement"$ and though he admitted that 

Browning had published "not so well" since Paracelsus« his 

work had not been such "as to falsify any anticipation 

formed of the character of M s genius.* forster happily 

ffiPPa as "worthy of the writer of Paracelsus.w as 

"without doubt, a piece of right inspiration.tt He continued? 

11Broughton and others, p. 87, C 43. 
12Ibld.. p. 87, € 42. 
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The defect la the execution of the work—the whole 
conception seems to me to have extraordinary beauty— 
lies in the scene with the young sculptor and his 
"bride. Here, with some few exquisite exception®, the 
language 1® 8© fitful and obscure, the thoughts them-
selves so wild and whirling, the whole air of the 
scene so shadowy and remote, that, with Its great 
blots of gorgeous colour too, we are reminded of 
nothing so much as one of Turner* s canvasses—pic-
tures of nothing, a® soaeone has called them. . . • 
But the very reverse of this is the general style of 
the poems suited to what It had to expresss now 
crisply cutting out the thought, now softly refining 
or enlarging itt swelling or subsiding at the' poet's 
will, and neve J? at any time falling of originality.** 

The Athenaeua also commended Browning for his origi-

nality, which had caused the reviewer "to take more than 

common pains to understand him.n "Our faith in him . » . 

Is not yet extinct,—hut our patience ls«" complained the 

critic, who was still angry with Browning for neglecting 

his warning (Issued after Bordello) not to hide his 

"genius light under a bushel of affectations.* Obviously 

HPP> had been issued In cheap form "to meet and help the 

large demand" Browning seemingly anticipated; but, Insist-

ing that Browning continued to be wilfully obscure, that 

the poem contained "meanings which It Bight have been well 

worth his while to put into English,w the reviewer 

demanded: "How many men does Hr. Browning think there are 

in the world who have time to read this little poe» of 

his? and of these, what proportion does he suppose will 

waste it, in searching after treasures that he thus 

^Examiner* October 2, 1841, pp. 628-629. 
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unnecessarily and deliberately conceals?*1 Calling atten-

tion to the twofold moral of the poem (that "happiness is 

more evenly distributed than it seems" and that "the 

meanest of them all has hi® appointed value in God's 

scheme")» the reviewer saidi 

Mr, Browning is unjust both to himself sad others, 
when he subjects it to the almost certainty of being 
lost* Why should an author, who ean think such liv-
ing thoughts as these, persist in making mummies of 
them?—and why should wef ere we could disengage this 
high sad beautiful truth, have had to go through the 
tedious and disagreeable process of unwrapping?!^ 

Although Gosse asserts that the public was first won 

to Browning with Pip-pa Passes it seems that few persons 

were willing to "unwrap the mummies": the sale of Pippa 

was poor. Lounsbury states that even "that most powerful 

provocative to sale, a denunciation of the morality of the 

work," failed to produce any perceptible effect in 
16 

increasing its circulation. leaders shuddered at the 

memory of Bordelloi and then there was that strange title— 

"Bells and Pomegranates"I Possibly the Athenaeum had 

expressed the general opinion when it observed, "On the 

present occasion, Mr. Browhing's conundrums begin with the 

very title page,"*^ 

^Athenaeum, December 11t 1841, p. 952. 

^(losse, p. 56. 

"^Lounsbury, p. 111. 

•^Athenaeum. Becember 11, 1841, p. 952. 
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Amy Cruse suggests: 

Even those few Cwho read It] do not seem to have 
found In It the help and Inspiration for which they 
were seeking. Perhaps Browning's optimism . . . in 
Pippa's song, • Qod1® in lis h®ave».f MX*a right 
with the world,M offered too sever® a trial of faith 
in those dark times when, to most thinking people, it 
seemed that all was vexy far from right in their own 
particular corner of God'® world, the good times 
which were to encourage the growth of a sturdy ' 
Victorian optimism were as yet not in sight.1® 

Moreover, in 1841 Macaulay*s 3uays o£ Ancient Rome offered 

more attractive reading than Pippa. The Lays were highly 

praised by the critic for the Athenaeum, who was convinced 

that if the excerpt® he had printed failed to attract the 

readers1 curiosity, then "our age is deeper sunk in apathy 

than the most melancholy of our bewailer© have asserted** 

Qruse continues! 

Soon a copy Cof the Lays] lay on every drawing-room 
table, and boys and girls all over the country were 
declaiming with vigour "low Horatims kept the 
bridge In the brave days of old." So for the first 
five years or so of Queen Victoria's reign th® public 
treasured its elder poets, rushed to buy copies of 
Proverbial Philosophy and festus» recited 
Mr.''iacauiavra'"&ayg. and, when they were not laughing 
at . . . BrowniSiT*"ignored Chi®].19 

Browning had completed Kings Victor and Kim Charles 

(Bell Ho. 2) more than four years before it was published 

on Harch 12, 1842. In September, 1839» Bacready had read 
PO 

the play and called it a "great mistake®j it 

180ruse, p. 183. ^^Ibid., pp. 183-184. 

^°BeVane, p. 98. 
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convinced the Spectator Immediately after It® publication 

that Browning was "a man who rather cultivates M s weeds 
pi 

than M s flowers. 

Forster reported, that Browing had painted scenes of 

"great beauty" with "masterly skill," but found that the 

"general fault of the tragedy" lay in its defect© of 

versification and in its characterisation, not suffi-

ciently "broad and practical," To Forster these mistakes 

indicated the "wayward perverseness of a man of true 

genius," but he added that "the reader who is wise enough 

to take our word and act on it, will find his reward in 
oo 

many delightful, powerful, and pathetic passages." 

"Ve have before predicted that Mr. Browning's 

audience would be limited, and, inasmuch as he has doubled 

the price of adaission,^ we are led to conclude that our 

prediction has been fulfilledreported the reviewer for 

the Athenaeum. He expressed sincere regret, however: "We 

have faith in Hr. Browning, and trust to see him realize a 

higher destiny than that of the thousand and one claimants 

to the laurel crown." Though commending Browning for 

drawing the characters "with breadth and great 

pi 
®*Broughton and others, p. 88, G 50. 
^ISbcaainer, April 2, 1842, p. 212. 

.. 25&EEa was marked sixpence! ling Victor, one 
shilling. 
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distinctness of colouring," the reviewer pointed out that 

numerous portions of the play gave evidence of an "inabil-

ity to do justice to M s own meanings.n Quoting other 

passages which might "do their creator credit, " the 

reviewer feared, nevertheless, that the play "may give our 

author little popularity among the many." He added, how-

ever, that "it must confirm the few in their anxiety to 

see him take *the one step more' out of the labyrinth in 

which he lingers too fondly."2* 

fhe sale of ling Tictor and King Charles must have 

been no greater than that of Pinna, for in Hay, 1842, 

Browsing wrote his friend Alfred Domett of hi# intention 

to print a few "small poems* which Moxon had advised him 

to include, "for popularity*s sake,* in the series of Bells 

and Pomegranates, intended originally to be restricted to 

drama®.2** fhe sixteen poems of Dramatic Lyrics (Bell 

Ho. 3) were not released until November, however, an 

earlier publication having been thought unwise by Moxon, 

who complained that in the first part of the year the book 

season had been "no season at all#"2^ 

Included in the group ©f Dramatic Lyrics were ttHy 

Last Duchess,* "Count Gisaond," "Soliloquy of the Spanish 

Cloister, ** "Porphyria*s Lover," "Johannes Agricola in 

Pii 

Athenaeum« April 30, 1842, pp. 376-378. 

2^Kenyon, p. 36. 26Ibld». p. 42. 
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Meditation," and "fhe Pled Piper of Ham© 11 n." lemembering 

Hill's criticism, Browning carefully pointed out at the 

beginning of the volume that though the pieces were "for 

the most part lyric in agression,* they were "always 

Dramatic In principle, and so many utterances ©f so many 

imaginary persons, not mine. ffwo of the poems, 

"Porphyria* s Lover" and "Johannes Agrieola,!S had appeared 

together as "Madhouse Cells" in the Monthly Beposltorr in 

183©? C*o»se marvels at the fact that "two poems so unique 

in their construction and conception, so modern, so 

interesting, so new," could have been printed without 

attracting attention, "so far as it would appear, from any 
2B 

living creature." 

John Forster was the first t© review the new pit* 

phlet.^ To hl», it was "an indication of the poet's 

continued advance in the right direction.1* He found 

"plenty* in the new poems "to object to" j for instance, he 

complained that the meanings of some of them were obscure. 

However, he found "much more to praise," such a® "thought 

of the profoundest kind" and "the most exquisite tender-

ness." "In a word," he continued, "Mr. Browning is a 

genuine poet, and only needs to have less misgiving on the 

subject himself, to win his readers to as perfect a 

^Be¥ane, p, 104. ^®@o#se, p. 34. 

^Examiner. Hovember 26, 1842, pp. 756-757* 
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trust , , , as any of M s living "brethren of the laurel 

are able to lay claim to." Ia the "Cavalier funes" 

Forster found "drunken, reeling, reckless, noisy gal~ 

lantry in every word"; and though, remarking that the 

"Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister® was more to his taste 

than was the "Incident of the French Gamp," he quoted the 

latter poem is entirety to demonstrate "the simplicity and 

force with which its touching anecdote is told." 

Making no mention of ttHy Last Duchess* or of certain 

other poems, lorster turned his attention to "The Med 

Piper"; and after giving a complete summary interspersed 

with many excerpts from the poem, he concluded rather 

wistfully? 

One sickly little child comes hack, toeing left alone 
against his will—^just as the one rat came hack—to 
tell the tale. But what the tale is, and what the 
moral of the tale is, besides teaching us to keep our 
promises, the children whom it has interested here, 
big or little, must get the Dramatic lyrics to ascer-
tain: for here we mean to encHA shilling will 
purchase them. 

Other reviewers were not far behind forster in 

praising Browning's latest effort, the Atlas gave a long 

and favorable account of the series to date, declaring, 

"In short, Bells and Pomegranates, with one or two excep-

tions, is a casket of poetical gems, pure and sparkling."^0 

The Spectator termed Dramatic lorries ttthe best, or at 

30 Brought on and others, p. 88, G 45. 
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least the most readable and Intelligible of Ills works. 

But the otitic for the Athenaeum expressed disgusti "that 

It Is Mr, Browning's pleasure to be enigmatical, may now, 

we suppose, be considered as an accepted oondition of his 

literary dealings with the publio. Elizabeth Barrett, 

who later confessed to having been aade quite misanthropi-

cal by this review, 1® reported to have said at the time 

that "it is easier to find a more faultless writer than a 

poet of equal genius. 

In spite of Forster*s plea, the British publie were 

apparently not interested in learning the moral of "fhe 

Pied Piper." But Browning was not admitting-defeat$ fhe 

Return of the Prases (Sell Io» 4) appeared in January, 

184-3, only two months after Dramatic Lyrics, fhe play had 

been completed by August, 1840, when it was submitted for 

consideration to Macready, fhe actor realised at that 

time that it was not suitable for the stage and recorded 

in his diary his fear that Browning would "never write 

again—to any purpose." Browning vigorously defended the 

play» much to the irritation of Macready, who wrote that 

Browning "really wearied ae with his obstinate faith in 

. , . Bordello. and of his eventual ©elebrity, and also 

with his self-oplnlated persuasions upon his Seturn of the 

^Tbid., p. 88, 0 51. 52Karchand, p. 290. 

^Griffin and Minchin, p. 146. 
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Drugfts."54 Suffice It to say that la 1843 th® work was 

greeted with indifference. fh® spectator found la It "the 

usual fault®" and "littl® of th® power of th® writ®r."^ 

fh® reviewer for the gentleman*® Magazine reported that he 

was not at all interested in the play* However, in the 

same review, in which he turned hi® attention to the three 

If,Ml, *&i©h had pr®«s@ded fh& Return g£ thg. Prase®, h® 

stated that ffippa was "vary poetically drawn,M and added 

that of th® Dramatic Lyrics, which he thought were "very 

clever in parts," his favorit®s were "Cavalier funes" and 

"Soliloquy of th® Spanish 01oist«r. 

Haeready's rejection of £b& Ketura o£ t&e Druses in 

1840 and of King Ylotor and Kims Chax-les in 1839 had not 

discouraged Browning's determination to writ® for th# 

stage • 1® feegan work on £ Hot £n 'Scutcheon * in 

reference to which he wrot® Macready lat® in 1840i n,fh® 

luok of th® third adventure1 is proverbial. I hav® wit-

tan a spiek and span n®w tragedy . . . . ®her© is action 

in it . . . ,—who knows hut th® Clods may make me good 

®v®n yet? n^ Soon thereafter Browning sent th® manuscript 

^DeTane, p. 133. 

^Broughton and others, p. 89, C 60. 

^Gentleman's Magazine, XX (August, 184-3), 169* 

^^D®Yan®, p. 137. 
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to Hacready to be read at M s leisure, but tlx© play was 

not produced until more than two years had elapsed. In a 

letter to Browning's friend Alfred Domett, Joseph Araould, 

another friend, revealed: 

Well, on the eleventh of February [18433 hi® play 
Blot • * . was brought out at Unary Lane. that was 
all the public knew about the factst but those who 
knew Browning were also aware of a little historv 
of bad feeling, intrigue , and petty resentment«5© 

fhis "history of bad feeling" involved Browning*a impa-

tience to have his play produced as well as Hacready*s 

business troubles, a souree of constant irritation. But, 

more important, before receiving the manuscript of the 

play, Hacready had completely lost faith In Browning's 

ability as a dramatist. He considered Strafford to have 

been a miserable failure and thought that both Kims ?ictor 

and King Charles and fhe Return of the Bouses were "rather 

suited—to borrow the Athenaeum's phraseolcgy—*f or the 

closet than for the s t a g e . E e did not bother to read 

the new play until persuaded by forster to do so on an 

evening in September, 1841, forster later reported that 

"Hacready had taken enough wine, and was rather exag-

gerating in his . . . praised Doubts soon arose, 

5%enyon» p. 62. 

^Griffin and Kinchin, p. 113. 

^°Maurlee B. Oramer, "Browning' s friendships and fame 
before H&rriage <1833~1®46),n PHLA. W (1940), 214. 
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however, aa to how the public might regard the "situation 

upon which th© play turns"; consequently, the manuscript 

was sent to Dickens for an opinion, which, when finally 

given in Hovember, 1842, was unqualified: 

Browming*s play ha© thrown me into a perfect passion 
of sorrow, to say that there is anything in its sub-
ject save what is lovely, true, deeply affecting, 
full of the best emotion, the most earnest feeling, 
and the most true and tender source of interest, it 
to say that there is no light in the sun and no heat 
in the blood. It is full of genius, natural and 
great thoughts, profound and yet simple and beautiful 
in its rigour. . , . And I swear it is a tragedy that 
gust be playedj and must be played, moreover, by 
Maeready. , » . And if you tell Browning that I have 
seen it, tell him that I believe from my soul there 
is no man living (and not many dead) who could pro-
duce such a work.^1 

Apparently ffacready continued to entertain doubt in 

spite of Sickens's fulsome praise. At any rate, having 

reluctantly set February 11, 1843, as opening night, he is 

said to have declined his part altogether unless the play 

were postponed until after latter* Browning and his 

friends Interpreted this move as one designed to dis-

courage him, Haeready apparently considering his services 

indispensable; but Browning Immediately suggested that 

another actor take the part. Maeready was possibly too 

surprised to offer resistance, and when on the last day of 

rehearsal he proposed to take the part, after all, 

4IGriffin and Minchin, p. 115. 
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Browning refused. * The tangle of circumstances precludes 

the assignment of definite blame to either party* It it 

enough to say that Browning's refusal to permit Maoready 

to take the leading part* Jj| his own theater, wag fatal to 

the play, which after three performances was removed from 

the boards because of a lack of patronage.1^ 

Arnould continues in his letter to ©ometts 

fhe first night was aagnifioent , . • and there oould 
he no mistake at all about the honest enthusiasm of 
the audience, fhe gallery—and of course this was 
very gratifying, because not to he expected at a play 
of Browning1 s~took all the point® as quickly as the 
pit, and entered into the general feeling and inter-
est of the aetion far sore than the boxes, some of 
whom took it upon themselves to he shocked at being 
betrayed into so much interest in a young woman who 
had behaved so improperly as Kildred. . • . fhe 
second night was evidently presided over by the 
spirit of the manager. 1 was one of about sixty in 
the pit • . , and yet we seemed crowded compared to 
the desolate emptiness of the boxes, fhe gallery was 
again full, and again, among all who were there, were 
the same deeided impressions of pity and horror pro-
duced, fhe third night I took my wife again to the 
boxesi it was evident at a glanoe that it was to be 
the last. , • . low there ©an be no doubt whatever 
that the absence of Kaoready*s name from the list of 
performers * * . was the means of keeping away num-
bers froa the house. Whether, if he had played and 
they had come, the play would have been permanently 
popular is another question, 1 don*t ayself think it 
would. With some of the grandest situations and the 
finest passages you can conceive, it does undoubtedly 
want a sustained interest to the end of the third 
aet| in fact, the whole of that act on the stage is a 
falling off from the second act, which I need not 
tell you is for all purposes of performance the 
unpardonable fault. Still it . . . must have done 
this—vis, produced a higher opinion than ever of 

42 Ibid., p. 116. 45DeTane, p. 14$, 
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Browning^ genius and the great things he is yet to 
4o la the minds not only of a clique, but of the 
general world of readers, So om now would shale® his 
head if you said of our Bobert Browning, "This man 
will go far 

Hac ready's "Athenaeum upholder" (as Browning later 

called the reviewer) spoke on February 18, 1843* 

If to pain and perplex were th® snd and aim of 
tragedy, Hr. Browsing*s poetic melodrama ©ailed A 
flot ta ̂ he ' Scutcheon would be worthy of admiration, 
for it is a very puzzling and unpleasant piece of 
business. The plot is plain enough, but th© acts and 
feelings of the characters are inscrutable and abhor-
rent, and the language is as strange as their 
proceedings, . . , A few of th# audience laughed, 
others were shocked, and many applauded} but it is 
impossible that such a drama should live even if It 
were artfully constructed, which this is not.*5 

declared that the play was "one of the most 

faulty dramas we ever beheld" but admitted that a "moder-
Jt& 

ate success" had been achieved, fhe reviewer for th# 

Literary Gazette pointed out "fine marks of genius" and 

"beautiful touches of genuine pathos and poetry" but 

objected to th® "disagreeable subject," which he felt 

would cause th® Blot soon to be * wiped off the stags* in 

spite of the applause it had received 

February 

^Kenyon, pp. 65-67. 

^Griffin and Hinchin, p. 117. 

^Ibid. 

2* Mill *»ttres, 
ary 18, 184-3, pp. lOT-lOg; 
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Forster found defects, but none "that ©alls for 

instant esspostire.* Beferring to Browning as "a writer 

whose career we watch with great interest, because w© 

believe M m to be a man of genius and a true poet," he 

reported of the Hot: 

In performance it was successful* a result which it 
had been hardly safe to predict of a work of so much 
rare beauty, and of such decisive originality, 

fhese are qualities that seldom* at first start-
ing, make their way in the world, more especially the 
world theatrical. And we are not sanguine of the 
chances of continued patronage to the Blot. People 
are already finding out • , , that there is a great 
deal that Is equivocal in its sentiment, a vast 
Quantity of mere artifice in its situations, and in 
its general composition not much to Mtouch humanity." 
Me do not pretend to know what should touch humanity, 
but we would give little for the feelings of the man 
who could read this tragedy without a deep emotion.t® 

fh@ sales of the Blot (Bell Ho# 5) were such as to 

exhaust the first edition; in the final collected edition 

of the series it was the only number that was designated 

as being a second edition. It has been suggested .that it 

was sold at the theatre when it was played, having been 

printed hurriedly on the day of its first presentation, 

possibly in order to prevent Wacready from mutilating the 

tert.*9 

lot long after Browning^ break with Hacready, which 

had been the inevitable consequence of the performance of 

, February 18, 1843, p. 101# 

^Broughton and others, p. ?• 
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list* Charles Ktan, who was managing and acting at 

Oovent Garden, offered Browning several hundred pounds for 

a suitable play. By March, 1844, Browning bad written 

ill Birthdayi Iean» however, wanted "to keep it till 

faster next year,* and unpublished all the time," 

Browning refused to agree to such an arrangement ? having 

published nothing within the past year, he was anxious to 

get something into print as soon as possible# Apparently 

finding nothing in his "desk full of scrawls" to substi-

tute for Coloabe*s Birthday, h# assigned future acting 

right® to lean and the play was published on April 20, 

1844, as Bell No, 6.*° 

After its publication the reviews were neither numer— 

©us nor immediate. John Forster*s strange notice 

precipitated a quarrel with Brownings 

ca-n k® n o question as to the nerve and vigour 
of this writing, or of its grasp of thought. 
whether the present generation of readers will take 
note of it or leave it to the uncertain mercies of 
the future, still rests with Mr. Browning himself. 
As far as he has gone, we abominate his tastes as 
much as we respect his genius.51 

Athenaeum found in the play further proof of 

Browning's -fertility of invention," which had given 

"essential differences'1 to all his works in spite of their 

^Griffin and Hinchln, p. 120. 

51Ibid.. p. 121. 
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relative "merits and demerits." the present "beautiful" 

work was thought to exhibit "rich , , # eloquence of 

language" and to Indicate that Browning had advanced "many 

steps nearer to simplicity, without his fancy, or feeling, 

or stores of imagery showing a trace of impoverishment.w^2 

fhe sale of the play must have been disappointing, 

however, for another bid for popularity was about to be 

made, fhe group of twenty-one poems called Dramatic 

and Larries was published on loveaber 6, 184$, 

With this volume (Bell lo. ?) the series of Bella and 

Pomegranates was about to be concluded? the eighth and 

last Bell, consisting of two plays, Luria and A Soul's 

Tragedy« did not appear until April, 1846, but it caused 

so little comment at the tine that its negligible effect 

on Browning * s reputation will not be considered. 

forster, who was back 1m Browning*a good graces, was 

the first critic to review dramatic Romances and Iarrios. 

In all of them he found "a busy life, a stir of human 

interest . . . . fhey move to genuine music, and it is not 

a sleepy tune." 

We are disposed to admire this little book of 
Hr. Browning*s very much. Our readers know how high 
we have ranked his muse; and how we have grieved when 
she lost her way in transcendental and other fogs . 
• . . Here she has found the path again,53 

^Athenaeum. October 19, 1844, p. 945. 

^Examiner* Wovember 15, 1845, p, 723. 
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file reviewer for the Athenaeum called the book ©till 

"another proof of Mr. Browning's fertility"; end though 

sounding his customary complaint against Browning * s 

obscurity, he found much to praises 

fhough hi® manner changes less than might be wished— 
since the mist* if it rises and reveals a clear 
prospect for half a page* as certainly falls again,— 
there are few of his contemporaries who embrace so 
wide a field of subjects; be they of thought, or 
description, or passion, or character. 

the critic declared that Browning's art was "sometimes 

consummate" and that his descriptive powers were "of high 

order," "As containing paintings of character," he main-

tained, "these poems make up a gallery full of human 

creatures—not abstractlons."^ 

forster heard the "breathless gallop" in "low They 

Brought the Good Hews from Ghent to liar1*! the 

found in this poem "a picture in evesy verse." loth 

reviewers had much praise for "The Italian in England" and 

wfhe Englishman in Italy." forster thought that the lat-

ter poem was * extraordinary" as a "minute picture of 

Italian life and scenery, done in the sunniest spirit." 

fhe critic for the Athenaeum found in it "nothing less 

than all Sorrento, with its sights and sounds packed 

together in the necromancer*® show-box—too tight, indeed; 

one picture jostling the other, till the senses ache with 

January 17, 1846, pp. 58-59-
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steady gazing and sudden transition and the effort to 

retain dietinot images," Forster called "The Bishop 

Orders lis fomb at St* Praxed's Church" a "fine piece"? 

Athenaeum ®aw in it "a atudy of a hm»@» being, full of 

the wretched ambition and the long-drawn hate ©f monastic 

existence.K M!he Laboratory" was for borater the essence 

of the "wicked revels of the and en regise*1! according to 

Athena turn the poem was "a story, a ooumtiiy, and an 

epoch, in twelve short stanaas." fortter fait that In 

"The Boy and the Angel" Browning had produced a "master-

piece ,H and because the poea was "so beautiful»w he quoted 

it "as it stands.w Both reviewer® had nothing but praise 

for "the Flight of the SucheM*! forster suggested* "If 

the reader would discover how the Duchess tires of the 

Duke, and how she runs off from hie formal restraint®, he 

oust read this charming poem," In fact, forster wae so 

pleased with all of the poem® in the collection that he 

said, "They look ai though already packed up and on their 

way to posterity| nor are we without a confident expecta-

tion that aome of them will arrive at that journey*® end." 

fh# critic for the Athenaeum added, "Snough has been given 

to prove that these Eomances will add to the poet*a repu-

tation. 

^Athenaeum* January 1?, 1846, pp# 58-59$ Examiner, 
Movember 13,184-5, pp# 723-724-. 
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After the publication of Dramatic Romances and Lyrics 

and continuing through and after the appearance of Mil a 

and 4 Soul'a Tragedy, there were a number of reviews for 

the ostensible purpose of reviewing one or the other of 

the last two numbers of the Bells and Pomegranates serie®$ 

but in these reviews critics usually took the opportunity 

to look back over the past five year® in order to give a 

general appraisal of the worth of Browning *s endeavors 

during that time. Soae of the critics made harsh state-

ments! others, who were quite cordial, seemed eager to 

recognize Browning1a ability and regretful that he had not 

attained widespread popularity* Most of them were ready 

to point to the cause of his unpopularity? and though 

there was general agreement that Browning offered reading 

that was frequently not easy, some of the reviewers were 

not elow to suggest that in the Batter of understanding 

Browning the fault might lie at least in part with the 

readers themselves. 

fo begin with, there was the frequent assertion that 

Browning wag a poet, and not a bad one at that, fhe 

Review for December, 1845, declared that 

"Mr. Browning unites within himself more of the elements 

of a true poet than perhaps any other of those whom we 
C|: 

©all 'modern* amongst us.n:? In the same month, 

^Broughton and others, p. 89, 0 67. 
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Jerrold'a Shilling Magazine spoke of the Dramatic Boaances 

and Lyrics as "the utterances of one of the few real poet® 

of the age."^ la June, 1846, this magazine expressed 

even higher praise? 

Mr. Browning is, in our opinion, a great poet . 
. , . He understands character and human emotion pro* 
foundly, and delineate® it powerfully. . . . She 
great secret of his strength . . . is the utter want 
of sentimentality. 1® pourtraye the characters of 
men in all the nakedness and hideousaess of true 
passion.5® 

And forster*® review of Dramatic Romances and larrles had 

echoed hie repeated insistence through the year® that 

Browning was a "true poet," He thought that on the whole 

the Bella were "a remarkable collection, and proof of a 

very affluent as well ae original g e n i u s . I n April, 

1846, forster wrotei 

When CBrowning] divests himself of what clogs him, he 
wields an extraordinary power over M e subject and 
his readers. • . « But genius is to he thanked, not 
quarreled withj and we aay well doubt, in the ease of 
such a writer as Mr. Browsing, whether, if it had 
fewer fault®, it would be so strong and original of 
its W.ad. 

Browning*s originality had long been proclaimed by 

the Athenaeum (though usually referred to by that organ a® 

"fertility of invention")$ and toaster himself had, for 

5?Ibid.« p. 89, 0 66. 58Ibid., p. 90, 0 ?4. 

^Examiner% lovember 151 1845# p. 724. 

60fixaminer« April 25, 1846, p. 259. 
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years, made frequent mention of it. la M a review of 

Dramatic Romances and Iarrics he called attention to it 

once more; 

[Browning's3 writing has always the stamp and fresh-
ness of originality* It is in no respect imitative 
or commonplace* • . . lack tof the poems] is marked 
out from its fellow by an idea of it® own* to which 
it moves with corresponding music 

According to Douglas Jerrold*s Shilling: Magazine, 

Verbiage , . . [and] hacknied phraseology are 
abhorred by Mr. Browning, and he will go far out of 
his way to avoid them. * # . fhis it is which makes 
his verses and whole poems as fresh and cheering as 
if he was the first poet that had leamt to write. 

fraser*s Magazine placed a premium on originality,®*5 

finding in the mo re-than-adequat e quantity of verse being 

produced (about a new volume every day) little but a 

deplorable "clock-work tintinabulum of rhyme»M a "cuckoo 

kind of verse which palls upon the mind and really dis-

gusts you,H the reviewer insisted that Mwe look, and 

Justly too, for something more * . . than schoolboy 

commonplaces and thoughts at second hand, and novelties 

and nothing more, without a single grain of salt to savour 

the tun of unmeaningness which they carry with them.M 

Referring to the bulk of the "so called poetry" of the 

present day as "nonsense, well-tuned and sweet stupidity," 

^"Examiner, November 15* 184-5* P* 723. 

^Brought on and others, p. 89, 0 66. 
6??ra«.r'» Magazine, XEEXII (June, 1846), 708-718. 
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he added that tit® poet who is "ambitious of a high, reputa-

tion . . , must make it upon something completely novel.'1 

After this prelude, it is indeed surprising to find that 

the critic had little use for Browningi baeing hi® opinion 

upon wfhe Englishman in Italy," which he termed "poetry in 

the raw material,M and "Horn© thoughta from Abroad," which 

was "the mere twaddle of a Ooelcney at Calais or Cologne," 

he predicted that wa page out of every ten in Herrick's 

•Hesperidea* is more certain of a hereafter than any one 

dramatic romance or lyric in all the *Bells and Pome-

granates* of Mr. Browning." At this review forster must 

have chuckled, remembering that in 1841 he had ©ailed 

Browning "a new and original poet—one of the rarest 

things met with in these dayas much cried out for, much 

sought after, and, when found, much objected to." 

Insofar as most present. indications were concerned, 

however, it appeared that ?raser*a prediction might not be 

wrong. Mfhere are few writers so little read, so par-

tially understood," mourned the English Review.6^ And 

though Boujglas Jerrold's was emphatic in its assertion 

that Browning was a "true poet," the admission was forced 

64 
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'Examiner, October 2, 1841, p. 628. 

'Broughton and other®, p. 90, 0 67* 
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that "Mr. Browning, however, is not papula*-, not even with 

the multitude of literary men, 

Attempts to explain Browning^ unpopularity were • 

fairly numerous. The Christian Remembrancer confessed, 

"As M a poems stand at present, there is not one of their 

small twenty-paged sections which can be read fr#@ly with~ 

oat reserve.graaer's complained that Browning's poems 

were "overlaid with affectation, the common conceit of men 

who affect to tell common things la an uncommon manner. 1® 

clogs his v@raes, moreover, with too many consonants and 

too many monosyllables, and carries the sense too fre-

quently in a very ungraceful Banner from on® line to the 

other. According to th® Scleetic Bevtew* 

fhey Cthe poems] possess all the beauties and 
blemishes of the writer, and these art many and 
great. Mr. Browning would he a poet of high order 
if he could free himself from his affectations, and 
set before himself a great aim in poetry. . • . As 
it is1 with powers capable of all this* he makes 
himself merely a puzzle to those that see here and 
there really brilliant passage® in him, and to the 
general reader—caviar©.69 

1. f. Chorley, writing in the People*a Journal* expressed 

a different viewpoints 

Mr# Browning is not clear. His obscurities, however, 
do not arise from affectation* but from the 

^Ibld.. p. 89 , 0 66. 67ai4'. P- 90. 0 ??• 

is. P. ?15. 
69 Broughton and others, p. 91$ 0 75. 
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over-richness of a mind embossed and encrusted, so to 
say, with the learning and Imagery of all sehools, of 
all countries, of all periods—reflective rather than 
impulsive* and working rather by the accumulation 
than "by the digestion of M s materials.70 

Jerrold's saw in Browning'a "disdain of the popu-

lar arts" the chief earns® of hi® unpopularity* 

, . . he has a soul of fire, and casts away every 
detail, every thought, that does not ministrate to 
the pourtrayal of the passion with which every line 
of his productions Is fraught, Xhis it is that makes 
M s poetry appear so abrupt, so fragmentary, and* to 
those whose suggestive powers are sluggish, obscure. 
fhese qualities, which are objected to by some per-
sons as blemishes, we take to be proofs ©f the Poet's 
genuine inspiration./1 

In the words of the English Review, 

He earn® into the literary forum in such a mysterious 
guise, (that Paracelsus of his), and carried his 
great gifts about him with such a careless air» that 
men took but little notice of the unostentatious 
stranger, « , * [His lesser poemsl are strangely 
associated with, and expressed in strange words; 
Ingenuity of rhymes is carried to an extreme} and 
the author will often persist in supposing that w# 
know what he means so well, that there is no neces-
sity for him to inform us on the matter.72 

Jerrold's. in a later review, replied almost con-

temptuously! 

He never aids the reader by narrative or obtrusion 
of himself, fhere are character, passion, and 
poetry flung down on paper, and it is certainly 
the reader^ fault or misfortune, if he does not 
perceive them.73 

7°Ibid.. p. 90, G 72. 71Ibid.. p, 89, 0 66. 

72Ibid.. p. 90, 0 67. 

7?Ibld.„ p. 91, 0 74. 
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John ?©r8ter*s ©lai» was uniques 

Mr, Browning' s metaphysics have fee ©a too abundant 
for his peetry, , . . The analytic and the imagina-
tive powers never yet worked well together. 

Forster added, however, that fro® this "fault ©f youth" 

Browning was fast freeing himself and that "nothing but 

this has retarded his advance."^ 

lot only did most reviewers find Browning difficult j 

some were convinoed that he deliberately intended to 

mystify his readers, Bordello was undoubtedly the spring-

board for charges of "willful obscurity" that had been 

made repeatedly ever since the appearance of Bordello. 

One reviewer had spoken of the "waywardness of tone" in 

Bippas the Athenaeum's charge at the time was that 

Browning "unnecessarily and deliberately conceals his 

treasures«w Bven forster, in his review of King Victor 

and lims Charles, had spoken of "wayward perverseness11} 

and after the publication of Dramatic Lyrics the 

remarked that apparently it was Browning*s "pleasure to be 

enigmatical.n In 184-5» the (jentlemanls Hagaslng had 

stated, 

We take it that Mr. Browning . . . writes for his own 
gratification and to his own will, without much 
regard to the approbation or applause of his readers. 
. . . Oonseious of his powers, he mounts his steed, 
turns the magic peg in its ear, and instantly shoots 

7i*Sacaalnart November 15, 1845, p. 725. 
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aloft, and goes careening along in. the high regions 
of the ©iggyrean f hardly visible to ordinary 
mortals,"? 

In April, 1846, the Bclectlc Haview reached a definite 

conclusion: 

for a long time we were inclined to "believe him 
really insane, tfe could not bring ourselves to 
believe that any man who possessed the power evi-
denced in his writings would voluntarily assume a 
form of confused and crasy eccentricity, merely for 
the poor pleasure of making people wonder. But we 
came at length to his drama of nfhe Blot in the 
'Scutcheon," . • . and then the conviction was forced 
on Here all is as clear and rational in language 
as any plain understanding can desire, _ Hr, Browning, 
then, can be intelligible if he will./® 

the truth of the matter la that Browning wanted to be 

read and certainly would not deliberately have placed any 

obstacle in the way of his acceptance, Ample proof of 

this fact ©an be found in his letters from 1840 to 1846 to 

Alfred Boaett, who served as personal confidant and 

critic, and who was so enraged over one reviewer's 

adverse opinion of Piooa that he had written a poem in 

which he compared the critic to a "black squat beetle*1 

that had stumbled into a mountain "he can never hope to 

scale" and had thereupon sworn, wfhere*s no such thing as 

any mountain there I n ̂  

^gentleman's Magazine. XX (August, 1843), 168. 

^Broughton and others, p* 91, C 75* 

^Eenyon, p. 20. 
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la Harch, 1840, Browning told Domett that he was 

"busy on sou© plays . , , that shall he plain enough if say 

pains are not thrown away . . . In Hay, 18*2, 

Browning confessed, wAt present, 1 don*t know if I stand 

©n head or heels: what sen require 1 don*t know»~and of 

what they are in possession know nearly as little."^ In 

March, 184J, Domett was told to "expert more and better 
80 

things," and in Hovember he was thanked for hia criti-

cism, "sound as old wine." (Bornett himself, realizing 

that Browning's work tended toward obscurity, frequently 

advised him to try to clear his style.) Browning con-

fessed in the same letter, 
fhe fact is, in ay youth (i, e. childhood) 1 wrote 
only fflusically-—and after [that] stopped all that so 
effectually that I even now catch myself grudging agr 
aen and women their half-lines, like a parish over-
seer the bread-dole of his charge* But you will find 
a difference, 1 think, in what has reached you 
already, even, and more in what shall reach 
you 8 1 • * • 

"ill you say about mj poems greatly pleases me, and should 

profit," wrote Browning to Domett in february, 1845# WX 

do ay best at all times . # . And in July, 1846, 

after receiving from Bomett a letter "full of cautlena and 

warnings,® Browning answeredt 

?8Ibid.. p. 29. 79Ibld,. p. 35. 

^Ibid., p. 51. 81Ibid.. p. 96. 

82Ibld.» p. 111. 
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As to the obscurity and imperfect expression, the 
last nuaber of ay "Bells," which you gat with this, 
aust stand for the best I could do, four or fly® 
months ago, to rid myself of those defects—andif 
you Judge I hare succeeded in any degree, you will 
not fancy 1 am likely to relax in my endeavour now, 
4s for the necessity of such endeavour, I agree with 
you altogether , • , . The one object of labour is 
naturally what you recommend to ae, and I to myself--
nobody know® better, with what indifferent success.®* 

fhus it is seen that for at least six years Browning 

had attempted to write poetry that could be understood* 

levertheless, he evidently felt that his public was "in 

possession o f more than it actually was, for he explained 

the meaning of the title of the Bells and Pomegranates 

series only at its conclusion, when urged to do so by 

Miss Barrett, who was as much in the dark as anyone, 

Moreover, his explanation, that the title was meant t© 

indicate an alternation "of music with discoursing, sound 

with sense, poetry with thought," was certainly of the 

nature of a condescension, since he added, WI confess 

that . . . I supposed the bare words, in such ̂ uxtaposi-
Ok 

tion, would sufficiently convey the desired meaning.^ 

It wist be assumed, therefore, that Browning felt 

that his work should be generally understood* And per-

haps, in spite of its difficulty, it could have been. 

However, Lounsbury's report that the over-all circulation 

83Ibid.p. 126. ^efane, p. 89. 
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Bells and Pomegranates was very small®-* seems to indi-

cate that only a few persons actually bought the pamphlets 

and made an effort to understand them. Cruse, too, states 

that the general public took little notice of the series;86 

and Ijounsbury blames Sordello for causing an attitude of 

sustained indifferenoe to Browning to set in among the 

English people, including the great majority of the most 

highly educated class,8? loth Lounsbury and Cruse infom 

us that the only appreciation of the entire series of 

Bells came from a small group of discerning and devoted 

admirers whose recognition and appreciation of Browning's 

powers at the ti»e of Paracelsus had continued unabated 

through the enormous difficulties of Sordello and into and 

through the Bells* and whose number had been only slightly 

augmented through the years.88 Dramatic Lyrics (1842) and 

Braaatle Roaance® and teles (1845) were definite bids for 

greater popularity! and after seeing the proofs of the 

latter collection Mis® Barrett had said, "How if people do 

not cry out about these poems, what are we to think of the 

world?" But even then there was no general outcry; most 

people simply refused to read them; moreover, what 

8^Lounabury, p» 96, ^Cruse, p. 18?. 

^Lounsbury, p. 111. 

®%oun.sbury, p, 112$ Cruse, p. 187. 
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favorable critical notice they received apparently had a© 

effect whatsoever on the general public, for it continued 

to remain indifferent.^ fhe prediction of the 

at the time of the publication of Pippa Passes was that 

the Bella would not be maintained by the pub lie—that 

Pippa was "stillborn" and "the last of its raaewi^° and 

from all appearances the Athenaeum had been more right 

than wrong. 

It is possible that more people would have begun to 

turn from Proverbial Philosophy and Macaulay's Laya to 

Browning had not fennyson1® collected edition in 1842 

caused his popularity to begin to rise so rapidly that he 

soon overshadowed all other poets* fhere was a deep 

sympathy between Tennyson and hia reader#: 

Ee could voice their doubts and difficulties! he 
could put into words the thoughts on man's duty and 
Ban's destiny that perplexed so many earnest troubled 
souls. The forties . * * were years of both material 
and spiritual distress, fhere was poverty and want 
and bitter feeling between man and man; and science 
was, as it seemed, undermining the old religion and 
taking away the consolations that faith in God might 
give. Men looked for a prophets and Carlyle and 
Euskin gave them high and noble teaching. But they 
wanted something more, fhey wanted that swifter, 
more poignant penetration of the spirit which eomes 
only through poetry* and this ftnnyson gay# them.91 

®%ounsbury, p, 160, 

^Athenaeum • December 11, 1841, p. 952. 
9iCruse, pp. 186-18?. 
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Browning, too, had vital things to say to M s genera-

tion» but he had been unable to gain a hearing. There is, 

however, some evidence that be had been making a headway 

of sorts. In October, 1843, he wrote Domett, "People read 

ay work® a little more* they say . • . ."^2 Writing to 

Christopher JDowson in Hareh, 1844, Browning told of his 

refusal to agree to keep Colombe*a Birthday unpublished 

until lean would be ready for itt "for something I must 

print, or risk the hold# such as it is, X have at present 

on ay public," he explained, adding that the sum promised 

him by lean "will pay ae but indifferently for hazarding 

the good fortune which appears slowly but unmistakeably 

setting in upon me $mst now.®^ lad in July, 1844, Joseph 

Aroould wrote Domett that Browning "is, more often than he 

should be, amongst the clouds that hide the majesty of his 

swoop fro® the gaze of the world at the mountain base," 

but added that the world was "beginning to take more note 
*1* 

of his movements,w' Befaae admits that such evidence as 

this points to the "slow but sure growth of Browning1 s 

reputation in a small circle of readers,*^ 

Although Douglas Jerrold's declared in 1845 that 

Browning was "not popular, not even with the Multitude of 

^Kenyan, p. 92. 

95Griffin and Minohin, p. 120. 

^Kenyon, p. 101. ^DeVaae, p. 14?. 
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literary men," there is evidence indicating that Browning 

had actually been very well thought of in literary quar-

ters ever since the publication of Paracelsus. A& far as 

the six years following the appearance of Bordello &r® 

concerned, it may be said that during that time numerous 

person® of considerable eminence in the world of letters 

spoke enthusiastically of Browning's achievements. In 

1842 Elizabeth Barrett referred to her future husband as a 

"high and gifted spirit" who would "work and wait,™ and in 

her Poems of 1844 she classed Browning*a work with that of 

fennyson and Wordsworth and called it a . . pomegranate 

which, if cut deep down the middle,/Shews a heart within 
Qg 

blood-tinctured of a veined humanity."7 Her private let-

ters reveal her sympathy with Browning when critics were 

assailing A Hot in the 'Scutcheon? and reference has been 

made to Sickens's unrestricted praise of that play, 

Eealizlng as early as 1836 that Browning was "a great 

poet" and would wbe among the greatest," Walter Savage 

Landor survived the shock of Bordello, which he felt was 

"extraordinarily rich in substance but not well expressed," 

and was able to find "profusion of Imagery and depth of 

thought™ in Dramatic Romances and lyrics. concerning which 

he wrote Browning, wYou may stand quite alone if you 

^Griffin and Minchin, p. 147. 
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,̂ ,11. "97 mention of Paracelsus in A Satire on Sati-

rists had been "an early and gratuitous puff for 

Browning; and in the flornime Chronicle for Hoveaber 22, 

18451 Landor'a poem "$o Robert Browning," prompted by his 

delight in Dramatic Romances and Lyrics* expressed hi® 

conviction that, with the exception of Shakespeare, 

Browning was the greatest poet since Chaucer.^ It has 

been said that "this tribute from the established veteran 

of letters seemed to set the seal of recognition on the 
1 A A 

young poet1® reputation.11 

Thomas Oarlyie, "the aost vehemently affectionate of 

all Browning^ older friends," was in the 1840*s "well on 

his way to becoming one of the three or four aost influ-

ential literary men in England." In many circles he 

"worked for Browning*s good, . . . praising him in con-

versation, interesting distinguished people in his 

future."*®1 Although he did not publish his admiration, 

he is known to have said that Browning "was on© of the few 

fro® whom it was possible to expect something" and to have 

^Maurice 1. Oramer, "Browning's Friendships and fame 
before Marriage (1833-1846)," PMLA, W (1940), 219* 

^Malcolm SIwin, Savage Landor (Hew Tork, 1941), 
p. 369# 

^William Lyon Phelps, "Landor and Browning," M8« 
I (December, 1934), 231. 

100*lwin, p. 369. 101Cramer, p. 217. 
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"hoped more from Robert Browning, for the people of 
102 

England, than froa any living English writ®*.* 

In the preface to his fra%ediea« falfomrd regretted 

In 1844 that Browning's genius was "only yet dimly per-

ceived" | and in the same year Hi ©hard Hengiat Home, 

author of the popular epio Orion (1843), praised Browing 

highly in his 1 lew Spirit §f thg, |g&, described by Joseph 

Araould as wa menagerie of modem liona and lionesses 

whereof Home acts, not inefficiently, as showman, friend 

Bobert he stirs tip to good effect, and makes him roar out 

very nobly aome of the grandest passages in Paracelsus 

„104 
• • * * 

Hany other persona of importance in the literary worM 

and of considerable aid in furthering Browning* a reputa-

tion are named by Haurice Cramer, the only scholar besides 

Befane who has in recent years given close attention to a 

study of Browning•s early fame. Cramer feels that 

Lounabury's report of the general neglect of Browning 

after Bordello ia such exaggerated, and objects alao to 

DeVane'a statement that Bordello caused Browning to be 

"plunged into that semi-obscurity which wa® to last for 

nearly twenty-four years." He goes on to say, 

XQ2lbid., p. 218* 

i0^lroughton and others, p. 89* 0 64. 

x®^lenyon, p. 102* 
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Simply to jot down a list of Browning adairers up 1© 
| M Mff sal H § Book is to aliow that the dark pie« 
^re aftergoHello la overdrawn. Browning's 
prestige in Î ondon during this time was not as great 
as that of Carlyle, fenny son, and others, but he was 
a literary lion ©f sorts and his influence was con-
tinually growing, though slowly.*0? 

Befane admits that there is Hso®e justification" for 

Cramer's position hut feels that he "confuses literary 

with social success."106 It is perhaps best to resolve 

the matter by turning to Browning hiaself for an answer. 

Bouglas Jerrold's had proposed that whis delight, is in his 

own might , . . . If the comparative neglect of the may 

is displeasing to him, at all events, Coriolanus-like, he 

will not show his s e a r s . W h e n writing to ©omett of 

his gratification at Landor's poetical tribute. Browning 

said* 

I never was auch disturbed in ay natural post of 
"most unintelligible of writers," nor, consequently, 
got a tithe of the notiee book-makers get as a matter 
of course—yet my gettings, what all the unintel-
ligibility and unpopularity in the world could not 
indeedTIoi6 fr°m enough it has been, 

And as he prepared to leave Sngland for Italy, to begin 

another period of his literary career, he aust have 

remembered the words of one reviewer, who had said, 

1050ramer, p. 208. 

10SeVane, p. 16. 

10?Broughton and others, p. 90, 0 74. 

*0®Kenyon, p. 106. 
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MWt know, and we resale® to know, that n@gl@©t of sucit 

a nam a® omr author can b© but temporary,' wl©9 

10 B̂rougiiton and others, p. 89, 0 67. 
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1847-1856 

for nearly fifteen years Browning lived in Italyf and 

in contrast to tin# rather steady flow of work® from M s 

pen daring the early productive years in England, 1833-

1846, hi® only creation® while living in Italy were 

I've .and Mater Day (1850) and Men and Women 

(1855)» However, in 1849 the appearance of the first col-

lected edition of his works to date supplied reviewers 

with material for approximately tw© year®. Since pro-

nouncements upon the 1849 edition were frequently given 

along with opinion# of Christmas Jgve and Baster Say* it is 

convenient for purposes of discussion to consider at once 

an over-all consensus of critical opinion from about a 

year after Browning*a departure for Italy up to the lull 

following the subsidence of reviews of Christmas Eve and 

latter Bur. 

It is apparent that during these years most critics 

were favorably disposed toward Browning, particularly in 

regard to one aspect of his writing that was already a 

settled point; his originality# In 184? the British 

Quarterly Beview was anxious to point out that Browning 

had "a place apart from and above the herd of implacable 

80 
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verse-writers, ambitious of demonstrating that poetry is a 

drug," and that although he might he said to be "deficient 

in son# of the great requisites of art," he had "that on® 

primary requisitei the power of seeing for himself and 

writing in hie own language." 

He i® assuredly not a great poet; he 1§ not even a 
distinguished poet, whose work® will he gathered into 
future collections! but ha is nevertheless a man who 
stands out in relief from his contemporaries—he is a 
writer of whom one mat speak with the respect due t© 
originality.* 

5he British Quarterly had not foreseen the edition of 

1849| but its opinion of Browning•a originality was echoed 

frequently. According to the Eclectic Beview for August, 

imst 
fo our minds, this is a graat and original poet* One 
among the greatest who have arisen among us, he 
seems, sine© the beginning of th© present centuryj a 
poet worthy to elaim brotherhood with his contem-
porary, Alfred Tennyson, . . . With no modern poet 
are we conversant, in whom leas of resemblance to 
others ©an be traced. Hon® stands more absolutely 
self-entire and independent.2 

*h» Christian Bxaalner and BeliKioua Miscellany agreed in 

Hay, 1850» 

there is hardly another English poet now living in 
the full exercise of all his faculties, who is so 
suggestive of new ideas, who shows so keen an insight 
into the mysteries of character, or whose works are 
so strongly impressed with the marks of genius.3 

l 
*Broughton and others, p. 91, 0 @0. 
2Ibid.. p. 92, 0 8?. 
3Ibld.. p. 9^, 0 103. 
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lad even 2S£t£lS* difficult to please* was forced to 

admit, 

Even those who possess# or fancy they possess, canons 
of scientific criticism, are very »ueh at a loss how 
to apply them to M s case, [His eccentricities]» 
whether or not they prove genius . . . » prove at 
least originality| sad all will allow this merit to 
Mr. Browning . . . a poet distinguished fro® the herd 
of scribblers # • • • 

In addition to finding Browning's originality com-

pletely worthy of their praise, certain critics were not 

less disposed to admire his genius for the dramatic. MHe 

is, indeed, pre-eminently, if not exclusively, a drama-

tist," wrote Bharpe1s London Magazine * quite taken with 

Pippa Passes.** And the English Bevlew extended the defi-

nitions "Whatever he writes, takes consciously or 

unconsciously a dramatic form. U s lyrics are almost all 

monodraaas. 

"Hioh as are Mr. Browsing's powers of imagination and 

description," stated the Christian Examiner and Religious 

Miscellany* whis chief excellence lies in his delineation 

of individual character; and we know of no other living 

poet who so thoroughly conceives or so finely portrays the 

differing shades of it found in actual life."'' Although 

Eraser's Magazine. XLIII (February, 185D» X70. 

^Broughton and others, p. 92, 0 @5. 

^Eclectic Magazine, XVXIX (December, 1649), 4-54, 

^Broughton and others, p. 94, 0 103. 
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complained that "his men and women are not flesh 

8 

and blood, but stage properties,* the laisligh Review 

declared, "The very aouls of M s dramatis personae are 

constantly palpitating before us , . . . 

Turning to the question of Browning's popularity, the 

British Quarterly observed in November, 184? s 
Hobert Browning has conquered for Maself a high 
rank amongst contemporary poets, and there are few 
persons, we presume, who pretend to an acquaintance 
with the literature of the day, to whoa hi® name 1© 
an unfamiliar sound. 

Bat in lovember, 1848, Bham&e *s London Magazine stated, 

"Browning is not generally popular, Me think he should he 

so."13" In June, 1849, the English Review suggested that 

Browning "bide his time, secure of his own greatness, and 

of the worlds awaking sooner or later to a $mst appreela-

tion of it." ttBve& now," said the reviewer, "a ©hang© 1® 

manifest| a new and complete edition of his works Is 

called for, and proof is thereby afforded that the public 
12 

is beginning to open its eyes." During the next two 

years, however, the reports were not encouraging. The 

Eclectic Be view stated in August, 1849, "Fre-eaiaently 

%raser*s Marine, XXJII (February, 1851), 173. 

^Eclectic Magazine« XVIII (Deoeafoer, 1849), 455« 

10Broughton and others, p. 91• 0 80. 

1XIbid.. p. 92, 0 85. 

12Sclectic Magazine, XVIII (Beceaber, 1849), 454. 
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and distinctively, is he to be classed as a poet for the 

few. Without study, actual bona-fide study, MB poetry 

must remain caviare to the most intelligent reader. 

Is Hay, 1850, the Christian Examiner and Religious 

Miscellany echoed, ffBle works are poems for the thoughtful 

14 

few rather than for the thovghtless many * , » . l a d 

according to ffraser*s in February, 1851, "Mr. Browning's 

niche in the femple of the Muses should he by now a set-

tled point. On the contrary his poems are still caviare 

to the multitude»w^ 

Why, according to the Iclectlc Review, was Browning 

"not one whom we can recommend to the readers of poetry at 

their ease; gentlemen who would have their hour's amuse-

ment out of our poet"? lad why, though recognizing 

Browning end Tennyson as "great poets," as the "undoubted 

chief® of our poetic era,® was the gnicllsh Be view yet 

forced to .admit that Browning (and Tennyson as well,' Cruse 

and others notwithstanding) was really not a "household 

name," as Byron, and Scott, and others had been? 

fhe reviewers themselves explained the reasons. As 

Eclectic put it, "Our poet always presupposes an 

intelligent and thoughtful reader5 and herein lies the 

•^Broughton and others, p. 92, 0 8?. 

14Xbld.. p. 9», 0 103 

1 5fWMr'« Magaslna. XLIIX (February, 1851). 1?0. 
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primary source of difficulty.The English Bevtew 

elaimed that Browning did mot descend, as Byron and Scott 

did, "to the common l e v e l . O f course, these explana-

tions were simply euphemistic expressions ©f the fact that 

Browning was hard to read. Jhe Eclectic got down to 

earth, however, and blamed him for "neglect of incidental 

and external material," which "however necessary for the 

comprehension of the drift of the individual poem, is 

always hinted at, rather than stated? and that, to©, ia 
18 

the loosest way. graaer*s. complaining at length of 

"crabbed and confused sentences" and of "the absence of 

graceful grammatic flow," reached the conclusion that these 

faults were not the product of "mere haste and careless-

ness, " but were due to M. . .a certain Arrhythmia,* a 

defectiveness of that highest poetical faculty to which 

all things are musical."^ 

fhe English Review, remarking that some people 

regarded "general obscurity* aa "necessarily fatal to 

Mr. Browning's popularity to the end of time, however 

great may be his merits," explained that the obscurity 

arose "mainly, from an excess of reality*n 

^Brought on and others, p, 92, 0 8?. 

17Ibld., p. 93, 0 98. 

18Ibid., p. 92, 0 8?# 

Eraser'a Magazine, XLIII (February, 1851), 174. 
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HP. Browning does not writ# about people,—does not 
tell you why they think or feel so and so, as other 
poets do, but shows you the people themselves, think-
ing, feeling, actingi he brings the scene actually 
and immediately before you, not presenting it through 
the usual artificial medium: he rushes abruptly into 
the very heart ©f his subject without any exordium, 
and presuppose® a certain knowledge of Ids theme on 
the reader*# part, wMch he can not reasonably expect 
to find. Everywhere an introductory argument seems 
to be wanted, placing the reader at the right point 
of view; in the absence of which, this author's 
highest beauties »ay at first be unintelligible, or 
apparently even absurd.20 

This reviewer went on to suggest that arguments or pro-

logues be prefixed to Browning's works* fhese aids, not 

dramatic, but "simply preparatory, explanatory, demonstra-

tive ," would Hgo far toward rendering his works accessible 

to the general reader, and Mmself consequently popular." 

It was not universally thought of Browning, however, 

that "no author more requires interpreters to stand 

betwixt M a and the public*? the Bclectic Review insisted, 
pi 

"Patient study is needed{ but no more," and Sharp®*s 

London Magazine reported that though at first "all seems 

obscurity around us * • . , by degrees, as our eyes grow 

accustomed to the forest twilight, they discern a thousand 
oo 

beauties that at first passed unnoticed . . . 

^®Selectle Magazine* XVXXX (December, 1849)* ^55* 

21Broughton and others, p. 92, 0 87, 

22Ibld.. p. 92, 0 85. 
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As far as some reviewer® were concerned, obscurity 

and harsh grammatical constructions were not Browning's 

only faults. fhe Infill ah leriew, objecting to certain 

themes "which had better been left untouched, ** mentioned 

his apparent "exaltation of suicide, as a high and noble 

act" (in Luria and 4 Blot in 'Scutoheoa)2^ and "ears-

less audacity in treating licentiousness" (in Fiwa and 4 

Blot),24 Skeptical as well @f "fhe flight of ths 

Duchess," on the whole an "admirable composition," the 

reviewer said, "We cannot speak favorably of the moral of 

this composition, for we do not like a wife*a being 

spirited away from her husband, however unworthy of 

her . . . let he admitted that "the moral and even 

religious beauties which counterbalance these errors are 

so great, as to call for the general appreciation of all 

true lovers of poetry or of truth." 

A similar complaint was registered by trailer's, whose 

reviewer called "Porphyria*s X»over* a poea "of uncommon 

pathos and beauty, though of that lurid and unhealthy 

tone, in which, we are sorry to say, Mr. Browning's ause 

seems to work most freely*" ie felt that the same defect 

was carried out "into sheer disgustingness" in "The Bishop 

^Eclectic Hagaslne. XVIII (December, 1849)« 453. 

24Ibld.. p. 459. 25I£M-. P- *68. 

26B04., p. *5*. 
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Orders lis fomb." Jhis reviewer split hairs in objecting 

that the entire effect of "Porphyria's Lover" was spoiled 

"by the irreverent attempt at naivete in the last line,* 

and that "How They Brought the Good lews from Shent t© 

A&x" (which contained "rattle . . . , but no melody") was 

defaeed by a line "which, considering that horses are in 

the habit of breathing entirely through their nostrils, is 

as physically impossible as it is disgustingly circum-

stantial. The Snglish Review, incidentally, said ©f 

the latter poem, "Mr. Browning does not write about 'the 

ride,* a® another man would do j . , , he gives us the very 

thing itself." the reviewer noted that the Duke's 

jealousy is "finely indicated" in "My Last Duchess" ("a 

perfect puzsle to most readers, without some clue t© its 

meaning"), and praised "Porphyria*s Lover" ("truthful, 

passionate, beautiful") and "the Pied Piper of Hamelin" 

("charming throughout"5 "for Browning, marvelously easy of 

comprehension" 1 "all the world will be delighted with 

it").28 

In spite of complaints of various natures, obscurity 

continued to be the one fault most objected to by 

reviewers and, by inference from the reviews, by the 

public Itself, ffraser'a said in 1851: 

Eraser's Magazine. XLIII (February, 1851), 174-175. 

^Eclectic Magazine, XVIII (December, 1849), 467-468. 
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If Browning's worts do not take a permanent place in 
literature. It will be from defects of maimer rather 
than of matter, from the mere outward ruggedness of 
tli® utterance, and not fro® any intrinsic want of 
richness, nobleness, ©r health in the nature of 

them.29 

But the Eclectic Review reminded its readers that "popular 

or not, lie must he a poet after M a own fashionf if at 

all.1*50 

Christmas 1st Sl§ Mmtev Pay, tha first ©f Browning*» 

works, except for Strafford, to ba handled at the expense 

of the publisher, was brought out ©a April 1, 1850, by 

Chapman and Hall, the firm whieh had published the col-

lected edition in 1849. In this poem Browning turned from 

his favored objective method and attempted to review in a 

personal and direct fashion the three aspects of Christian 

thinking—Dissenting, Catholic, and rational—as h® saw 

them at the middle of the century.^1 

*&• Athenaeum, feeling that Browning had Mrecklessly 

impaired the dignity of his purpose by the vehicle chosen 

for its development," complained, "the form of doggerel— 

carried to excess by strange and offensive oddities of 

versification—Is not that in which the mysteries of 

^ffraser*s flagaslne» XLIII (February, 1851)« 177* 

^°Broughton and others, p. 92, C 87. 

51De?ane, p. 195. 
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faith, doubt, and eternity can be consistently treated.*-^ 

John forster began M s review is the Eixaiainer with the 

warning that the reader should not form a Maty judgment 

of the poem from what aay appear to be "it* occasional 

levity of tone11 and thereby fail to perceive that it 

expressed "the writer's spiritual experiene®» is their 

utmost forts® and intensity."^ fraser's Magasine proposed 

that the irreverent ton® of the work might be "a sign ©f 
14 

the fearlessness* of real belief. 

In most of the reviews there was lengthy discussion 

©f the religious import ©f the poem and general agreement 

that Browning's description of the lunar rainbow was, as 

the Athenaeum expressed it, an "example of the beauti-

ful."55 

two hundred copies of the work were sold during the 

first two weeks after its appearance; but with the passing 

of laster the sale flagged and the book could not be 

called a commercial success,^ 

During the early fifties the Brownings spent much 

time travelling and socializing "over hot chestnuts and 

32Athenaeuau April 6, 1850, p. 570. 

^^Bxaainer. April 6, 1850, p. 211, 

^Eraser's Kagasine. XLIII (February, 1851)# 177 • 

^Athenaeua * April 6, 1850, p. 370. 
56Ue?ane, p. 204. 
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mulled wine.**^ In 1®51 and again in 1852 they were la 

England, where they were given a hearty welcome by the 

London world of letters* Prolonged visits to Paris and to 

Bom® further precluded any sustained literary activityi 

hut in June, 185%, Browning reported to a correspondent 

that at last he was "setting his poetical house in order." 

He had, however, heen intermittently absorbed in the crea-

tion of sew poems f as is learned from a letter of February, 

18531 in which he said hopefully to Bileand, his enthu-

siastic French critic, "I aa writing—a first step towards 

popularity for se~~lyrics with more music and painting 

than before, a© as to get people to hear and see.8 And in 

a letter of June, 185^, be told forster that he had writ-

ten "a number of poemj| of all sorts and sizes and styles 

and subjects • . . the fruits of the years since I last 

turned the winch of the wine press, the manner will be 

newer than the natter, 1 hope to be listened to, this 

time . . . In the spring of 1855 Mrs. Browning 

reported that lobert was "swallowed up in work" and that 

the new poems were "Magnificent."^ She manuscript 

was brought to England in the sumer of 1855« and on 

Hovember 1? GJiapman and Hall released to the British 

public the two volumes of Men and Women, in which 

^Griffin and Kinchin, p. 162* 
38Defane, pp. 207-208. 
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. . . some fifty mem and women of the most various 
character, and placed in positions that present oftea 
the strangest contrasts with each other, are supposed 
to express portions of their individuality . . . . 
low the person who speaks is a Qreek poet, specu-
lating upon high things from his especial point of 
view, in a letter to a sunificent Tyrannos whose rich 
gifts lie piled together on the pavement of the 
poet's court. low it is a wild ohant of the orthodox 
about a burning heretic, and now a modern strain of 
pure domestic love. Old painters live again—seeming; 
to speak to us out of their in&ost hearts? and old 
musicians play to us their fugues and toccatas . . . . 
then there is the Arab physician Earshish . . . .39 

There ©an be little doubt that Browning had brought 

all his talent and power to bear upon the preparation of 

Hen and Women; and it has been seen that he had written 

these poems with the hope that they would be widely appre-

ciated. His disappointment, therefore, must have been 

intense when he read the first of the reviews, which 

appeared in the Athenaeum and gave almost unmitigated 

censure: 

Who will not grieve over energy wasted and power mis-
spent,—over fancies chaste and noble» so overhung by 
the "seven veils" of obscurity that we can oftentimes 
be only sure that fancies exist? . . . We had hoped 
that Men and Women would enable us to register prog-
ress inthepoem's mind (always rich to overflowing) 
and is the artist1s hand (always able to draw what-
ever its owner pleased). The riches and the ability 
are there, but the employment and the expression of 
them seem to us, on the whole, more perverse, per-
sonal, and incomplete than they were formerly.^0 

On fovember 24, the Saturday Review % then only-

three weeks old and still anxious to "astonish by its 

ner, December 1, 1855» p» 756. 

^%archand, p. 292. 
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audacity,"*1 attacked Hen and Women violently.*2 The 

first three sentences indicate the tone of the whole, 

which expressed an attitude similar to that of the 

u hut in a far more vitriolic manners 

It is really high time that this sort of thing 
should, if possible, he stopped. Sere is another 
hook of madness and mysticism—another melancholy 
specimen of power wantonly wasted, and talent 
deliberately perverted—another act of self prostra-
tion before that demon of had taste who now seems to 
hold in absolute possession the fashionable masters 
of our ideal literature. It is a strong case for 
the correctional Justice of criticism, which has too 
long abdicated its higher functions. 

fhe reviewer immediately turned his attention to 

Browning's apparent inability to write clearly: 

Can any of his devotees be found to uphold his 
present elaborate experiment on the patience of the 
public? fake any one of his worshippers you 
please » • . and we will engage to find him at least 
ten passages in the first ten pages ©f Hen and Women* 
some of which, even after profound study, he will not 
be able to construe at all, and not one of which he 
will be able to read off at sight. 

Quoting four stanzas from "By the fireside ,H the meaning 

of which he defied anyone to find, the reviewer added, "We 

really should think highly of the powers of any inter-

preter who could •pierce1 the obscurity of such 'stuff* as 

this." Next he offered wa gold medal in the department of 

Hermeneutical Science1* to anyone who could make sense of 

^^Herle Mowbray Bevington, fhe Saturday letiew* 
1855-1868 (lew Xork, 1941), p. 2007 

^Saturday Be view« I (November 24, 1855)* ©9-70* 
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"Master Hughes of Saxe-(*otha,M from which lit quoted nine 

stanzas, ending 

So your fugue broadens and thickens, 
Grreatens and deepens and lengthens, 
fill on® exclaims-—HBut where's music, the dickens? 
Blot ye the gold, while your spider-web strengthens, 

Black to the stoutest of tickens?" 

Continuing in the same tone of derision, the reviewer won-

dered: 
Do ©ur readers exclaim, "But where* s pee try—the 
dickens!-*-in all this rigmarole?" Ve confess we can 
find none—we can find nothing hut a set purpose to 
he obscure, and an idiot captivity to the Jingle of 
Hudibrastlc rhyme, fhis idle weakness really appears 
to he at the bottom of half the daring nonsense in 
this most daringly non-sensical book. 

But the reviewer was not to be tricked into believing that 

Browning "purposely and scornfully" trailed on the pre-

cepts of art| either having forgotten his earlier charge 

of "talent deliberately perverted" or having changed his 

mind, he insisted that Browning was "half-Intelligible" 

only because he was "half-gifted," that M s systicism was 

but weakness—"weakness writhing Itself into contortions 

that it My ape the muscles of strength," 

Frequently the conclusion is almost irresistible, 
that Mr. Browning's aysticisa must be gal ice 

frepense: on the whole, however, we are inclined o clear his honesty at the expense of his powers, 
and to conclude that he is obscure not so much 
because he has the vanity to be thought original, 
as because he lacks sufficient genius to make 
himself clear. 

After this vituperative tirade, the critic admitted 

that "Bishop Blougram's Apology" and "Cleon* were worth 
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reading, and that he could actually understand and even 

like M2?he Statue and the Bust," the poem that "pleased us 

most—really, perhaps, because we could read It off-hand." 

As Berington points out, "leaders of Browning today find 

something lacking in either the fairness or the critical 

acumen of a reviewer who had [Ken and Women] before him 

and could ignore * Saul,* 'fra Lippo Llppi,* and *Andrea 

del Sarto,* to mention only a few of the poems, 

John forster came to Browning'a rescue ©a 
A/f. 

December 1, After praising and quoting from as many of 

the poems as space would permit, he answered implicitly 

"fck® Saturday Review critic, whose ©pinion had been not 

entirely tux justified: 
Only Indeed to establish beyond dispute that these 
volumes are not exclusively "obscure and mystical* 
have we been induced to quote so much. Jfo doubt 
there are too many pieces in the volumes to which 
the objection of obscurity in the meaning, and of 
a perverse harshness in the metres* aay be justly 
urged. It is Mr. Browning*® old fault. Since his 
first poem was published twenty years ago, . * « 
this journal has been incessantly objecting to it# 
But there is some danger at present, we see, of the 
objection being carried too far. An occasional 
obscurity of expression which may be the drawback 
on a full mind « , . proceeds in the present case 
from what we fear is inseparable from a cast of 
thought imparting nevertheless to the whole its 

fervadlmg excellence and flavour, the robust 
ntelleet works actively; and the perceptions of a 
poet, when applied to thoughts of more than common 
subtlety, will often outrun his reader's. Such 

^Bevington, p. 210. 

^i&amlnert December 1, 1855* PP* 756-757. 
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obscurity proceeds from fullness, not emptinessj and 
it is mot always that a thought which. is hard to fol-
low will he found not worth the exorcist of aind 
required for overtaking it. A distinctive qualnt-
ness, a complete absence of diffuseness, and the 
inborn dramatic feeling which is often apt to suggest 
breaks of phrase, and striking interruptions to a 
train of thought, are among the chief causes of what 
is most complained of in Hr. Browning, fhey are part 
of the writer*s individuality, and it is by right of 
his individuality that he will live, if he is to be 
read by future generations. We do not say this by 
way of defending unquestionable faults, but to 
explain why they disfigure the work of a man of true 
genius. We heartily wish them awayi but they shall 
not prevent our pronouncing the poems we have quoted 
or named Cher®3, and many others . • , to be as 
genuine poetry as any that has been written in our 
time. 

Poems specifically mentioned by forster included "An 

Epistle . . . of Karshish,'* which he praised, saying, 

"Subtle, and full of noble and high suggestion is the Arab 

Sector's picture of . . . L&saxus*" A "masterly expres-

sion of the fee-fa-fua in poetry," "Childe Boland" 

"proceeds through a succession of objects perfectly 

natural in themselves, but to which the condition of the 

mind in the traveler is made to impart a quasi-super-

natural terror. As a mere study in the poet's art this 

piece is very striking.** "Wide surely,1' Insisted Forster, 

-is the range of the dramatic genius that can give expres-

sion to character like this [in "Up in a Villa and Down in 

the City"3 and has also power to fill our hearts with such 

a strain caught from the very spirit of the Hebrew poets 

as afterwards represents to us Bavid harping songs . . . 
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to spirit-troubled Saul." Forster found that two of the 

poems, "In a Balcony" and "Bishop Blougram's Apology," 

stood out from the rest in importance and striking dra-

matic power. Of BJn a Balcony" he wrote* wfhe whole of 

this little piece indeed is so full of life and pathos, 

that, in the hands of actors reasonably competent* it 

would surely form a most effective sketch upon the stage." 

He thought "Bishop Blougram's Apology" to be "perhaps the 

beati certainly the most subtle poem ia the series,w 

"powerful" in its "admixture of true wisdom and genuine 

religious instinct Joined and reconciled to a thoroughly 

comfortable worldliness." Favorable mention was made of 

"The Grammarian's funeral" as well as of the "very chain-

ing poem of 'the Statue and the Bust,' written ia terza 

rima with incomparable facility and grace." 

In January, the attack on Meg and Women was continued 

with renewed vigour, "Eobert Browning is a name which 

will serve the future historian of the English literature 

of the nineteenth century to point to the moral of genius 

unfaithful to its trust,*1 predicted Fraser'a. "Endowed by 

nature with those gifts which, duly cultivated, enable a 

man to become a fine poet, he has chosen to let them run 

wild; and what might have been a beautiful garden is but a 

wilderness overgrown with a rank and riotous vegetation. 

^Broughton and others, p. 97, 0 137. 
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"Mr. Robert Browning M s shown us that poetry stay be 

written a great deal worse, in some respects, than any-

thing which has yet passed under our review," reported th® 

Chriatiaa Sacaainer.^ llaclcwood's Edinburgh Magazine com-

plained that "there is no getting through the confused 

crowd of Mr* Browning's Men and Women*"Anything a© 

crabbed, harsh, and grotesque, as many of these so-called 

poems, we never encountered before," agreed the Christian 

Remembrancer« "Perhaps,® suggested Bentley's Miscel-

lany. "closer study, such as the poet requires as a ain® 

qua non to appreciation, will discover beauties that lurk 

unseen during a too cursory perusal; but the most cursory 

perusal can hardly escape a conviction that the poet1s 

penchant for elliptical diction . . . is unhealthily m 

the increase."4^ In July, the London Quarterly thought it 

"very doubtful now, if the genius of Mr. Browning will 

issue from its nebulous retreat, and orb Itself distinctly 

in our literary heaven.***0 

Frequently echoed was the charge of the Saturday 

Be view that Browning's "set purpose" was to be obscure. 

1,1 Men and Women' Is by many degrees more eccentric, 

^Ibid.. p. 98, 0 139. 

^Blacfcwood1 s Edinburgh Magasine, LXJ&X (February, 
1856), B F I S C 

^Broughton and others, p. 98 , 0 140. 

*9|bid., p. 97t 0 135. 50Xbid., p. 98, C 146. 
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affected, resolutely strange, and In parts deliberately 

unintelligible than Its predecessors," observed the 

Christian Remembrancer.^ "Instead of looking on his 

gifts of imagination and of intellect as entmated to him 

for the benefit of others,w grumbled the critic for 

Fra@er*s Magazine« "he has ^ust got out of them the utmost 

personal pleasure that they would yield with the least 

possible trouble.*-"̂  Blackwood's Hagazlne agreed, "there 

is an unmistakable enjoyment in this wild sport of his— 

he likes it, though we are puzzled,fhe London 

Quarterly Review reprimanded Browning for disdaining Mto 

take a little pains to put the reader at a similar advan-

tage with himself,—to give a preparatory statement which 

may help to make his subsequent effusion plain and logi-

cal." fhe critic complained, "He . . , leaves out (or out 

of sight) a link here and another there of that which 

forms the inevitable chain of truth, making a hint or word 

supply its place. 

John Forster, however, was not the only critic who 

could appreciate Browning. Others, willing to look 

through the faults they felt compelled to enumerate* 

51Xbid., p. 98, 0 140. 52Ibld.» p. 97, 0 13?« 

^Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, M U X (February, 

1856), wrr 
^"Broughton and others, p, 98, 0 146. 
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reported that they had made a rare find, the reviewer for 

the Spectator wrote: 

That the standard of pottle excellence may not 
through condonation of his laps® be lowered, we must 
enter a passing protest against his fashion of pre-
senting incidents so allusively as to baffle ordinary 
penetration to discover what he means—of printing 
poems having reference to some facts or conversation 
not given and needed to explain them—of continually 
running into absurd phrases and ridiculous rhymes in 
the midst of serious and impassioned poems , . 
fhis protest entered, we can honestly say that th® 
two new volumes contain aore genuine poetry than 
ninety-nine out of a hundred volumes pretending to 
that venerable title.55 

Bentley's Miscellany protested the great wrong done 

to Browing by those who confounded "the excrescent •acci-

dents' with the 'essence* of his poetical genius" and 

thereby concluded that he was "no poet at all.M 

low much greater a poet he might bet would he but 
anticipate the easy everyday work of faultfinders, 
by striking out what they so readily find, and by 
taking upon himself before publication the duty they 
promptly assume after it, of rooting out the tares 
from his wheat,—it is pardonably provoking to think* 
Nobly endowed is lobert Browning with gifts superior 
not only in degree but in kind to more than two or 
three, among contemporary poets, who are read and 
applauded to the echo by thousands, where h# is read 
and musingly loved by tens. 5© 

Speaking for those who did adisire Browning * s "learn-

ing in tracks not commonly explored," his "keen powers of 

observation,® and Ms "shrewd acquaintance with the world 

and its ways," the British quarterly stated: 

55Ibid.. p. 96, C 134. 

%bid.. p. 97. C 135. 
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That* among the English, authors of the day, very few, 
lnd@®d, eould be compared with Mr. Browning for power 
ana originality of mind has long been the settled 
opinion of all acquainted with his writings, and 
capable of Judging them, . . • All one's previous 
opinion* as to the for©#, and subtlety, and variety 
Of Hr. Browning's intellectual powers * , « are eon-
firaed by this hook*?/ 

fhough fooling that "Andrea del Sarto" and "Bishop 

Blougram* s Apology1* were "about the only intelligible 

sketches'* in the volumes,, even Blackwood'a admitted! 

After all, he really seems to Bean something, which 
is a comfort in its way . . . . Sometimes he works 
like the old primitive painters, with little command 
of his tools, but something genuine in his mind, 
which comes out in spite of the stubborn brushes and 
pigments, marvellous ugly, yet somehow true. « . . 
Unlike those brothers of his who use the dramatic 
form with an entire contravention of its principles, 
this writer of rugged verses has a dramatic giftt the 
power of contrasting character, and expressing it® 
distinctions.5© 

And Cardinal Wiseman, whom "Bishop Blougram" more 

than likely suggested, wrote in the fiagbler, the Soman 

Catholic publicationi 

tor ourselves, we thank Mr. Browning, . . . reckless 
as he is, for a rare treat in these thoughtful and 
able volumes, Ve do not suppose that they will com-
mand any extensive popularity, for except the rather 
select audience to which they are addressed, the rest 
of the world will probably only use thea as a maga-
zine of polemical weapons.59 

57Ibld.. p. 97, 0 1J8. 

^^Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, LXHX (February, 
1856), I w r 

-^Broughton and others, p. 99• C 1$4, 
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Bat Browing had not Intentionally addressed Man and 

Women to a select audience. Here was his definite appeal 

for widespread popularity, le had striven to mead his 

obscure ways, going even so far as to call in the aid of 

fox* his first critic and old friend, t© help him read the 

proofs* Because of the interest and quality of hi# new 

poems he had every right to expect the applause of the 

intelligent world, at least. It first, all went well: 

by Tuesday, after publication on Saturday, the volumes had 

sold enough to cover expenses; hut soon the gush of sales 
g/V 

stopped "without so much as a subsequent trickle." 

fhere were still unsold copies of Hen and Women on 

Chapman's hands as late as 1865• ̂  

Possibly militating against the proper appreciation 

of his work was the Crimean War, then at its height* more-

over, his long absence in Italy had not kept his name 
CO 

before the British public, And after la Memoriam had 

been read in 1850 with a feeling that was almost rever-

ence, fennyson's popularity was greater than ever, le had 

been made Poet Laureate in 1850 and soon most reading men 

were almost incredibly enthusiastic fennysoniaas.®** That 

there was yet an audience for other poets, nevertheless, 
L* Knickerbocker, "Browning and lis Critics,n 

xee Review, XLIII (January, March, 1935), 287-288. 
61Be?ane, p. 27. 62Ibid.« p. 210. 

^Cruse, pp. 189-190. 
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is proved by tM© fact that four editions of the poems of 

Alexander Smith, "that light of the 'spasmodic' school," 

were absorbed in as many years by a generation that asked 

for a© re~i®@ue of Ken, and Women* 

Browning himself felt that his publishers had not 

been sufficiently active in hi® interest®, le was par-

ticularly enraged at the reviews, which he looked over in 

the reading room at Galignani's, the depository in Paris 

for current periodicals of all nations, Writing to 

Chapman fro® Paris on January 17, 1856, he referred t© the 

"zoological mtteranees I have stopped iay ears against at 

Salignanl's of late. 'Who©-©©——oo-oo' months the big 

monkey—1 whee-ee-ee-ee1 squeaks the little Monkey, and 

such a dig with the end of ay unbrella as I should give 

the brutes if I couldn't keep By temper and consider how 

they miss their nuts and gingerbread!B In the same letter 

he became more serious: 

I have read heaps of critiques at Saligaani's, mostly 
stupid and spiteful? self-contradictory and contra-
dictory of each other, What effect such "rot" would 
have on me in the case of the book being somebody 
else's, X know exactlyi but how it works with the 
reading public you must tell ae, if I am ever to 
know* I suppose we are not at the end of them and 
the best comes last, it is to be hoped,©5 

^Griffin and Kinchin, p. 201. 

6 Knickerbocker, p. 28®» 
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fhe "rot" had some effect; inexorable conclusions 

were to be dram from Ohapm&n*s sad report, Browning eon-

eluded that M s poetry was too new and original to appeal 

to the public. "As t© wp own poems»tt he ©aid five month® 

after the publication of Hen and Women* "they must he left 

to Providence and that fine cense of discrimination which 

1 never cease to meditate upon and admire is the public— 

they cry out for new things and when you furnish them with 

what they cried for, it's a© new they grunt.* 

Of course, the novelty of Browning's poetry appealed 

to some i but these admirers were undoubtedly those who 

constituted the email, select audience so frequently men-

tioned by reviewer® and whose number was increasing a© 

slowly as t© be practically imperceptible. The 

Westminster Review gave what is probably an accurate report 

concerning the effect of Browning on most of those who 

tried to read hi® for the firat tiaei 

Helnsius is said to have characterised 
Aristotle*a works by a "majestic obscurity which 
repels the ignorant.® We borrow these word® to 
indicate what is likely to be the first impression 
of a wader who, without any previous familiarity 
with Browning, glances through hi® two new volumes 
of poems. . . • Sere he will find no conventionality! 
ao melodious commonplace, . . . no didactic laying 
out of a subject, but dramatic indication, which 
requires the reader to trace by his own mental 
activity the underground stream of thought . . . . 

^Xbld., p. 289. 
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fo read Browning lie must exert himself, but he will 

exert himself to some pwpos®,©/ 

Host people, however, were apparently not willing to exert 

themselves. The difficulty of Browning' a works was doubt-

less the chief cause of his continued unpopularity. 

Duckworth, howeverf proposes other reasons* With 

specific reference to the decade of the 1850*s« he has 

considered the preconceptions and prejudices which he 

feels had to he overcome fey the more intelligent of the 

English public before they could place themselves in sym-

pathetic contact with Browning, Although Hatthew Arnold 

spoke in 1853 of *'the bewildering confusion of the age of 

spiritual discomfort»M most Saglishmea were rejoicing la 

the material prosperity of the time and felt that any mm. 

of letters should realise that his mission was to proclaim 

this prosperity, to "preach the doctrine according to 

Bentham.n She Spectator had said that "the poet who would 

really fix public attention must leave the exhausted past 

and draw his subject from matters of present import." 

Although the Edinburgh Beview had said that "the 

Ingllsh public was never more eager to hail the produc-

tions of a literary geniusDuckworth constructs a 

hypothetical Ars Poetica of the 1850*s to show that 

^Broughton and others, p. 99, C 153. 

G. E. Duckworth, Browning (lew fork, 1932), 
pp* 18-28. 
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writers desirous ©f acceptance and approval were expected, 

nevertheless, to conform to certain rigid principles laid 

down by most of the reading public. In content, a writer 

was expected to manifest moral soundness to turn the 

ignorant and skeptical toward the light; originality, but 

not what might seem to be mere novelty? and, of course, a© 

vulgarity or ribaldry* Above all, he should writ® about 

England. In form, lucidity was the primary requirement— 

obscurity would simply not be tolerated! and a polished 

presentation, giving no indication of slovenliness, was an 

absolute necessity. . 

Duckworth feels that he has said enough to show what 

kind of reception Browning might have expected, not only 

in 1855, but for many years preceding that time. In defi-

ance of the stricture concerning sound morals, for 

instance, he would have been thought to maintain, la "The 

Statue and the Bust,tt that adultery was laudable. And he 

would have seemed to sympathize with that licentious monk, 

Fra Lippo Idppi. His odd and out-of-the-way subjects 

would be considered thoroughly distasteful: those obscure 

musicians, lascivious monks, worldly bishop® (at least the 

one ordering his tomb), and medieval philosophers, fur-

thermore, the paucity of treatment of English history and 

scenery would be especially regrettedi why couldn't he 

make England the background of his poems? Why "Pippa 
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Passes,H and not "Polly Passes1*? As to M s obscurity, 

there would fee only one passible answer: h© hoped by being 

obscure to gain a reputation for profundity, ̂ ust as by 

being eccentric he hoped to persuade his reader® that h© 

was being original. And the faultiness ©f his verse could 

only be the result of his being too sinfully proud to use 

Mthe crucible and the file"—to willingly subject his art, 

as it were, to the severest discipline. 

Stopford Brooke anticipated one point of Duckworth's 

observation.6^ "Browning is more Italian than English," 

says Brooke, and calls attention to the poem "Be Sustibus" 

in which Browning, contrasting himself with a friead who 

loves England, ended the poem by saying? 

Open ay heart and you will see 
Graved inside of it, "Italy." 
Such lovers old are I and she: 

Bo it always was, so shall ever bel 

Brooke points out that Browning wrote not as femayson 

did—of the daily life of the English farmer, squire, 

miller, and sailors ©f llaglish sweet-hearting? of lagllsh 

parks, brooks, and village-greens—-but of Pippa, the work-

girl at Asoloi the Spanish monk in his garden? the Arab 

riding through the desert? the poor painters at Florence? 

the dead grammarian in Germany; and of a hundred others, 

^%topford A* Brooke, The Poetry of Bofeert Browning 
(Sew Xork, 1902), pp. 26-31, 
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none of whom is English. All M s representations of com-

mon life are outside of Inglamd with few exceptions j and. 

this, Brook© feels, is probably om of the greatest 

reason® why English people for a long time would have so 

little to do with Browning. 

Perhaps, as Cramer has suggested,^ th© public at 

large and most of th® reviewers were waiting to be kindled 

by a more intense and boisterous enthusiasm than had yet 

been spent for Browning. Such enthusiasm was soon to be 

supplied by.the Pre-laphaelites. About 184? Browning's 

greatness began to dawn on Dante Gabriel Rossetti and his 

brother, William Michael, who dared to find Tennyson in 

the ascendancy of his fame less exciting than the diffi-

cult and unpopular Browning. They particularly worshipped 

Sordelloj and Cramer feels that it may have given the 

young aesthetes a feeling of superiority to advocate pas-

sionately something shocking to the conservativesi "If we 

miss the excitement and rebelliousness of it all, we miss 

half the point of their partisanship of Browning, 

Sordello was indeed the quintessential modem poem to 

these young men." 

fhe original members of the Pre-Raphaelite Brother-

hood and their associates were later convinced that 

?%aurice 1# Cramer, "What Browning * s Literary Repu-
tation Owed to the Pre-laphaelites» 1847-1856»" ££££, VIII 
(19*1)* 305-321. 
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numerous readings, recitations, and "preachments," by 

which S* lossetti imposed Browning as a sort of dog-

matic standard upon them, had counted in the long run for 

a great deal? many of them, including William Allingham, 

have left testimony behind them to prove how deeply 

affected they were by this eagerness for Browning, Almost 

every one of these rebels was destined to become the cen-

ter of no small influence. 

One speeifio example of B» @* lossetti*s proselytiz-

ing concerns the lovestber, 1848, revival of A Hot tn the 

'Scutcheon at Sadlers Veils: in a letter to a friend 

urging hl» to attend the first night, Eossetti wrote that 

A B1°* was a "most remarkable production" and that he him-

self was oertain to go, as "the great author" might be 

there, for several years lossetti preached Browning with-

out hairing ®et him. At last, William Allinghaa, who had 

met Browning through Leigh Hunt, brought Eossetti into the 

presence of his idol on one of Browning1s visits to London 

in the early 1850*s. 

Another service rendered to Browning by the Brother-

hood was the printing in May, 1®50, of a defense of 

Browning, ostensibly a review of Christaas Eve and laster 

Dgx by W, H# lossetti, in f|§ gga, P.H.B. publica-

tion. After five pages of praise, the article concluded 

thus: 
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And let ma at last sayi read Sordell© again, ¥hy 
hold firm that you ought to be able at ©lie® t© know 
Browning's stops, and to pluck out the heart of hie 
mystery? Surely, if you d© not understand him, the 
fact tolls two ways. Bat, if you will understand 
him, you shall. 

fo the salt© issue of The Gera, f. Qt. Stephens, 

another Pre~taphaelite, contributed an essay called 

"Modem Giants," in which he praised Browning for his 

reaction against traditional forms by taking refuge from 

the worship of th@ past and looking into the heart of nan 

without using "pretty flowers of metaphor in the liapings 

of a parson," Stephens explained that the public thought 

Browning's work obscure because they were "enervated" and 

wanted only "green grass, tall pine®, and vineyards." 

The influence of the P.fi.B* was becoming strong by 

1855, when Hen and Women confixmed their confidence in 

Browning's greatness and brought their Idolatry to its 

height. D. G. lossetti found the reviews either inade-

quate or contemptible; William Allingham called the review 

in the Athenaeum ^wholly idiotic»w 

Possibly the most important example of D. G. 

lossetti*s direct activity in behalf of Browning was his 

influence on John Buskin, who had declared loudly after 

reading Men and Women that the poems were a "mass ©f 

conundrums*" fiossetti wrote Allingham that he had laid 

siege for one whole night and that the next morning Suakin 

sent to Browning a bulky letter Min which I trust h® told 
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hia that he was the greatest man since Shakespeare." 

Whatever was in the letter, la the fourth volume of Modem 

Painters« published early in 18%, Buskin publicly voiced 

his opinion of Browning'& greatness: *. • • Robert 

Browning is unerring in every sentence he write® of the 

Middle Ages; always vital, right, profound. . . ." He 

went on to say that hie concentrated writing, such as that 

in wfhe Bishop Orders Hi® fomb,w "needs so much solution" 

before the reader can understand it that hie patience 

fails him and he gives the thing up as insoluble , but 

truly Browning1s work "ought to be the current of common 

thought.n Of these words, Cramer says* "1 have no doubt 

they sank deep into the consciousness of critics and the 

reading public, fhey were one of the most outstanding 

services ever rendered to Browning1® reputation." 

% 1856 Browning had won, in the Fre-Baphaelites, the 

"magnificent adoration" of men who were or soon would be 

among the most fundamentally influential men in England. 

Thair enthusiasm waa slowly, but actually, being extended 

to the general public. Since Hen and Women won a most 

enthusiastic response from thea, Cramer concludes that 

"the reception of that publication in England was more 

cordial and significant than has generally been aald.w 

DeVane state® that "the early brisk sale of §ej| and 

Women waa probably caused by the little circle of the 
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pott*® faithful admirers, such » . . as the Pre-Raphaelite 

group . . . ,M and add®, " . . . Mr# Cramer's enthusiasm 

for finding admirers and friends for Browning in these 

year® needs to be tampered fey a consideration of the sal© 

of his books. There is no doubt, however, that these 

group® helped Browning's fan® 

In the years immediately following th® appearance of 

Han and Women* Browning's poatry began to appaal to tha 

undergraduates at Oxford and Cambridge, D. Q, Bossatti 

wis diraotly instrumental in kindling devotion to Browning 

at the universlti®®.As lata a® 1856 almost incredible 

enthusiasm for fennyson prevailed therei most of th# stu-

dents had not even heard ©f Browning.^ Pre-Haphaelite 

influence had b®®n creeping in for several year© before 

X836* however, and Hossetti was th® idol of one small 

group of students from both Oxford and Cambridge who had 

gone so far a® to ©all themselves "The Brotherhood." 

Sometime before 1856 Sdward Bume-Jones, on© of the found-

er® ©f this group, met Eossetti on an evening when he was 

giving forth a "burning and »eaorable defense of 

^DeTan®, p. 210. 

?%aurie© B, Cramer, "Browning's Literary leputation 
at Oxford, 1855-1859," PKgjA, LYII (1942), 252-240. 

^Oru®e* p. 19?. 
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Browning.Much impressed, Burae-Jones transmitted the 

Browning fever to hi® group, in whose publication, the 

Oxford and Cambridge Magazine. William Morris reviewed Hen 

and Women, sayings 

I suppose, reader, that you see whereabouts 
among the poets I place Robert Browning\ high among 
the poets of all time, and I searce know whether 
first or second in our own; and it is a bitter thing 
to me to see the way he has been received by almost 
everybody. 75 

Burne-Jones wrote to a friend in Birmingham, 

Charlotte Salt, to urge her to read Brownings 

You won't at first like him much, perhaps, he is 
too different fro® anyone else to be liked at first 
eight by most, but he is the deepest and intensest of 
all poets—writes lower down in the deep heart of 
things—rises up to the seemingly clear surface less 
often. Oh, how tea lines of him help one17® 

Soon Swinburne and Walter Pater had been converted to 

Browning, whom they called the greatest poet since 

Shakespeare* In 185© Swinburne read several of Browning's 

poems to a group of friends in his rooms; the discussion 

that followed revealed that only one of those present had 

read any of Browning* s wo As, During the next six years, 

however, Browning * s influence grew steadily in the 

^Cramer, "Browning's Literary Reputation at Oxford, 
1855-1859*" S>. 233. 

^Broughton and others, p. 98, 0 149« 

^Oruse, p. 197* 
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universities, and convincing evidence of it was to be seen 

in 1864.77 

But in 1856 Browning was hopelessly discouraged fey 

the poor response to Men and Women, Although, in that year 

the Brownings were permanently relieved of financial 

strain by John lenyon* s munificent bequest of 11,000 

pounds, Browning waa nevertheless disturbed by the con-

tinued attitude of indifference to his work. He even 

began to feel that his friends might have been more 

aggressive in his behalf. He told Chapman in a letter of 

April, 10%« 

Jhe half-dosen people who know aad could impose 
their ©pinions on the whole style of granters , say 
nothing t© them • . . and speak s© low la my own ears 
that It's lost to all intents and purposes. Sow is 
not Raskin a layer down of the law in natters ©f art? 
Then see what he said of a poem of mine, printed 
twelve years ago and now. In this fourth volume [of 
Modern Painters}—but nobody will snip that round 
into a neat little paragraph and head it "Euskin and 
Browning" and stick it among the "lews of the Week." 
"foplcs of the Day® as the friendly method isl It's 
a shame, ye public!/® 

Browning felt little inclination to write during the 

next few years. le wrote a poem now and then, and 

attempted, half-heartedly and unsuccessfully, t© revise 

Bordello. Aad after the death of Mrs. Browning in 1861, 

literary matters were completely forgotten for a while.^ 

??Craaer, "Browning*s Literary leputation at Oxford, 
1855-1859." pp. 239-2*0. 

^^Knickerbocker, p. 289» ^DeVane, pp. 280-281. 



CHAPTER V 

1857-1865 

After the barrage of reviews of Hen and Women in 

1856, tit® critics remained virtually silent for six year®. 

The quiet was broken once in 1861 fey the Horth British 

Review, from which it is learned that Browning's work®, 

"with a most penetrating power of genius, . . , have 

failed to reach any considerable number of people."* "We 

wish*" said the reviewer, "that Mr, Browning could he 

induced to look beyond the 'fit audience, though few;* we 

are confident that he can write such poems a® shall bring 
2 

hi® books home to many." 

Nothing more was said until February, 1863, when, in 

an article entitled nA Poet without a Public,® Chamber*s 

Journal regretted, "It is probable that no man of our 

times has written as much and so well without general 

acknowledgement as Robert Browning."^ In the same month 

the Saturday Review was curious! 
. . . we cannot [but] wonder if the partial friends 
whom genius such as his is sure to make and to keep 
are surprised and mortified at his comparative 

Xlorth British Review, XXII? (Hay, 1861), 352. 

2Ibld.. p. 37*. 

^Broughton and others, p. 100, 0 173. 

n * 
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unpopularity. We say comparative unpopularity, 
because we have always understood that among thos© 
who are fond enough, of poetry not to be repelled by 
a manner which his friends describe as ttmarked 
peculiar" . . . he has never wanted an attentive, 
and seldom an admiring audience. Comparatively 
unpopular, however, he certainly is.4 

-Grifcio called Browning "by common consent the 

least popular* of the poet® of the day, adding that he was 

not «o much "unpopular" as "ignored.n5 The London Review 

termed the lack of an audience for his poetry "a popular 

judgment of more than twenty years* standing,®^ and the 

Eclectic and Congregational leview proposed that "it may 

perhaps be questioned whether with all his » . , munifi-

cent endowment of thought, scholarship, and genius, he is 

not better known as the husband of Mrs. Browning than by 

the productions ©f his own pen.*? 

In Hay, the leader confirmed the opinions of the 

other ̂ ourn&lss B$here are, indeed, a great many • . . to 

who® Browning is still 'caviare.' . . . He is not, and 

probably never will be, so popular a poet as fennyson#" 

But the reviewer made an interesting observation? "With 

the exception of fennyson," he said, "Browning is our most 

^Saturday leview. If (February 7, 1863)» 1?9. 

^Charlotte Crawford Watkins, "Browning*s 'tame within 
fhese Four Tears,1 * Kodem Language Be view. Mil (1958), 

6Ibld. 
7 
'Broughton and others, p. 101, C 1?6. 
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remarkable living poet. IMs, which has long been the 

opinion of our most thoughtful critics, is now generally 
© 

admitted, or on a fair way to be so." And the London 

Review reported that "a great singer, if not the greatest 

of those among us, is gaining acceptance, which we may 

hope la all the surer since it has been somewhat slow,M^ 

It is possible that the assertions of these two 

reviewers were slightly exaggerateds nevertheless, they 

indicate that soae measure of success must have attended 

a certain commendable effort to widen the circle of readers 

of Browning. Shortly after Browning's return to England 

in 1861, John forster and Barry Cornwall had begun the 

preparation of a volume of selections from Browning's 

works, by means of which they hoped, as Browning himself 
10 

put it, "to popularize my old things." Writing to 

Forster in October, 1861, Cornwall stated the ultimate 

purpose of the anthology; "fhe object of course is to 
11 

induce readers of the Selections to read all his works,"1 

The preface of the book, which appeared early in 1865, 

revealed that it ^originated with two friends, who from 

the first appearance of Paracelsus* have regarded its 
®Ibid., p. 101, G 179. 

^Watkins, p. #95. ^Ibld., p* 493. 

"^Hichard Willard Armour, Barry Cornwall (Boston, 
1935)# P. 274. 
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writer as among the few great posts of the centuryt who 

haw seen this opinion, sine®, gain ground with the best 

readers and critics; and who believe that such a selection 
IP 

as the present may go far to render it universal,® 

In foverober, 1861, Cornwall had told Forater, "When-

ever 1 have heard people speak of Browning, they have 

generally referred to 'My Last Duchess' and others of the 

Lyrics.Containing for the moat part, therefore, care-

fully selected poems from Bells and Pomegranate® and Hen 

and Women, the hook had exhibited Browning at what Forster 

and Cornwall considered hie best.^1" If credence can he 

given to the statements of the critics for the leader and 

the London Review* the anthology had, to some extent, aad# 

the desired impression, and the efforts of the collabo-

rators had not been totally in vain. 

Following hard on the heels of the Selections cam® 

the three volumes of a new edition—the second—of 

Browning*© collected works, appearing in May, June, and 

September, 1863• fhe first volwe contained all the 

hitherto published short poems? and after this book and 

Selections had been before the public for nearly a 

year, the Victoria Magazine was able to speak in February, 

12Ibid., p. 191. 13Ibid., p. 278. 

^"Watkins, p. 495« 
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1864, of "the degree in which [Browning] has at last suc-

ceeded in enlisting public attention.®^ fhis encouraging 

statement agrees happily with Browning's explanation to a 

correspondent in the summer of 1865 of the reason for the 

deferment of the publication of Dramatis Persona®, which 

he had intended to publish in 1865# "There is some suc-

cess attending the complete edition," he reported, "and we 

let it work.""^ 

The acceptance of the Selections and the Collected 

Works was not universal, however* She Victoria Magazine 

reminded its readers that "Mr. Browning is not. In this 

countryt a popular poet.*^ fhe national Bevlew called 

hla "the favorite of an intellectual sect," and the 
18 

Saturday Review called his audience "fit hut few," 

When Dramatis Personae was released in Hay, 1864f the 

early reviewers were not optimistic over its chances for 

widespread popularity* fhey implied that it was awaited 

by an audience already formed and defined, and measured it 

by the standard of Browning's previous work. 

"Mr. Browning1® present volume is as thoroughly 

Browningish, and will be as much * caviare to the general *' 

^Broughton and others, p. 103» 0 192. 
16Watkins, p. 494. 

"^Broughton and others, p. 103, 0 192. 

18Vatkins, p. 495 • 
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an any of its predecessors»w predicted the leader for 
1Q 

June 4. "Alreadyt though tit] has been but a few days 

out," the reviewer surmised, "most of Mr, Browning's 

admirers id 11 have had it in their hands » and will have 

been estimating • . . its probable effect upon the reputa-
po 

tioa of their favorite poet." In July, the Eclectic and 

Congregational Review reminded everyone that "Browning ha® 

no popularity in the general sense of that word? he is a 
Pi 

poet for scholars and students . . • *w fhe Victoria 

Magazine observed, "fhese, as much as any of Mr, Browning's 

previous works . . . demand faith and patience, fhe nut 
22 

is undeniably hard to crack." fhe London leview sunned 
up general critical opinions 

Mr, Browning*s new poems are not likely to produce 
any immediate effect upon the reputation he has 
already acquired. They will be received with rap-
turous admiration by the circle of thoughtful and 
cultivated readers who have made him "the god of 
their idolatry," but they will scarcely succeed in 
overcoming the distaste ©f those who have hitherto 
found themselves unable to appreciate M s particular 
genius* 

let in October, the Edinburgh Review, objecting 

forcefully to "the great defects of expression which 

enshroud [Browning*s] thoughts and distort his composition,n 

^Brought on and others, p. 105* 0 205. 

20Watkins, p. 495. 

2^Broughton and others, p. 104, 0 200. 
22Ibid.. p. 105, C 207. 23Vatkins, p. 495. 
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found it "a subject of amazement that poems of so obscure 

and uninviting a character should find numerous readers'* 

Mid was convinced that "it were vain to d«y that his 

steady perseverance in the course which he has chosen has 

won at length for himself an influence among readers of 

poetry second only t© that of the laureate.* And in 

loveaber the Christian Examiner testified, much more 

happily than had the Edinburgh, to Browning's "great and 

ever increasing audience."2^ fhere could be no doubt that 

the success of the collected edition of 1863 had extended 

Pgamatia Personaet a second edition—Browning*s first 

genuine second edition—had already been called for in 

September!2® 

Sot only was Browning's increasing audience somethin® 

he could appreciates the reviewers, on the whole, were 

more cordial than ever before. On June 4, 1864, the 

Athenaeum declared that "all faults" notwithstanding 

wHr» Browning is one of our very few living poets, and 

this book is a richer gift than we shall often receive at 

the hands of poetry in our tlme.®2^ fhe Saturday Be view 

had mellowed considerably since the appearance of Hen and 

Moment although the reviewer found obscurity in Dramatis 

24ldinburgh Review, OXX (October, 1864), 538, 565. 

2%roughton and others, p. 102, C 189. 

26Watklns» p. 494 . 27Harehand, p. 292. 
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Personae, he considered the obscurity to be inherent la 

the difficulty of the subject matter? moreover, It was 

"often diminished as far as possible by felicity ©f 

expression" and more than compensated for by Browning1 s 
pa 

subtlety of insight into character. The Christian 

Examiner stated in July, "there are few poems . . • that 

so amch tempt and repay study as those of Hobert 

Browning."2^ In the same month the Victoria Magazine 

expressed its conviction that Braaatis Personae "confirms 

the verdict which has already placed Mr. Browning in the 

foremost rank of modern p o e t s . A n d the reviewer for 

the Bclectlc and Congregational Review did not suppose that 

he was "alone in making the confession that, of the living 

masters of English poetry, Robert Browning gives us the 

greatest measure of delight. We are not careful to contest 

for him the chief place among his brethren, but we do not 

know how to admit the right of any other to a higher.1,31 

In January, 1865* the Christian Spectator declared 

that "Mr. Browning is a poet as well as a deep thinker,"32 

and in the next month Golburn's lew Monthly Magazine 

printed a genuinely appreciative review. The critic 

2®Bevington, p. 211. 
2%roughton and others, p. 104, 0 19?. 

3°Ibid.« p. 105, 0 20?. 31Ibld.. p. 104, 0 200. 

32Ibid., p. 105, C 211. 
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called the attention of his readers to a certain "air" 

with variations, the "oftenest and plainest heard,n that 

he had found running throughout Dramatis Personae; "When 

pain ends, gain ends too." 

Mr. Browning contends that by enduring sorrow—some-
times by suffering wrong—a man may leam more than 
he ean ever learn by pleasure and prosperity. ttXs 
there nought better than to en^oy?" he is for ever 
asking. And the answer he give® in varying forms, 
whose essence is always the same. 

As demonstration of this discovery, the reviewer cited 

lines from Barnes LeeM ("Calm years, exacting their 

accompaniment of pain, mature the mind,"), "Rabbi Ben 

BasraM ("Be our Joys three parts painI" ) > and "Abt fogler" 

("Why rushed the discords in, hut that harmony should he 

prised?") 

Iven the Edinburgh was forced to admit that "eve 17 

reader who glances at Mr. Browning's poems, however cur-

sorily, must perceive that he is a man of rare 

accomplishments, with a singularly original mind capable 

of sympathising with a multiplicity of tastes and charac-

ters very far removed from everyday experience. 

Several reasons may he suggested for Browning's 

unprecedented success in the mid-Sixties. BeVane's 

opinion, that Hen and Women had slowly been making an 

•^Colburn* 8 Hew Monthly Magazine. CXXXXXI (February, 
1865), 187. 

^Edinburgh leview. C H (October, 1864), 538. 
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impression, during Browning's nine years of silence sio.ee 

its publication,''* must be considered, even though 

Elisabeth Barrett Browning had complained angrily in a 

letter to her sister-in-law in I860, "Robert if; all 

®ogland can*t prevent M s existence, I s u p p o s e . l i s 

popularity with the students at Oxford and Cambridge Is an 

incontestable factor; Chapman and Hall reported that most 

of the orders for copies of the second edition of Dramatis 

were coming from the universities.'^ Of more 

than possible significance is the fact that many of the 

poems in Dramatis Persona# dealt with topics of vital con-

temporary interest. Upon his return to England, Browning# 

though totally grief-stricken for many months, began 

eventually to plunge into the vigorous life of the times. 

He read Darwin's Origin of Species. Strauss*s Das Let)en 

Jesu. and lenan's La fie de Jesus. In Dramatls 

therefore, his dramatic disguise wore somewhat thin as he 

voiced his opinion upon such absorbing controversial 

topics of the day as science, spiritualism, and, above 

all, higher criticism of the Scriptures.'® "Caliban upon 

Setebos" was promptly related to Darwinism, "Hr. Sludge 

the Medium," appearing when book after book on 

'^DeVane, p. 283. '^Lounsbury, p. 165. 

'"̂ Griffin and Minchin, p. 2J6. 

'8Be¥ane, p. 280. 
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spiritualisa~-"",,Sludg®ho©ds
w as one reviewer now termed 

It—-was being published and reviewed, possibly appealed to 

intellectuals, not specifically as a portrait of B. B. 

Home, the well-known medium who was immediately recognized 

as Sludge's prototype, but as an attack ©a a popular 

folly.^ Galling "4 Death In the Desert" "on® of 

Hr. Browning'® finest poems? a very lofty and solemn 

©train of religious thought," the Quarterly Heview saids 

It is evident that [Browning] takes great interest in 
the stir of our time, the obstinate questionings of 
doubt . . . . He says his say emphatically on the 
tide of belief. . . . We should greatly regret if the 
poem failed to be made known far and wid@, After 
M. Henan's "Life of Jesus'* and the prelections of the 
Strasbourg school of theological thought, it should 
be welcome as it is worthy.*0 

But a more Important reason for the upswing of 

Browning's reputation was the appearance of what ha® been 
41 

called a phenomenon*. the emergence of a new and special 

audience, which must be distinguished from the "fit but 

few" who had long admired him, and which must be related 

largely to the growing tolerance, in some instances a 

predilection, for non-conformity. In The Gay Science 

(1866) Sneas Sweetland Dallas noted that "there is gradu-

ally being wrought a change in the relation of the 

^Watkins, p. 49®. 

^Quarterly Review. CXVIII (July, 1865), 101-102, 

41Watkins, p. 495. 42Ibld.. p. 493. 
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individual to the mass."^ Dallas's observation is 

thought to be proof that John Stuart Hill1® e s s a y "On 

Liberty," which was "an eloquent defense of the principle 

of individuality,* had found, in the years since its 

appearanee in 1859* an audience of considerable signifi-

cance among those who were inclined to rebel against "the 

social tyranny of the majority*tt Although Kill had not 

related his defense of non-conformity to either the 

writing or the criticism of literature, he had included in 

his definition of social liberty both liberty of expres-

sion and liberty of taste, to which some of his reader® 
iy» 

undoubtedly expended his general defense. 

Finding new use for such cliches as "the fit but 

few," "caviare to the generalt
w and "the multitude who 

read while they run," reviewers began to point out the 

antithesis between individual judgment and aass opinion.*-' 

Gradually, however, those who were "fit" became more 

numerous, and fewer of the multitude were reading while 

they ranj and to this steady development of a new and dif-

ferent taste, Itself a product of the advance of 

non-conformity, may be related that reversal, from 1861 

to 1865, in the attitude of a significant portion of the 

reading public toward Browning's poetry. 3*be turning 

4?Ibid.» p. 492, ^Ibid. 

4?Ibid.. p. 493. 
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point of this reversal is thought to hare occurred as a 

response to the republication of the entire body of 

Browning's work in 1863, whan it took the foi® of a 

revaluation of his poetry as a whole in the light of a 

changing climate of intellectual opinion.^ In 1865# i» 

a letter to Isa Blagden* Browning's explanation to her of 

what she had called his "fame within these four years" was 

that Mat last a new s®t of men arrive who don't wind the 

conventionalities of ignoring on® and seeing everything in 

another . . . 

In the mid-Sixties, therefore. Browning's position 

was that of a writer of considerable interest to a sig-

nificantly large segment of the reading publio. Of 

course, it ean not he said that he was popular in a 

general sense* Many of the reviewers pointed out that he 

was not| and conclusive proof is afforded by contrasting 

the sise of the seoond edition of Dramatis Persona®» whieh 

was 2,000 copies, to the number of sales of fennyson's 

Enoch Ardent of whieh 16,000 copies were reported sold 

within a few day® of its publication on August 15, 1864, 

and 60,000 in a short time thereafter.̂ "® 

fhat Bordello, which had combined the worst of matter 

and manner, had taken its toll was reported by the 

Victoria Hagazine in February, 1864s 

46IbldM p. 493. *7Ibld.. p. 495. 48Ibid,, p. 494. 
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There can fee no doubt that to Bordello is chiefly 
attributable the prevalent idea of Mr. Browning1s 
obscurity as a writer, and M s slow advance toward 
popular appreciation; and doubtless at this time 
the memory of it withhold! many minds from attempting 
to enter the rich and beautiful garden# which since 
then our author has with unremitting labour and 
supreme art been dressing for the®.$9 

The Quarterly Beview for July, 1865» was convinced that 

the poem had been "fixing down to make readers stumble on 

the threshold of their acquaintance with a new poet," 

The current opinion of M a poetry* outside the circle 
of the few who have thoroughly studied the subject 
and met with their reward, would be somewhat nearer 
the mark, supposing the poet had only written . . * 
Bordello* » . . The obstacle has remained in memory, 
and in the aiads of many has influenced, if not 
determined, their estimate of all that he has since 
written. Bordello has- to answer for much of its 
author1® lengthened unpopularity.?0 

Moreover, Browning was still Browning, fh® reviewers 

unanimously recognised this fact and on numerous occasions 

pointed out the direct relation between Browning*s 

peculiarities of subject-matter and style and the continued 

dislike for him on the part of the majority of the public, 

As for subject-matter, the widespread objection was voiced 

in May, 1863» by the Eclectic and Congregational Reviewi 

"Be writes for men—for men and women—but not for 

Englishmen."51 In 1861, calling Browning "hardly an 

^Broughton and others, p. 103, 0 192. 

^Quarterly Review, CXYIII (July, 1865)» 77 < 

^Broughton and others, p, 101, 0 176. 
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Englishman," the Horth British Beview had given the 

definitive statement on this aspect of Browning's writing: 
wIt would teem that in this English body of M s the soul 

of some thirteenth-century Italian painter had got by 

mistake, and many of the®# poems are the signs it malees in 

trying to he recognised." Calling attention to Browning's 

lines in wBe Gmstihms*—"Open my heart and yon will see/ 

Graved Inside of it 'Italy*"—the same review stated: 

How it is a wholesome prejudice with us, that If a 
man is to write for Englishmen, the first condition 
of national fame is that he he an Englishman* and if 
he ©pens his heart to us, we expect to read wSnglandw 
written there . . . or "Great Britain* at least.52 

As for style, the London Quarterly for July, 1863, 

summed up the feelings of all readers and reviewers who 

were discontented, when it stated that Browning'® manner 

was so obscure "that it is often exceedingly difficult to 

determine his meaning," 

fhere are whole passages—nay, more, there are whole 
works, from which the reader turns with only a very 
indistinct and cloudy notion of what the poet was 
trying to say, . . » Se either cannot or will not 
put his ideas into their simplest and most intel-
ligible forms . . . .53 

However, the phenomenon of the emergence of a con-

siderable audience for Browning's poetry seems to have 

impelled certain reviewers to a revaluation of it. 

5%orth British Review, XXXIV (May, 1861), 352-353. 

-*%roughton and others, p. 101, 0 1?8. 
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Browning himself was aware of this development and 

reported it to Isa Blagden: "When there gets to be a 

general feeling of this kind, that there must be 

in the works of an author, the reviews are apt to notice 

him, such notice as it is.M^" fhese words indicate 
! 

Browning•s understandable and long-harbored resentment of 

critics; nevertheless It appears that certain conscientious 

ones, some of whom were manifestly Influenced by Mill, 

were beginning to recognise in those aspects of Browning*s 

works most generally objected to—matter and manner—not 

only the grounds of his appeal to a limited, though grow-

ing, audience, but also evidence that he was actually a 

poet of great power*^ 

In Hay, 1861, the critic for the Worth British Review 

felt totally justified in directing complaint toward "the 

peculiarities in Hr, Browning's poetry* even though he 

realised that the average reading mind was not "deep" and 

had explained this condition by saying that "the haste in 

which so many people live tends to foster a shallow and 

snatchy habit of mind, and to utterly destroy that atten-

tion which is so absolutely necessary for the appreciation 

of deep thought and subtle poetry. 

Catkins, p. 495. 

%bid,. p. 496. 
56gorth British Review, XXXIV (Hay, 1861), 551. 
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Bat fey May, 1863, the critical attitude had begun to 

change toward tooth Browning and the public; Browning was 

less to blame for his peculiarities, and the public was 

often implied to be too stupid or at least too lasy to 

dual with them. So it was that in reviewing the Selec-

tions for th® Saturday Review in 1863, Boaa®, th® critic, 

was able to speak of Browning's unpopularity as being th© 

result of an "incapacity, or disinclination at least . . . 

to adapt himself t© the taste of the day." Donne found in 

Browning "certain defects of manner and taste , . . which 

the indolent and luxurious readers of th© nineteenth cen-

tury will not tolerate"| but he was disposed to declare 

these "faults," such as lingering too long over "subtle 

reproductions of characters not generally interesting," to 

be those wof a powerful and deeply original mind." 

"Recollecting Hr. Will's dictum," he continued, "we gladly 

pass over what may appear to be Hr, Browning's aberra-

tions, in order that we Bay call attention to his splendid 

powers.*^ 

A similar trend of thinking is evident in the reports 

of other reviewers. Browning^ use of historical subjects 

and continental settings, which made so much of him 

"caviare to the general,* was appreciated by the critic 

for the Header (Hay 30, 1863) who understood it to be the 

^Saturday leview. X? (February 7, 1B63), 179-180. 
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expression of the quality most highly prized by M l 

admirers: his intellectual inquisitiveness.the 

eclectic critic for the Eclectic and Congregational Beview 

insisted in July, 1864-, 

It is in . • * the making the ages and their his-
tories, events, and persons, vehicles for living 
instruction--!t is in the exploring of the pro-
foundest recesses of human spirits . . .—it is in 
a pathos infinitely too deep for any hut eclectic 
hearts, sufferers, doubters, and seers to have much 
sy»pathy--it is in a retieenoe and reserve of verse 
which leaves you wondering . , it is "by allusions 
and eruditions which mark the scholar hut instruct 
the learner, set in words which sake a carcenet of 
precious jewels over the pages that this author's 
superabundant power is made known, 

fhe same reviewer added, 

We do not meet the wonderfully happy artfulness of 
expression which seems not like a making hut a hap-
pening! but . . . we are quite aware that many would 
prefer • . , the more unwrought, the sometimes weird 
and frequently awakening flash, of mystical expression 
which wins more from the heart_than the highest com-
bination of mere seusic 

Certain critics attempted to describe and defend the 

unorthodox characteristics of Browning^ method. "His 

genius being dramatic,n explained the reviewer for the 

Quarterly, Mhe has to make his way to the heart of a char-

acter, conceal himself there, and then, looking abroad 

through the eyes of the man or woman, reveal their nature 

in his own speech." After quoting "My Jiast Duchess,* the 

^®Watkins, p. 4%. 

^^Broughton and others, p. 104, C 200. 
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reviewer continued: "A slight examination will serve to 

show with what consummate art a world of character is por-

trayed in that small poem, fhe parson of the speaker 

standi firmly full-drawn, as on® of the portraits by 

Titian « . . »M Insisting that the reader must not assume 

that Browning1s lyric* are subjective, but must realise 

that they are dramatic, the reviewer observed how "little 

would be made* of WA Grammarian's funeral* if it were 

thought to be a "lyric of emotion." But correctly 

regarded, "it conveys a great sense of going up-hill, and 

the weight of the burden • , , % It toils upward step by 

step—long line and short—best foot forward,—-and alto-

gether carries out the idea of a spirit that climbed in 

life,"60 

fhe critics* discovery of the Importance of Browsing's 

method caused them to regard the unorthodox language of 

the poems no longer as a defect in intelligibility but as 
SI 

a necessary concomitant to his peculiar method. fhe 

London Quarterly Review pointed out that what appeared to 

be unintelligibi 11 ty was sometimes no more than the 

novelty of Browning* s style# In the Wational He view 

Bagehot reported that the "difficult" and "unpleasant" 

600narterly Review. OXVIII (July, 1865)• 79-85. 

61Watkins, p. #98. 

62Ibld. 
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lines of "Caliban" illustrated the nature of "grotesque 

art," which, he distinguished from pur® art as being that 

which catches the subject "in difficulties" and "gives 

representation of its minimum development#1* Bagehot 

termed Browning a "prolific master" of grotesque art 

because he "puts together thing® which no one else would 

have put together, and produce® an effect on our minds 

which no one els# would have • • . tiled to produce*® But 

because poetry wae "but one of the many amusements , , . 

for the lighter hours of all classes," Bagehot felt that 

"Caliban" would not be appreciated by readers who did not 

have "enough of staying power" to conquer the difficulty 

presented by the poem.®^ 

fhe reviewer for the Quarterly recognised in the 

"coarset blunt, guttural sounds, and dogged, stiffnecked 

movement" in the "Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister" an 

"essential and effective part in embodying the imaginary 
gyi 

speaker***̂ " Dealing with the complaint that frequently 

"Browning is unmusical,* he explained that an inadequate 

understanding of the character of various poems caused 

them to ®eem to be unmusical, but suggested that it was 

quite probable that Browning had a particularly keen sense 

6?Living Age, LXXXIY (January ?, 1865), 18-20. 

Catkins, p . 496. 
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of music, which "served to pat into his verse a greater 

use of accent than flow of melody." Hence srnch of the 

meaning in some poem® was "intended to be got at through 

this stress of the accent." To four lines from Hfhe 

Laboratory" he supplied the proper accent, which "serves 

to »ake the music bite into the subject in a bitter waytt: 

He is with hers and they know that I know 
Mere they are* what they do.• they peileve ay tears 

flow 
While they laugh* laugh at ae, at me fled to the 

drear £c 
Empty church, to pray God in for theal — £ ag her®* 

Such criticism made explicit the grounds for a 

general preference among reviewers for those poems which 

most clearly illustrated the dramatic principle. Among 

the reviewers of the Selections and the Poetical Works 

(1863), nine poems, most of them dramatic monologues, 

received consistent notice and high praise as representing 

the best of Browning. They were: nMy Last Duchess," 

"Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister," "The Bishop Orders 

lis To»b,B "Fra Lippo Lippi," "Andrea del Sarto," 

"Karshish,1* "Bishop Blougram1® Apology," "Saul,1* and 

"Cleon." fhe reviewers of Dramatis Personae showed a con-

sistent preference for four monologues: BA Death in the 

Desert," which was considered by most reviewers as the 

best poem in the volume, or as one of the bestf "Caliban," 

Review. CXVIII (July, 1865), 82-83. 
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which was praised to sua almost equal degree? "Mr. Sludge"5 

and wAbt Vogler."^ 

la spite of their frequent allusione to the lazy 

minds of the general public, the reviewers ware anxious 

for their readers to share in the discovery of Browning's 

richness* fhe reviewer for the Quarterly urged his 

reader® to try to understand the dramatic principles of 

Browning's art ao that they could interpret his poems 

correctly and see for themselves that he had "created 

characters intensely human, real enough to stir the pro-

foundest f e e l i n g s , f h e Victoria Magazine reminded its 

readers that they must not "run* while they tried to read 

Brownings 

His poetxy is not to he taken up to occupy an idle 
moment or to charm away an incipient headache* 
People who want poetry to serve such ends as these 
Bust go elsewhere. Mr. Browning requires our best 
faculties and our undivided attention, at least 
during a first perusal#©® 

Oolbur^s Mew Monthly Magazine attempted to persuade the 

public not to ;Judge Browning "by a careless reading of two 

or three poems»M 

fo read thea once is as if we were to go by night to 
see a cathedral* There would come to u® immediately 
soae sense of its grandeur and of its mystery. We 
should see the outline of its towers and spire. But 

66Watklns, p. #97. 

^Quarterly Review. OXflll (July, 186$), 8?. 

^%roughton and others, p. 105* 0 20?. 
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the tracery of its front, the colouring of Its 
windows, the play of shadow and sunshine among its 
sculptured stones, we should wholly lose* . . . To 
learn the strength and beauty of Hr, Browning's 
poems, they must he read many times, and in many 
moods.®* 

In the event that the reader was still displeased after 

more than one reading, Colburn's had the answer: 

. . . it requires differing intellects justly to 
discern his abounding beauties. The minds of men, in 
ever-varying forms, are mirrored in his works# the 
reflection that pleases one may not please another. 
, , . Lovers of gentle Pippa may not admire the 
impulsive Mildred; those who feel such lusty life as 
beat® through the frame of Fra Lippo Xdppi aay know 
little of the resignation of Andrea del Sarto$ while 
followers in the steps of Blougram, the modem 
materialist Bishop, will hardly understand the hopes 
and fears that filled the heart of the Sreek poet, 
Oleon.70 

And after quoting the whole of MMy Last Duchess," Donne of 

Saturday Beview instructed the prospective initiate 

into the realm of Browning: 

Sals dramatic scene requires to be read carefully, 
tvery word . . . in it carries its own well-considersd 
meaning and carefully anticipated weight* If, there-
fore, a man rattles through it expecting to sound its 
depths by one glancing inspection, . . . he might 
|mst as well be reading Tupper; but if, on the other 
hand, he will only give it time enough and thought 
enough, we cannot doubt that he will feel himself in 
the presence of something which emphatically belongs 
to what Be Quincey has somewhere denominated the 
"literature of power,w7l 

6^0olbum*8 Hew Monthly Magazine» CXXXXXX (February, 

1865), 185; 

7°Ibid. 

"^Saturday Review, J7 (February 7* 1863), 180. 
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A striking example of the new attitude toward 

Browning's poetry^2 was the reaction, of numerous critic* 

to the pronouncement of the Bdlnburgh Be view upon the 1863 

collected edition and Dramatis Personae. Having triad all 

of Browning's work "by the standards which have hitherto 

been supposed to uphold th© fore® and beauty of the 

English tongue and of English literature," the Edinburgh 

found them "deficient" and likely to survive only "as a 

curiosity and a p u z z l e . T h e Header (November 26, 1864) 

angrily called the "tawdry twaddle" of the Edinburgh 

reviewer "an insult to the earnest students of a subject 

so surprisingly novel," and offered to "point to various 

proofs of his total ignorance of what he professes to 

write about. la January, 1865* the Saturday Beview 

attacked the ultra-conservative position of the Edinburgh 

by calling its article "the moat complete literary fiasco 

which any of our quarterlies hare perpetrated for very 

many years, *75 

^ fhe attitude cannot be aaid to be exclusively aew$ 
a few discerning critic® had for years been its har-
bingers. See forster1® review of ggg 18& KiSSSft* P- 95. 

"^Edinburgh Review, GIX (October, 1864), 565* 

^Broughton and others, p# 105* 0 202# 

"^Bevlngton, p. 211. 
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In July, 1865, when all other critics had rested the 

case for the present, the Quarterly Review gave what may 

he called the essence of the general critical opinion ©f 

Browning in the third year before the appearance of fhe 

Bins and the Book: 

At a time like the present, when the tendency Is for 
minds to grow more and more alike, all thinking the 
aam® thought® . . . ; when for a ©ingle original poet 
like Mr. Tennyson, we have a hundred tuneful echoes, 
and ©a® popular novelist has his scores of imitators, 
we think that a writer of Mr# Browning1 s powers ought 
to h© better understood than he is, and the dis-
crepancy lessened betwixt what is known of him by the 
few, and what is thought of him by the many. He has 
qualities such as should be cherished by the age we 
live in, for It needs them*/® 

^Quarterly Beview. CXV1II ( M y , 1665), 77. 



CHAPTER ?X 

1866~18?0 

The years immediately following the publication of 

saw Browning honored in 186? by Oxford, 

which conferred upon him by diploma the degree of Raster 

of Arts, a distinction awarded only for eminence in the 
l 

field of learning. fhe third collected edition of MB 

works appeared in 1868, by which tiae it may be said that 

the "vital center" of his work had been discerned. In 

his notice of the edition, the critic for the Worth 

British Review classified Browning's worksi near the sm-

alt he placed a group of poems including "Karshish," 

"Andrea del Sarto," "Ira I&ppo Llppi,11 and "Caliban"\ but 

to the "final and supreme" group, "the most generally 

know, and the most heartily relished," he admitted only 

fours "The Bishop Order® lis Tomb," "My Last Duchess," 

"Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister," and "fhe flight of 

the Duchess,"^ 

^Griffin and Kinchin, p, 238, 

E. BcSlderry, Jr., "Browning and the Victorian 
Public in 1868-69!" Is search Studies of the State College 
of Washington« ? (December, 1937), 195-263* 

%©rth British Review* 2LXX (December, 1868)* 396-
400. 
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fh© most important of Browsing's activities in the 

late 186G's was his work on fhe Sing and the Book* whoa® 

"protracted period of incubation" had begun in Ime, I860, 

when he found th® "square ©Id yellow book* in Florence. 

She Roman murder case was continuously in his mind from 

1860 oni and by the autumn of 1868, after numerous dis-

tractions , he had finally coaqjleted an enormous total of 

over 21,000 lines, which were distributed unevenly 

throughout twelve books. The Ring and the Book was pub-

lished in four separate volumes, each containing three 

booksj the first volume appeared on November 21, 1868; 

and by February 27, 1869, the entirety of Browning*s 

longest poem was before the Inglish public.•* 

In the late 1930*s B, B. McBlderry, Jr., published 

two articles dealing with his investigation of the 

critical reception of 2g& Rim and the. Book, He concluded 

in part that the erf.tics were "strongly predisposed in 
g 

Browning's favor" when the poem appearedi they recog-

nised his importance\ they respected his perseverance 

during year® of relative neglect| and they sympathised 

with his**'th® widower of England's best-loved poetess. 

Mcllderry feels that their sympathy, more than ever 

4Griffin and Kinchin, p. 253. 

5DeVanet p. 318. 

%cBlderry, p. 193. 
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aroused by the w0 lyric Love" passage In The M m and the 

Book, was nowhere better manifested than la the words of 

the Edinburgh Beview. typical of the general, though some-

what belated, expression: 

fo these only who have passed, Ilk® Mr, Browning, 
through the darkest of the valleys of the shadow of 
death, identity of sorrow will reveal the full pathos 
and significance of his noble words. But they will 
be precious to those who, without having experienced 
supreme calamity, m y claim as lovers of English 
literature a community of sorrow with the poet, since 
the loss which he deplore® has deprived thea of one 
of the noblest and brightest of intellectual bene-
factors:— 

WQ lyric !<©vet etc." 

Hcllderry proposes that it was in such a frame of 

mind that most reviewers approached The M. ag and the Book, 

obviously intended as Browning's masterpiece, He con-

tinues J 

the poem1s huge bulk, its unique plan, and the device 
of installment publication—virtually unprecedented-
all served to indicate that here was something more 
than just Ba new book by Mr. Browning." Plainly, the 
time had ooae for a larger public to take Hr, Browning 
seriously, to try harder than ever bsfo^e to under-
stand Mm. ®he reviewers, therefore, set out t© 
minimize his defects, and to convince the public of 
his virtues." 

It is evident that many critics seem to have been so 

overawed by fhe Binis and the Book that they had little or 

no doubt that it was Browning1 s masterpiece. In his first 

notice of the poem, on December 26, 1868, Buchanan, the 

reviewer for the Athenaeum, began somewhat cautiously: 

7Ibid., p. 196. 
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"Jh» Ring and the Boot, if completed as nueceasfully as It 
8 

Is begun, will certainly be a remarkable achievement." 

But on March 20, 1869* after the last volume had. appeared, 

Buchanan led the literary world in its praise and gave the 

most fulsome and unreserved tribute to Browning written 

before or since in the Athenaeums 
At last, the ©pus magnum of our generation lies 
before the world • . . and we are left in doubt which 
to admire most, the supremely precious gold of the 
material or the wondrous beauty of the workmanship. 
. , , We feel it difficult to write calmly and without 
exaggerations yet we must record at once our convic-
tion, not merely that "the ling and the Book® is 
beyond all parallel the supremest poetical achieve-
ment of our time, but that it is the most precious 
and profound spiritual treasure that England has pro-
duced since the days of Shakespeare.9 

In comparison to that of the Athenaeum, the praise of 

St, James* Magazine (January, 1869), sincere as it appar-

ently was, seems mild: "Mr. Browning has evidently put 

forth all his strength, and for this reason, as well as ©n 

account of its length, Cfhe Sing and the Book] will always 
• 10 

take rank as one of the most important of his books," 

ffacmillant0 Magazine (January, 1869) felt that The M m 

and the Book would "remain to all time, the monument of a 

genius unique in its peculiar qualities of intellectual 

®Broughton and others, p« 107, 0 255. 

^Marchand, pp. 292-293* 

"̂ Brought© n and others, p. 113, 0 292. 
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subtlety and imaginative force."11 The Fortnightly laview 

(March, 1869) found in Browning•s extraordinary grasp ©f 

tit© dramatic form "one reason why we should reckon [The 
\p 

RLXIK and the Book] as his masterpiece." fo the London 

Koratms Star for April 1?, 1869* the poem appeared to be 

"incomparably the greatest work of our greatest poet,w1^ 

On July 24 Chamber's Journal reported: . . it is in 

the work now before us that Mr# Browning1s genius reaches 

the culminating point. Henceforth, his place in the very 

first rank of Inglish poet® must be conceded without a 

murmur or doubt.w1^ And in October, 1869• the Worth 

British Review declared, "There can be little doubt that 

this poem is the aasterpiec# of the writer. 

Since adultery is central to its them© and the state-

ment Is realistic, Hiag and the Book would be thought 

to have presented an insurmountable obstacle to the 

enthusiasm and approval of the Victorian critics* Point-

ing out numerous Mun-1fietorian elements," Mcliderry 

includes Fonpilia*s birth as an illegitimate child, the 

"nameless bastard of a common whore"j (ruido' s brutal 

11Hacalllan>s Magazinet XIX (January, 1869)• 258. 

^Brought on and others, p. 112, 0 285. 

1?Ibid.. p. Ill, 0 281. 

14>Ibid.. p. 109, 0 263. 

1%orth British Review. LI (October, 1869), 97. 
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compulsion of Poapllia; the leering suggestions of 

Marghexlta, ©aid©'© servant5 Guide's encouragement and 

permission of M s brother' s advances to Pompiliaj and the 

birth of Poagpilia's child, who, according to Guido, was 

"the priest's bastard and none ©f aine.M In short, the 

restrictions of polite society m understood in Victorian 

England were steadily disregarded? moreover, because of 

the poea*s structure, it was difficult if not impossible 

to skip the part® in which there was no attempt to restrain 
1g 

emphasis on the seamy side. 

Most of the reviewers, however, did not even raise 

the question of the morality of the poea#*^ la its first 

notice the Saturday Review pointed out the "Intrinsic dls-
agreeableness of the subject* and called The ling and the 

1g 

look w& history of • . • low and mean vlceM?*® but the 

matter was not mentioned again in the enthusiastic review 

of the complete poesu fhe Westminster Review noted the 

"Elizabethan quality of the language." fhe Christian 

Examiner objected that Browning was Hsometimes coarse#" 

Chamber's Journal condemned the poem as "revolting," but 

proceeded to praise it on various ground®, fhe Edinburgh 

Review objected vigorously to the "mental and verbal 

^Hcllderry, pp. 197-198. 

X7Ibid., p. 198. 

•^Saturday Review, ZXfl (December 26, 1868), 855» 
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garbage" assigned to some of the sal# characters, but had 

no doubt of the "essential purity of Mr. Browning's mind." 

tod the London Quarterly Review observed that "when the 

poet has pared off the rags and tatter® of human frailty, 

. . . Beauty comes with edification in her train. 

farming this censure "very incidental and mild," 

Hcllderry calls attention to a review of fhe Bints and the 

look in the Fortnightly (March 1, 1869) by John Morley, 

who had attacked the morality of Swinburne' s Poems and 

Ballads less than three years previously# But in his 

praise of fhe ling and the look Morley lambasted the 

"debilitation of public taste* caused by the "graceful 

presentation of the Arthurian legend for drawing rooms,w 

and went on to thank Browning for "Shakespearian fullness, 

vividness, and directness.n finding Browning a much 

greater and more useful poet than those who "strum ms 

dolefully forth the tracts in polished verse of blameless 

Arthurs and prodigious Enochs*w Morley added, "It is a 

commonplace to the wise, and an everlasting puzzle to the 

foolish, that direct inculcation of morals should 

Invariably prove so powerless . . . a method."20 

McElderry finds Morley's defense of The King and the 

Book as amazing as the praise in the Athenaeum by 

^%cSlderry, p. 198. 

20Ibld». pp. 198-199. 
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Buchanan, who, only one year later, was to condemn the 

immorality of Bossetti's Howe of Idfe. In order to 

explain the reason for Browning * s escaping such treatment, 

not only by Morley and Buchanan hut by many other review-

ers as well, Mcllderry supplements his proposal that in 

1868-69 the critics were strongly predisposed in 

Browning * 8 favort he feel® that Fompilia, Caponsacchi, 

and Guido were "idealized," that they "flattered the 

sentiments of the time," since in the® "good and evil 

remained unmistakable, as the Victorians wished," 

McHlderry then concludes that as a result the reviewers 

manifested for these three a "sentimental appreciation* 

which consequently helped them to overlook or excuse 

Browning's unusually frank treatment of adultery, and con-

sider it, though "realistic and vigorous," at the same 

ti»e "serious" and not "inflammatory,w To younger Ben 

like Morley, thinks McElderry, fhe Ring and the Book 

represented a welcome advance, a widening and deepening of 

ted the sober reflection of 
M t n r * • n d t h e o o u l d R 8 M e 

with the Sdinburgh that "Beauty comes with edification in 

her train." HcElderry continues: 

It was this which convinced most reviewers that the 
poem was really "moral.n for if the story hinged on 
the unmentionable sin, if the speech of Quido was 

literary content which invi 

21Xbid.. pp. 202-203. 
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"Slizabethan," there at the very center were the 
blessed and spiritually victorious trinity: 
Caponsacchi, more vigorous than, fennyson's Arthur, 
but morally as Impeccable; the Pope, a prelate 
curiously satisfying to Protestant readers . . . ; 
and Pompilia . . . . In the presence ©f these, who 
could denounce The Ring and the Boole as immoral?®2 

Pompilia went straight to the hearts of «©st of the 

reviewers, fhe Spectator thought her a "masterpiece of 

delicate power"? the Athenaeum spoke of her "changeful and 

moon-like beauty." fhe Westminster Review declared, "Sel-

dom has a woman been portrayed with such delicacy, such 

insight, and such dramatic power," fhe Christian Examiner 

called her a "marvelous creation,n "a lasting $©y in 

literature*? the London Quarterly was confident that she 

would "rank among the great women of art." And Chamber's 

Journal searched in vain the whole of Xnglish literature 

for Ma creation worthy of being compared with her.®^ 

feeling that Pompilia was "too indifferent,11 the 

Saturday Review saw in Caponsacchi and Guldo "Mr. Browning *8 

signal triumphs." fhe reviewer said, "We question if, 

since the great dramatists of the Elizabethan age, English, 

poetry has ever produced characters so solid, so complex, 

so carefully thought out. fo most reviewers, Capon-

sacchi was only slightly less admirable than Pompilia; and 

Guido was generally accepted as a worthy foil to the her© 

22Ibid.. p. 200. 25Ibid. 

Review. XXVII (April 3, 1869), 461. 
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and heroine.^* fhe Pop® was not discussed in detail, but 

hi® philosophic reflections were much admired and liber-
26 

ally quoted. 

The reason why certain critics reported little or no 

obscurity in fhe Ring and the Book may perhaps he explained 

by McSlderry's insistence that they were anxious to mini-

mize Browning's defects* Thus, the Christian Examiner 

could say, "Of general obscurity there is none."^ 

Hacmillan's found "but little of the obscurity which aade 

a riddle of Bordello," and only then "when he [Browning] 

coses before us a narrator in his own person." "As soon 

as he begins to speak through the mouth of his dramatis 

personae«" said the critic, nhe is plain enough to those 
28 

who have once caught the trick of his style." After 

reading the entire poem, the critic for the Saturday 

Review reported, ®lere and there is a passage full of 

Hr, Browning's old contortions and obscurities, which have 

rendered . . . so many of his poeas sealed books to the 

multitudes." On the whole, however, the reviewer felt 

that Browning wwarms with his subject $ the abrupt and 

fragmentary style is changed for a continuous flow . . . . 

^%cllderry, p. 202. 

26Ibid.. p. 203. 

^Broughton and others, p. 109, 0 262. 

2%acsman!s Hagasine, XXX (January, 1869)» 262. 
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fhe poem gains in intelligibility by being studied as a 

whole."2^ la his first review of a e ling and the Book, 

Buchanan of the Athenaeum stated, "We know nothing in the 

writer's former poems which so completely represents hie 

peculiarities as this installment of The Ring and the 

Book. . * . Everything Browning!sh is found here.w^® But 

the following March, overcome with enthusiasm, Buchanan 

declared, w0nce and for ever must critics dismiss the old 

stale charge that Browning is a mere Intellectual giant, 

difficult of comprehension, hard of assimilation. 

Some of the reviewers, however, were not willing to 

dismiss the charge. Although in January, 1869# the critic 

for the Westainster Beview testified to having met "fewer 

of those wild extravagances, crabbedness verging to 

obscurity, and carelessness of expression which looks like 

contempt for the reader," he reported in April? 

We must confess that our hopes, which we expressed in 
our last number about Hr, Browning* s "Ring and the 
Book," have been disappointed. . . • Hr, Browning has 
returned to his ©Id faults, or, as his extreme 
admirers would say, beauties. He evidently has done 
so from pure willfulness.*2 

^Saturday Beview, XXVII (April 3, 1869)• 460-461. 

^°Broughton and others, p. 107, C 235* 

^^Karchand, p. 293 • 

-*2Broughton and others, p. 113, 0 298-299. 
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fhe British Quarterly Review lamented "power defiant of 

art, and original thought hidden in difficult language"; 

"kk® Spectator detailed the "familiar old fault®" of 

style|^ and the Bdlnburgh* admitting and deploring 

"patent and obtrusive" faults, added, "He that runs may 

read—and revile."^* 

HcBlderry points out that although the critics were 

able to overlook the questionable morality of The ling and 

the look and sincerely wanted to minimise Browning's 

defects because they felt that the time had come for him 

to be widely appreciated, they became, nevertheless, 

gradually "more objective—and more sceptical1* when they 

passed on to the more strictly artistic claims of the 

poem.^ for this reason, certain reviewers entered 

against fhe Ring and the Book the "old stale charge" of 

obscurity and other complaints as well. 

As might be expected, the length of the poem was 

thought generally to be inordinate. Hacmillan's con-

sidered it "needlessly prolix";^ the Saturday Review 

^1, R. McSlderry, "fhe Victorian Evaluation of fhe 
I|s$ agyig Ss<&" Iftaigi at iha. Sato SslHIa 

of Washington % Til vvune, 195"/« 85« 

^Edinburgh Review. GXXX (July, 1869), 164. 

'•̂ McElderry, "fhe Victorian Evaluation," p, ?6. 

^acmllla^s Magazine, H I (January, 1869), 262. 
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included the length in It© ©numeration of other fault®;^ 

the Westminster Review reported "too much verbiage. 

Quarterly Review declareds "[The ling and the Book! 

is decidedly to® long. It is weariness to the flesh to 

read so many arguments pre and eon . , . . the poem might 

have been a fifth part of the length, and have improved by 

the omissions.ffraser's Magazine found the poem "far 

too big for the nineteenth century" and closed its review 

with these wordsi "So the play ends, a dramatic poem in 

twelve acts* which might be effectively reduced to the 
40 

five of legitimate drama*" 

Several reviewers mentioned books that they felt 

could profitably have been excluded, fhe speeches of the 

lawyers, "Half-Home," "fhe Other Half-Rome,H and "Tertium 

Quid" were those most frequently found dispensable! but 

there was less general conviction regarding any individual 

book than a troubled feeling that by selection and com-

pression Browning might have used his material to better 

advantage.41 Only one reviewer raised no objection to the 

lengths J, V. Chadwick, writing for the Christian 

^Saturday Review. XTSTII (April 3» 1869)« 461. 

^%cBlderry, "fhe Victorian Evaluation," p. 81. 

^ Q u a r t e r l y Review, CXXVI (April, 1869), 34?. 

*%cBlderry, "fhe Tictorian Evaluation," p. 80. 
4XXMd., pp. 85-84. 
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Examiner, declared: "It would b@ easy to enumerate 

various faults, but the length of the poem would not be 

among them. For ourselves, we wish it were longer. • . . 

fhe Ring and the Book In a® fascinating as any novel and 
42 

reads as rapidly. 

She unusual form of the ling and the Book—a succes-

sion of monologues each telling the complete story from a 

different viewpoint—elicited a variety of opinion, 

fraser's suggested that it might well have been a play* 

and other publications intimated as much. The Athenaeum 

felt that "the monologue, even when perfectly done, can 

never rival the scene,™ but the British Quarterly insisted 

that Browning was "not a dramatist, but . . . a consummate 

actor, the Athenaeum called the repetitious manner of 
hh 

the poem "that of a magpiettj the British Quarterly pro-

nounced the entire arrangement "inartistic.But the 

critic for the Saturday Beview said, "When we come to 

close the volume [including the first four books] we are 

anxious to know how the real fact will develop Itself out 

of the maze of conjecture and inconsistency. Calling 

the form a "novelty , . » of simplicity and obvious 

^Brought on and others, p. 109, € 262. 
#%cBlderryt

 wfhe Tictorian Evaluation," p. 80. 

^ m a . , p. 85. 45Ibid., p. 77. 
^Saturday Review. XXVI (December 26, 1868), 853-
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naturalness," the North British Review felt that Browning 

had chosen to present the story as he did because he 

thereby availed himself of a most useful framework for the 

display ©f the characters. Discerning Browning*s obvious 

intention, the reviewer said: 

His horrid murder is not led up to, hidden, and die-
covered, as in a novel, hut hurst# upon us life® an 
announcement in a journal, the interest lies not in 
the sensational atrocity or pathos, but in its 
ambiguous character,—the various interpretations 
which may be given to the acts and motives Cof the 
characters] .*7 

Moreover, in the succession of monologues th© 
|g 

reviewers discovered Browning1s omnipresence. According 

to the Spectator. "He overflows, as he always overflows, 

In intellectual point, in acute comment, in quaint illus-

tration . , . .M fhe Athenaeum reported, "We get 

Mr. Browning masquing under so many disguises." fhe 

British Quarterly observed that Browning "throws himself 

with marvelous skill into many characters, but he never 

forgets himself."^ And the Worth British Beview found 

the Pope's monologue permeated with Browning's ideas.^ 

fhere was some disappointment among reviewers that 

the subject of Browning's masterpiece was Italian* 

^%orth British B$irt $w» LX (Ootob^r^ 1869) * 11? • 
48KeBlderry, "The Victorian Bvaluatioa," p. ?8. 

49Ibld.. p. ?8. 

g%orth British Beview. LI (October, 1869), 123-124. 
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"Poetry, like charity, should begin at home," grumbled the 

British Quarterly.finsley'a Magazine complained, "If 

Mr. Browning had studied England and tnglish character as 

faithfully and successfully as he has studied Italy and 

Italian character, his position as an Snglish poet would 

hare been other than it la now."^2 The Iforth British 

Review r@sd.Med those who were displeased? "But if he 

goes to Italy and studies there, he paints Italian sub-

jects in the Butch manner, and is most attracted by the 

deposits of Teuton admixture in the strata of the Italian 

aind."^ 

Whatever the faults of The Blag and the Book, at 

least two reviewers sensed that it was "real," Buchanan 

reported in the Athenaeum his observation: 

Everywhere there is life, sense, motion—the flash 
of real faces, the warmth of real breath. We have 
glimpses of all the strange elements which went to 
make up Soman society ©f those ti®ts#5^ 

And John Morley wrote in the Fortnightly Review: 

After we have listened to all the whimsical dogma-
tising about beauty, to all the odious cant about 
morbid anatomy, to all the well-deserved reproach 
for unforgivable perversities of phrase and outrages 
on rhythm, there is left to us the consciousness that 

^•Hcllderry, "The Victorian Evaluation,M p. ?6# 
52Ibid., pp. 76-7?. 

^Korth British Heview* LI (October, 1869)» 120. 

^HcSlderry, "The Victorian Evaluation,* p« 76, 

mailto:r@sd.Med
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a striking human transaction has been seised by a 
vigorous and profound imagination, that its many 
diverse threads have been wrought into a single rich 
and many-coloured web of art, in which we may see 
traced for us the labyrinths of passion and indif-

£U?i.diJ7 "J4 prejaaie. and otamc, 

S n o S t S l 4 haV* t 0 f i n d a a * T i o u g 

Before discussing the public reaction to fhe ling and 

Jsfet lS2&* it will be instructive to review the progress of 

Browning*s reputation after the auspicious publication of 

Dramatis Pemonae. According to the critic for the 

Contemporary Beview (January and February, 1867)» 

Ho reputation has during [the past thirty years! 
advanced so steadily. If [Browning1s3 popularity 
does not as yet approach that of Mr. Tennyson, if 
the reader® of Paracelsus" or the "Dramatis 
Poxvoam* &r$ to fe# counted the t&ouMiids and 
those of the "Idylls of the King" and "Enoch Arden" 
by ten® of thousands, -there are yet not wanting 
judges who, recognising the characteristic excel-
lences of each, see in fir. Browsing, with all the 
drawbacks of obscurity, abruptness, and an indif-
ference to beauty of for® or subject amounting almost 
&.!*?£?• !®m! ®leme?ts ?f a poetic greatness 
than they find even in the high thoughts aim perfect 
melody of his great rival. v 

Summarizing the growth of Browning*s reputation, and 

remarking that his fame, wsuch as it is," had been 

attained "tinder conditions singularly unfavorable," 

notably Sordello, the reviewer concluded: 

. . , and though Longfellow and fupper are still, 
perhaps, the favourite poets of middle-class readers, 
there is hardly a sixth-form boy or undergraduate ©f 
any culture who would not bracket together the names 

^Brought on and others, p. 112, C 285. 
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of Tennyson and Browning as the great poets of our 
tin®, and discuss with his fellows, in study talks 
or at debating clubs, which of the two stands 011 the 
highest level ©f excellence..?® 

There are two statements available next in chrono-

logical order. One of these was given by the reviewer for 

Tlnslev's Magazine (January, 1869) along with his review 

of fhe Ring and the Book; 
>iwi)Wi]>Kii'i>mi»ii iin['»win»m*i.ni 11. m 

The position, of Bobert Browning in the limited roll 
of eonteaporary poets is a very peculiar one, By his 
disciples and admirers—and they are a select, if not 
a numerous, body--Browning is considered to be beyond 
all eo&parison, the waster of modem fegllsh poetry 1 
by the majority of Intelligent book-readers—those 
who actually form their opinions froa books, and not 
at second hand, fro® the oolusn of weekly reviews—he 
is regarded as a man of vast intellectual power, who 
allows a certain capricious tendency towards mysti-
cism or indirectness of phrase to run away with his; 
while fcy nearly all those who catch up the floating 
echoes of social literary judgment, he is held to be 
the leader of the ffestus school, a man intentionally 
obscure, a writer whom people who value easy literary 
digestion ought piously to avoid,5? 

But the Westminster Review, in the same month, approached 

The Ring and the Book with the following comment: 

fen years ago he was quite unknown except to the 
select few. We distinctly remember hearing in the 
winter of 1860 a well-known author, and editor of one 
of the most influential reviews of the day, declare 
that he had never read a word of Mr, Browning* s 
poetry. And the declaration struck nobody present as 
surprising. Such a declaration, however, in the year 
1869 would be a confession of ignorance,7® 

eg 
•'Eclectic Magazine, Hew Series, ? (March, April. 

1867), 514-31?. 

•^Broughton and others, p. 109, 0 258. 

-*%cllderry, "Browning and the Victorian Public,m 
p. 194, 
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The British. Quarterly I®view (March, 1869) gave only 

somewhat feeble assurance that "the knowledge of his 

poetry is widening" and that as yet he "merely amazes and 

astounds" the British public.^ Chamber*s Jomaunl 

(July 24, 1869)» observing that Browning had been "before 

the world for some five-and-thirty years," added that "it 

is not too much to say that the world as yet does not know 

him."60 And in October, the Worth British Bevlew 

reported? "There are still many wise men, and men of 

taste, who would have their teeth drawn or their toes 
61 

amputated rather than read him." 

One article, which appeared in the Gornhlll Magazine 

for February, 1869» marked, "as another sign of new life 

in poetry, the rapid, the sudden advance of lobert 

Browning in public honour." The author of the article 

insisted that "a love of Browning, a taste for the olives 

of his verse, began to be more general before he came for-

ward with that most perfect product of his genius, 

•Caliban on Setebos,'" The reviewer continued: 

This previous beginning of a taste amongst all people 
who read sufficed to open their minds to an immediate 
perception of what that one poem signified: neither 

^Broughton and others, p. 109, 0 260. 

60Ibld.. p. 109, C 263. 

"̂hsforth British Review. LI (October, 1869) » 126. 

62Cornhill Magazine, XXX (February, 1869)• 251. 



more nor less than the possession of a mind which, 
one® at least, could soar as high and see as deeply 
and as far as any M M that ever was, almost. The 
publication of the volume which contained this poem, 
among other beautiful things [Dramatis Persona®], was 
thus very fortunate in point of time, n3?ippa 
Passes," in which all Browning*s genius Is visible 
and much of it startlingly clear, did not suffice t© 
bring for him the full daylight ©f general apprecia-
tion, nor did other poems equally fine as well as 
brief and easy to read . . . , Unfortunately, there 
was an excuse for not knowing Browning' s poems at 
all# Xou could say, with a creditable air of being 
critical and candid, that he was too obscure for youj 
that the labour of reading him was too much, Indeed, 
. . . it was not long ago the fashion to say that— 
whether you had read much or little of the poems you 
disposed of \ la mode* Xou admitted, languidly, that 
there were fine things la them, and supposed that 
some people really could understand and enjoy them as 
a wholes but you, unhappily, were a plain mortal} you 
only got confused by riddles, however ingenious, and 
bothered with barbarisms, however splendid. This was 
for a long time the proper tone to take about 
Browning la "society*—that conscious but still 
potent sham which Is so very scornful of what It hap-
pens to think eccentric at any particular time. 
. , . But • . • there presently appeared a little 
weariness of the old views, or a new generation came 
into possession of the popular voice and showed signs 
of choosing a wnotew of Its own. fhe praises of 
Browning were now proclaimed aloud where they were 
never heard before; and there arose a general timid 
whisper of his name as after all a man to swear by, 
the man possibly. Then It was—most opportunely— 
that he published the volume which contains 
"Caliban"; a poem of such manifest worth that the 
world must have been as dull and deaf as It had been 
on several previous occasions if it had not instantly 
known it for an immortal thing. As it happened, how-
ever, the world had become more curious and alerts 
and it took the mew volume with pleased surprise. 
More reading of Browning and more praise of him after 
that. Becurrence to his previous worksj—doubt, on 
reading "Bordello" again, whether it had not been the 
victim of gross whether it might not 
really be understood after alls—wonder that anybody 
could ever have overlooked the force and beauty la 
the "Bells and Pomegranates" for instance! more con-
fident and outspoken opinion in college coteries, in 
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"society" and elsewhere, as to the author*s merits§ 
In short, a general upspringing of breezes blowing 
into the haven of popular favour. . . . lad though 
Browning M s lad to wait a long time for the uni-
versal recognition which he has always deserved, it 
Is now pretty complete.6* 

This lengthy, but, it is hoped, worthwhile, digres-

sion ha® proved at least one things the lack of a 

unanimous attitude on the part of the reviewers toward the 

extent of Browning's general acceptance at the time of the 

appearance of fhe linn and the Book. Consequently, it is 

impossible to draw a definite conclusion regarding the 

matter, further inference, however, may be gained by 

noting that several reviewers were confident that fhe H m 

an& *0.0* would encourage more people to read Browning, 

fhe critic for the Saturday Review declared that it "can-

not fail to arouse interest in the readers of poetry"^ 

the one for the Westminster Beview stated, "Hitherto 

Mr, Browning's admirers have been few though fit. lis 

present poem will do much to make him popular.*®** fhe 

North British Review was convinced that Browning was 

undoubtedly courting popularity? "With a timely con-

sciousness that he has hitherto failed to be generally 

understood, he has set himself in the early afternoon of 

63Ibid., pp. 251-253. 

^Saturday Boview. XXVI (December 26, 1868), 832. 

^%roughton and others, p# 113, C 298. 
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M s power to repeat what he had to say la a tongue ©or© 

comprehensible." She reviewer quoted from the poem itself 

to support his conviction that in writing it Browning had 

been 

Perchance more careful whoa© runs may read 
than erst, when all, it seemed, could read who ran, 
Perchance more careless whoso reads may praise, 
Than late, when he who praised, and read, and wrote 
Was apt to find himself the self-sase 

BeVane reports that "in spite of its length, the poea 

sold very well, and a second edition was called for in 

18?2.M^ fhis information is not particularly encour-

aging;, however, because probably only 2,500 copies were 

printed in the first edition.®® DeVane insists, neverthe-

less, that "in Browning's day the poem made him a national 

figure | it raised him in the popular imagination to a 

greatness, though not a popularity, equal to Tennyson* 

Cruse concurs with DeVane that with fhe Rings and the 

Book caae Browning's full triumph. "Inthusiasm for him 

rose as high, though it was not as universal, as enthu-

siasm for fennyson. He, in his turn, had become the 

fashion* fo admire his works was regarded as the test of 

a fine literary taste. His obscurities were regarded by 

66Horth British Review. LI (October, 1869), 98. 

6?De?ane, p. 3*7-
6®Broughton and others, p. 15. 

®%e?ane, pp. 547-548. 
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his followers with pride as distinctions which put his 

poetry out of reach of the vulgar.""̂ 0 

KcElderry, taking issue with Defane, feel® that the 

reviewers, who, he insists, wanted to like fhe Ring and 

the Book and wanted the general public to follow suit, 

"worked hard at the task of enjoying it, but they them-

selves were conscious that they had not entirely 

succeeded.Believing first, that the reviewers aost 

whole-heartedly admired "the characters of the poea, and 

the broad »©ral lessons inherent in their experience," 

and second, that the critics admired Browning for "his 

pluck in outlasting neglect" and saw "steadfastness in 

his achievement of a huge masterpiece in the years imme-

diately following his bereavement," Mcllderry concludes 

that fhe Sims and the Book was in 1869 a "personal 

triumph rather than an artistic one," and that among the 

reviewers "there was not so Much confidence that the 

intelligent reading public would enjoy [it], as a convic-

tion that . . . they ought to enjoy it, regardless of the 

inconvenience. 

^Oruse, p. 200. 

^Mcllderry, "Browning and the Victorian Public," 
p, 20$. 

?2HcBlderry, "fhe Tictorian Evaluation,H p. 89. 
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Browing himself considered it an artist!© success;?' 

evidently, he thought it a popular on© as well, because he 

told his friend Pollock that "he had at last secured the 

ear of the public, hut that he had done so by vigorously 

assaulting it, said toy telling M s story four times 

over. Oarlyle is said to have thought The Bins; and the 

Book "one of the most wonderful poems ever written . . . 

all made out of an Old Bailey story that might have been 

told in ten lines, and only wants forgetting," Tennyson 

remarked that parts of the poem were "full of strange 

vigour and remarkable in many ways,* but he was "doubtful 

whether it can ever be popular. His brother Frederick 

could not find the courage to attempt it* He was a great 

friend of Browning! "but it does not follow#" h® is 

reported to have said, "that 1 should put up with obsolete 

horrors and unrhythmical composition.M One Janes Smetham 

read three volumes of The ling and the Book "with a 

ourious mixture of impatience and admiration. To find 

every character thinking and talking Browning,w he said, 

"is like drinking strong coffee that swells the nerves and 

causes a dull ache over the eyes,* Henry Arthur Jones 

7%. Allinghaa and D» Hadford, editors, William 
Allingham. A BiarF (London, 1907)t P* 195. 

^IflcElderry, "Browning and the Victorian Public," 
P. 195. 

?%e¥ane, p, 5^6. 
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triad two or three of Browning1s poems and reported that 

whe is a dreadful heavy dumpling, the toughest and hardest 

baked 1 ever stuck my Jaws into."^6 

It may safely be assumed that in 1870 this was the 

common reaction toward Browning. fhe rather limited sisse 

of th© first edition of fhe lings and the Book* which was 

not eachausted for many months, seem® to indicate that 

Browning's audience was still select. As one late 

reviewer of the poem observed, "When the child ©r intel-

ligent rustic, who has laughed aloud over the dellel©ma 

1Piper of Hamelin,* and cried for Joy as the good horse 

Roland's hoofs smite the M x pavement, tries to read more 

of the hook which delighted him so much, he finds little 

there that he ©an understand . . . And in leceiiber, 

1869, William land Browne, though expressing his convic-

tion that Browning was "not a post merely, hut a great 

poet," found much of his work to fee so demanding on th® 

reader as "to partially Justify the criticism that 

'Browning is a poet for poets. 

But Browne closed his article by calling attention 

to that characteristic of Browning's writing which before 

^Cruse, p. 201. 

^Sclectic Magazine, lew Series, HII (March, 1871)» 

Magazine* ? (December, 1869)» 721. 
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many more years was to assure M s place la the popular 

hearti indomitable optimism, 

To an age of faith* and an age of derisive 
mockery, has succeeded an age of mere despair. 
Science admits that ah® knows and ©an know nothing 
hut phenomena, of which man himself is but one; 
Philosophy is letting go her hold upon her grand 
postulate. So with the poets: Tennyson feebly 
"trusts that somehow Good may toe the final goal of 
111" because he feels that without such trust life 
were intolerable; but he confesses himself to fee, 
at best, but—"An infant crying in the night|/An 
infant crying for the light ,/And with no language 
but a cry." Arnold melodiously laments that whereas 
in some centuries faith would have been possible to 
Mia, It is now possible no longerj the sweet, clear, 
Greek-souled Morris has a sad minor undertone of 
hopelessness running through all his poetryj [and] 
Swinburne rushes in desperation to passion, as sink-
ing sailors burst open the splrlt-room . . . , las 
[Browning] any better tidings for us than these? 

We have already called attention to the number 
of his poems that tell a stoxy of a failure, purposes 
accomplished, love wasted, lives thrown away} and 
this question!—'What is success and what failure, and 
what is the ultimate result of Man's brief and pain-
ful existence?—comes up more than once for solution, 
receiving several answers, which are in truth but 
parts of one answer. David replies to•the question,— 
What success may spring from these failures, what 
victory fro® these defeats?—that man is exalted not 
by the achievement but the will? and a defeat may be 
counted to him for a victory. Babbi Ben Sara answers 
that it is not for us to say what is success and what 
failure . . . and Abt Vogler answers: . . . "And what 
is our failure here but a triumph*s evidence/for the 
fullness of th® days?* But Pope Innocent gives the 
fullest and firmest answeri 

Sc never 1 miss footing in the maze; 
Ho,—I have light nor fear the dark at all. 

Doubtless there are many who declare that they have 
light? but we doubt their declaration, perceiving 
that they are palpably with us In the thick of the 
shadow, nor gifted, that we can discover, with 
faculties superior to our own. But here is this our 
brother with keener vision than ours, and placed upon 
a height from which he sees much that we cannot see? 
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*» Ma eyas d®t#ct any gray Unas In the «ast, my 
ehearful prophecy of the dawning? AM his answsr 
oo*as fcaok to us olaar and unfaltaring from his 
mountain-topt 

So navar I mi 66 footing in the aiaze; «e» 
Ko,—I haw light nor- fear th® dark at all." 

PP. 725-725. 
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